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HIMAL.~A. YAN FOSSILS. 
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'fRIASSIC :FAUN.LE OF KASH~IIR. 
BY 

C. DIENER, PH.D., 
U ni1Jers-ity of Vienna. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The detailed geological survey of the Khrew and Khunmu areas and between 
Mandakpal and Narastan in Kashmir by C. S. Middlemiss in 1908 and 1909 has 
led to the discovery of a Triassic sequence comparable to many of the Central 
Himalayan sections in Garhwal, Kumaon and Spiti. 

The following is a tabular statement of the Triassic horizons, so far detected 
in this part of Kashmir by C. S. Middlemiss (A revision of the Silurian-Trias 
sequence 1n Kashmir, Records, Geological Survey of India, XL, Pt. 3, 1910, 
p. 241) :-

UPPER TRIAS 

(many thousands of feet thick). 

MuscHELKALK 

(ab. 900 feet thick). 

LOWER TRIAS 

(ab. 300 feet thick). 

( Unfossiliferous, massive limestones. 
l Spiriferina Stracheyi and S. Haueri zones. 
~ Lamellibranch bed. 
( Ptychi"tes horizon, sandy shales with calcareous layers. 
i Ceratites beds do. 
~ RhynchoneUa trinodosi beds do. 
1 Gymnites and Ceratites beds do. 
j Lower nodular limestones and shales. 
l Interbedded thin limestones, shales and sandy limestones. 

f Hungarites shales (position uncertain). 
Meekoceras limestones and shales. 

_ Ophiceras limestones. 

The large collection of fossils made by C. S. Middlemiss chiefly from the 
Lower Trias and Muschelkalk was entrusted to me for examination and descrip
tion by Sir Thomas Holland, then Director of the Geological Survey of India, in 
1910. Having been working for the last eighteen years on the Triassic faunre of 
the Himalayas, I have taken a special interest in the study of these fossils, th0 
discovery of which fills up a serious gap in our knowledge of the Indian Trias. 
I wish to express my heartiest thanks to Sir Thomas Holland, to Mr. H. H. Hayden, 
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2 TRIASSIC FAUNA: OF KASHMIR. 

and to Mr. C. S. Middlemiss for offering me the opportunity of examining those 
interesting materials. 

My work has been facilitated by the excellent memoir of C. S. Middlemiss 
on the Silurian-Trias sequence of Kashmir and by his exact determination of 
the stratigraphical habitat of each single fossil. 

The descriptions in this memoir have been disposed according to the three 
main divisions of the Trias in Kashmir. As regards the stratigraphical layers of 
the species described, I follow entirely the nomenclature adopted by C. S. Middle
miss in his memoir quoted above (pp. 241-257). 

!.-FOSSILS FROM THE LOWER TRIAS. 

Class : CEPHALOPODA. 

Sub.class : AMMONOIDEA. 

Gen. XENon1scus Waagen. 

It was demonstrated by A. v. Krafft (Palmo1'tol. Indica, ser. XV, Himala
yan foss., Vol. VI, Pt. l, p. 85), that the Indian species from the Lower Trias of 
the Himalayas, which had been described by myself under the generic name 
of Danubites in 1897, cannot be separated from Xenodiscus Waagen, the consider
able variability in the length of their bedy-chambers being no reliable systematic 
basis for their classification. 

'The genus Xenodiscus, if taken in -the cirCU1Dllc'l'iption proposed ·by A. v. 
Krall't in his postlmmous work published in 1909, is represented ''"Y richly .in the 
Lower Trias of Kashmir. The number of species oollected by C. S. Middlemiss 
amounts to ten, among them four being new. It is of special interest that all 
the Kashmir species, with one exception, are provided with rounded external 
parts and that only a single form with indistinct marginal edges has been 
noticed, whereas in the Ceratite formation of the Salt Range biangular forms 
play a very important part. 

The evident affinities, which exist between Xenodiscus and Ophiceras, aJ:e 
marked very strongly in the material now under description. The tWo genera, 
which agree entirely in their general shape, involution and sutures, can only be 
grouped together according to the sculpture of their shells. Among my materials 
there are several specimens, which must be considered as transitional shapes 
connecting the two genera. One of them has been illustrated in Pl. II, fig. 1. 
Its outer whorl is perfectly smooth. The penultimate volution is distinguished 
by the presence of straight, radiating, delicate ribs, occurring only in very small 
numbers. In the inner volutions the ribs are more numerous, but extremely 
delicate. The sculpture, although too insignificant to justify a separation of 

·this·specimen from Ophio•ras, agrees on the other hand with the ornamentation 
'·Of X•nodiscus, the ribs being straight, not curved, as in typical species of 
Opkic.,·as. 
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A second specimen, which has been illustrated in Pl. II, fig. 2, agrees exactly 
with Ophiceras tibeticum Griesbach in its involution and transverse section, but 
in the penultimate whorl broad and coarse ribs are developed, imparting to this 
whorl the sculpture of the A mm01U1a trachyostraca. This distinctly circumpli
cate sculpture mar~~p.~ specimen as a transitional form connecting OpMceras 
and Xenodiscw. · 

In his memoir on the Trias of Albania (!Jeitrmge zur Palt:Bontologie w. 
Geol. Osterreich-/jngarns, etc., X.."'{IV, 1911) G. v. Arthaber has recently pro
posed a new system of classification of Lower Triassic A mmonoidea. In this 
system he follows Waagen in uniting all genera with adventitious lobes in one 
phylum : Beloceratea. All ammonites without adventitious lobes, and provided 
with a short body-chamber, are divided into the phyla Tornoceratea and Gephyro
ceratea. Xenodiscus has been placed in the first phylum, Ophicerns with the 
MeekoceratUlre in the second. Now I think that Ophiceras is separated so vaguely 
from XenodisC1.1S, that they cannot reasonably be looked upon as belonging to twe> 
different phyla, which were already separated widely in the Devonian period. 
The rich mat.erials from Kashmir show their close affinity in a most striking. 
ma.nner. 

Leaving aside the question as to how far the line of argument fo11owed by 
G. v. Arthaber is justified, I cannot help thinking that the three phyla of 
JJelocet"atea, Tornocera.tea and Geplty1·or,e1·atea in G. v. Arthaber's interpret&-· 
tion are an assemblage of very heterogeneous elements, which do not correspond. 
to any natural groups of Triassic ammonites. 

My specimene are too much broken to show the exact length of the body
chamber, but in one example it was seen to be more than three-quarters of the 
last voJ~tion in length. 

XENODISCUS HIMALAYANUS Griesbach. 

(Pl. II, figs. 3, 4.) 

1880. OpAicercu hima1auanum Griesbach, notes on thC' Lower Tl'ias of the-
Bimalayas, Brcorda, Geolooical Sunre11 III, Pt. 2, p. Ill, Pl. Ill, Ilg. 8. 

1897. Danubitri himala-yanui Diener, Himal. foss., alreont. Ind., ser. XV, Vol. 11, Pt. I, 

1909. Xe~t~;K~;!!u1:°K:!ltri:nf~.!~. f~ile!, v~f.'Jt Pt. 1, Lower Triauie Cephalopoda 
from Spiti, etc., p. 92, Pl. XIII, Ilg. 2. 

Griesbach founded this species on a single but fairly preserved specimen 
imbedded in a slab of dark limestone from the Ote>ceras beds of the Shalshal clitl, 
side by side with a small example of Otoceras JVoodu·ardi Griesb. It was re
dcscribed by me in 1897. A second specimen was discovered by A. v. Krafft among 
the collections obtained by Mr. LaTouche from the Lower Trias of the ridge 
opposite RaJpbu glacier between the Dharma and Lissar valleys. 

The species is rather common in t.he Lower Trias of Kashmir. Some ex~ 
amples agree with Griesbach's types in all their characters of specific impo1tanr.,_ 
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4 TRIASSIC FAUNJE OF KASHMIR. 

The specimen illustrated in fig. 3 belongs to this group of forms. whose identity 
with Xenodiscus hi1nalayanus cannot be doubted. It exhibits the same mode of 
involution an<l pattern of sculpture, which have been noticed in the type from 
the Shalshal cliff. Slight differences might be found in the shape of the cross
section, which, although cordate, shows the largest transverse diameter somewhat 
above the umbilical margin, and in the smaller number of straight ribs in the 
chambered portion of the shell. Of such ribs eight have been counted in half a 
volution, whereas in Griesbach's type the number is ten. But those sma11 differ
ences are certainly not of specific Ya]ue, my materials showing a wide range of 
variation, both in the shape of the cross-section and in the number of straight 
ribs. 

On the other hand the agreement with the type-specimen from the Shalshal 
cliff includes even some characters of. detail. The umbi1ical wall, which is low 
in the inner ''olutions, gradually increases in height towards the aperture. The 
difference in the shape and strength of the ribs in the chambered portion of the 
shell and in the body-chamber respectively is very conspicuous, but even among 
the delicate ribs in the apertural region some a.re stronger than the majority. 

Around this form, which approaches most nearly to the type-specimen of 
X. liimalayanus, a large number of varieties is grouped, ""·hich differ from the type 
more or less in the shape of the cross-section, and in the number and shape of the 
ribs. The transverse section is no longer decidedly oordiform, but either lanceo
late or irregularly oval The number of radial ribs in half a volution varies 
from six to ten. These ribs are in the majority of examples perfectly straight 
and strongest in the immediate vicinity of the umbilical region, but in one speci
men I found them to be bent forward near the siphonal margin even more strongly 
than in Griesbach's type. 

The sculpture of the anterior part of the last volution, which corresponds to 
the body-chamber, is always markedly different from that prevailing in the 
chambered pmtions of the shell. But the stage of growth at which this change 
of ornamentation sets in varies considerably in different individuals. In the 
majority of examples it is noticed as soon as a diameter of 35 to 40 mm. has been 
reached. In some exceptional cases, however, a remarkable retardation in the 
acquirement of this new sculpture is seen. In the specimen illustrated in fig. 4 
the original sculpture persists C\"Bn unti1 a diameter of 60 mm. has been reached. 
To such a retardation, however, I cannot attribute any specific impo?tance. 

The present materials having convinced me of the wide range of variation 
peculiar to this species, I nm inclined now to include in X. kim,alayanus the speci
men from the Otoceras beds of the ridge between the Dharma and Lissar valleys, 
which has been described as Danubites sp. ind. e:c a.ff'. himalayano in my memoir 
on the Cephalopoda of the Lower Trias (l.c., Vol. II, Pt. 1, p. 44, Pl. XIV, fig. 10). 

Dimensiona.-Diameter of the aliell . 
,, ,. umbilicus 

Height } Thickness of tbe last volution 

44: mm. 
18 
14 •• 
10 .. 
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Sutm·es.-The sutural line bas been found clearly exposed in a small number 
of examples only. It often differs from that seen in the type by the absence of a 
distinct auxiliary saddle. But this difference is, assuredly, not of specific im
portance in view of the great variability in the development of auxiliary ele
ments in Opliiceras and M eekoceras. 

Locality, numbet of specimens e.xamined.-Ophiceras bed, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 14. 

Remai·ks.-Large specimens of X. himalayanus exhibit a remarkable simi
larity with Meekoceras falcatum Waagen (Ceratite formation, Pal<Bont. lndica, 
ser. XIII, Salt Range Foss., Vol. II, p. 242, Pl. XXXVI, fig. 4) from the Stachella 
beds of Amb. The only difference, which, however, is sufficient to separate the 
two as distinct species, is the considerable amount of involution in Ji. falcatu1n. 
\Vaagen describes the ]ast whorl in his type-specimen as overlapping the penulti
mate one to the extent of rather more than two-fifths of the entire height of the 
former. In all my examples of X. hiwwlayanus the amount of involution is much 
smaller. In the two specimens figured one-quarter and one-third of the height of 
the penultimate whorl only is hidden by the last volution. This corresponds to 
an overlap of one-seventh and one-fifth part respectively of the height of the last 
volution. 

XENODISCUS cf. LISSARENSIS Diener. 

(Pl. I, fig. 11.) 

Although this species has been based on imperfect fragments only, it is well 
characterised by a number of features, which can be restored by a combination of 
the di:fferent fragments. Its most important character is the difference in the 
ornamentation of the body-chamber and chambered portion of the shell, which 
is even more distinctly marked than in X. himalayanus. 

In the Himalayan collection from Kashmir one single specimen exhibits a 
remarkable similarity to X. lissarensis. Its outer volution, as far as presel'V'ed, 
is <..'Overed with very numerous, low and delicate, falciform ribs, whereas the inner 
whorls are adorned with broad, radial folds, which are, however, arranged more 
closely than in the type. Its umbilicus is comparatively wide and shallow. 
There is no trace of marginal edges. Umbilical wall very low. Lateral parts 
running parallel for a considerable distance. 

Dimensions.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus 

:t::!.ess } of the Jast volution 

Sutures.-Not known. 

36 mm, 
17•5 ti 

0 
i .. 
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Locality, number of specimens examined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09,1. 

Rem.arks.-A specimen of Xenodiscus from the Lower Trias of Lang-son, 
Tonking, has been compared to X. lissarensis by H. Mansuy (Contribution a l<r 
carte geologique de l'lndochine, Paleontologie, Hanoi-Haiphong, 1908, p. 63, Pl. 
XVI, fig. 12), but is· too badly preserved to permit of specific identification. 

XENODISCUS ..£QUICOSTATUS nov. sp. 

(Pl. II, fig. 10.) 

This species is of particular interest on account of its close resemblance to 
X enodiscus Bittneri Hyatt et Smith (Triassic Cephalopod genera of America, 
U. S. Geol. Suro. P1·of. Pap., No. 40, p. 123, .Pl. XX, figs. 5-15, XXI, figs. 1-
13), from the Middle Trias of the Inyo range, California. It is represented in 
the Himalayan collection by se\•eral well preserved specimens, none of which, 
however, is provided with a complete body-chamber. 

The whorls are numerous. increasing very slowly and embracing each other· 
but very little. Umbilicus Yery shallow. Transverse section roughly oval. 
Siphonal and umbilical margins rounded. Lateral parts regularly arched, paas
ing gradually into the siphonal patt. 

Flanks ornamented with numerous, moderately strong ribs, which are falci
form and cross the siphonal part in adolescent stages of growth. In old age they 
become obsolete near the siphonal margin. In the inner volutions the ribs art' 
broader and more irregular than in the penultimate and last whorl. The ribs 
are occasionally unequidistant. but in general the sculpture is comparatively 
regular and there is no prominent contrast between the body-chamber and the· 
ch am be red portions of the shell. 

The type-specimen illustrated is completely chambered, notwithstanding its. 
comparatively large size. There are some specimens before me with their body
chambers preserYed. In the body-chamber the ornamentation becomes gradually 
obsolete, bnt does not change its general character, as in X. himalayanus. 

Dimensio11s.-Diameter of the shell 
,, ,, umbilicus 

~ltess } of the last \•olution 

54 mm. 
24 .. 
17·5 
12 .. 

Sutures.-Ceratitic. Siphonal lobe shorter than the principal lateral, divid
ed by a median prominence into two narrow branches, which are slightly serrated. 
Second lateral lobe considerably smaller and shorter than the principal one. The 
two lateral saddles are much wider than the second lateral lobe. Auxiliary lobe· 
coinciding with the uinbilical slope of the flanks. 

Locality, number of trpecimens examined.-Opbiceras layer, Pastannah, hor._ 
1, 5-9-09, 7. 
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Re1"w·k .. -Tbe present species is very nearly allied to X. Bittneri Hyatt et 
-Smith. In adult specimens of the American form the ribs are less distinctly 
falciform, running nearly straight up the flanks from !he.umbilical suture. In 
adolescent stages the ribs are accompanied by frequent constriCtions, <!\>bich have 
not been noticed in the Himalayan shell. 

A second species closely allied to the present one is Dinarites e?Jolutus 
Waagen (Fossils from the Ceratite formation, Salt Range Foss., Palmontol. Ind., 
·ser. XIII, Vol. II, p. 32, Pl. X, fig. 3) from the topmost bed of the Ceratite 
sandstone. '\V aagen's determination of his type-specimen as Dinarites is by no 
means reliable. It has been based on a distant similarity of the Salt Range 
species with a group of Ammonites included in the group of Dinarites cuccen
.sis by E. v. Mojsisovics, but the systematic position of those Alpine Ammonites 
themselves is Yery uncertain, as they are quite dissimilar to the typical forms of 
Dinarites. 

Dinarites e-colutus Waagen, whose sutures are unknown, should probably be 
placed in the genus Xenodiscus. The sculpture of its last volution agrees almost 
·entirely with that of X. OJquicostatus, but the inner whorls are nearly smooth and 
the number of coils within the umbilicus is still larger. A specific identity of the 
two species is therefore very doubtful and could only be proved with better 
materials of D. ecolutus at hand for comparison. 

XENODISCUS SALOMO NII nov. sp. 

(Pl. II, fig. 5.) 

This species is distinguished by its strongl,v compressed shape and by its 
·delicate and irregular ornamentation. In its involution it agrees with Xeno
discus mquicostatus, but its whorls are more slender. In the last vo]ution of my 
largest example a height of 21 mm. corresponds to a width of 12·5 mm. Transverse 
section regularly ova], without any trace of umbilical or marginal shoulders. 

The most remarkable feature of this species is its sculpture. The inner 
volutions are provided with faint and low ribs, standing at wide, somewhat irre-· 
gular intervals. At the beginning of the last volution the ribs become more 
numerous, stronger and acute. The distances between them are very irregular, a 
weaker rib being occasionally intercalated between two stronger ones. But even 
the strongest ribs are comparatively low and do not reach the height of the corre
sponding elements of sculpture in the preceding species. The ribs originate 
at a short distance from the umbilical suture, are directed radially across the 
ftsnks and turned forward in the vicinity of the sipbonal margin, but become 
obsolete before reaching it. 

My type-specimen consists of air-chambers only. In a second fragmentary 
..,xample of larger size the sculpture of the body-chamber is yet more irregular 
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and in the meantime more delicate. Some of the -ribs in the body-chamber 
assume a falciform direction and are united .into fasciculi, as in Ophiceras. 

Dimensions.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus 

Height } . 
Thickness of the last volutmn 

56mm. 
29 ., 
17 ,, 
11 ,, 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 3. 

XENODISCUS ALTHOTH..E nov. sp. 

(Pl. II, figs. 6, 11.) 

This species agrees with Xenodiscus ellipticus Diener (Himalayan foss., 
Palmontol. Ind., ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 1, Cephalopoda of the Lower Trias, p. 32, 
Pl. XIY. figs. 12, 13) in its obliquely elliptical outlines. The elliptical shape 
is certainly due to an originally elliptical growth, not to crushing in the rocks. 
N"ot only do the few examples, by which this species is represented in the Ophi
ceras layer of Pastannah, occur together with many other individuals of Ovhiceras 
a.nd Xenodiscus, which have not been deformed in any way, but they are distin
guished by a very remarkabie sculpture, which has not been found in any specimen 
of Xenodiscus of' normal shape. 

My type-specimeu shows numerous, C\·olute 'vhol'ls within the umbilicus. 
The whorls are bulky and comparath·ely thick. Transverse section oval, without 
any umbilical or siphonal margin distinctly defined. 

A second very characteristic feature is to be recognised in the change of 
sculpture taking place in the last whorl of full-grown specimens. In the penul
timate whorl of the specimen illustrated in fig. 11 a comparatively small number 
of high and sharp ribs are noticed, which reach their maximum strength in the 
vicinity of the rounded siphonal margin. Towards the anterior termination of 
the last whorl those ribs become more frequent and show a tendency to curve 
forwards as they cross the siphonal area. In the last volution of my type-speci
men illustrated in fig. 6, which corresponds to the body-chamber, the number of 
ribs is nearly twice as large as in the preceding '\'Olution. The ribs are more 
delicate, turned forward in the marginal region, and cross the siphonal part, 
without being interrupted. 

In the sculpture of its hotly-chamber our species reminds us very strongly of 
P01·ipleurocyclus Sm,itliianus Diener (Ifimalayan 1oss., Palleontol. lndica, ser. XV, 
Yo!. V, Pt. 2, Fauna of the Himalayan Muschelkalk, p. 69, Pl. IX, figs. 2, 3) from 
the Muschelkalk of Jolinka, Byans, u.lthough m Xenodiscus A ltkotluc the ribs 
do not reach their greatest elevation in crossing the siphonal area, but in the 
upper portion oi'. the flank::;. A remarkable difference between the two species 
consists, however, in the absence of siphonal ribs in young individuals of X. 
Althot/1«. Thus their ontogeny is entirely different. In Pe,.ipleurocyclus the 
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siphonal ribs are the original character, which persists in old age. In X. Alikotkm 
they are a newly acquired feature, which has not yet been noticed in young and 
adolescent stages of growth. 

Tliere is a great variability in the sculpture of the body-chamber in different 
examples. Ii is never quite regular, the breadth of intercostal intervals varying 
to a considerable extent. In one fragment the ribs remain nearly straight 
tl1roughout their entire length and cross the siphonal part without being dis
tinctly curved forward. 

Dimensiona.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus 

~l!e!ees } of the last volution 

Diameter of the shell . . } 
,. ,, umbilicus . . at the place of its greatest applana-

Height of the last volution . , tion. 
Thickness of the last volution , 

7~ 

34 " 
25 " 
19 " 
53 " 
23 
17•5" 
17•3 .. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 6. 

XENODISCUS cf. ELLIPTICUS Diener. 

(Pl. III, fig. 1.) 

This species was founded on two specimens from the Lower Trias of Kuling. 
The inner volutions of a large example from Pastannah agree exactly with those 
types, making an exception only of the smaller number of radiating ribs. But 
in this character the two type-specimens themselves differ considerably. In the 
last whorl of the smaller one 21 ribs may be counted, wheress in the larger their 
number increases to 28. In the penultimate whorl of my specimen from Kashmir 
it is 18. This difference is, therefore, barely of specific importance. 

In the last volution of the present example the ribs are lower, sharper and 
more numerous. They are turned forward slightly in the marginal region before 
dying out. Only the anterior half of this last volution has been preserved. A 
little more than the last quarter belongs to the body-chamber. The change iu 
the ornamentation consequently appears to take place, before the body-chamber 
has been reached. 

My specimen has obliquely elliptical outlines and very slowly increasing 
whorls. The thickness of the last volution increases more rapidly than its 
height in proportion to the respective measurements of the penultimate \vhorl. 
The siphonal part is accessible to obser,·ation, as soon as a height of 7 mlli. 
corresponding to a diameter of 20 mm. has been reached at the beginning of the 
penultimate whorl. It is highly and regularly rounded and does not show any 
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trace of flattening or of marginal edges. This observation is inconsistent with 
A. v. Krafft's opinion, that X. ellipticus is only an elliptic-al variety of X. radians 
\V aagen. A second point of difference might be found in the absence of any 
spiral grooves in the body-chamber whorl of the present specimens. 

As a remarkable character of X. radian.~ ·waag. and X. rotula Waag.·the 
presence of a shallow, spiral groove. " running along the middle of the sides of the 
body-chamber and bearing a few indistinct roncentric strire " is mentioned by 
A. v. Krafft. "It begins as soon as the lateral sculpture becomes more delicate. 
and occasionally, therefore,. occurs on the chambered portion of the last whorl in 
X. rotu.la as well as on the body-chamber. It is never equally well seen on both 
sides, but is clearly developed on one side of almost every well preserved speci
men." Xo trace of this spiral groove has been noticed in the present example, 
whic:h may therefore be supposed to be an independent species and not identical 
with X. radians 'Vaag. 

Dimensions.-Diameter of the shell 72 mm, 
,, ,, umbilicIDJ 33•5 ., 

~~!~~!ess } of the last volution . . i~-J ;; 
Diameter of the shell . . } e.b. 5G 

,, ,, uml.i!li, lh . . at the place of its greatest applana· :W 

~l~;;.~~ess i. of the Inst volution tion. i~ 
Hrioht }. , 11 
Thi~kness at t]1(' commencement of the last whorl . 9 

Sutures.--Agreeing with those in X. radians and X. rotula. Ceratitic 
development of the 1obes very prominent. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.--Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 1 

XEKomscus Co11PTONI nov. sp. 

(Pl. II, fig. i.) 

This interesting species is distinguished by its very narrow and sharply 
rounded siphonal part, and by a change in the ornamentation of its body-chamber, 
which is jrn:;t the reverse of that which has heen noticed in Xeno<liscus himalaya
nus, X. lissarensis, X. 1·adians or X. ellipticus. In all those species the ribs 
hecome much more deli~ate and more numerous towards the anterior termination 
of the body-c:hamber volution. In the present r;pecies they are very numerous and 
of rno<lerate strength in the inner whorls and in the posterior portion of the last 
volution. They do not rise exactly in the umbilical suture, but a little above the 
latter and are distinctly falciform, being strongly turned forward in the mar
gina1 region. Although they are strongest near the middle portion of the lateral 
parts. they do not die out towards the siphonal part, but cross the latter without 
being interrupted, thus imitating the sculpture, which has been noticed in the 
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body-chamber volution of X. Althothm. They are approximately equidistant 
and of equal strength. 

The system of sculpture in the body-chamber differs considerably from that 
prevailing in the posterior part of the last volution. It consists of few ribs, 
which are standing widely apart and are much stronger and acute. They do not 
cross the siphonal part, but become obsolete before reaching its crest. 

My type-specimen has slightly elliptical outlines. Its transverse section is 
Janceolate, the siphonal part being bordered by converging ftanks and narrowly 
rounded, but not acute. 

.Dimen.ffima.-Diameter of the shell • 
,, ,, umbilicus 

::~~esa } of the last volution 

Sutures.-Not known in detail. 

42·5 mm . 
17 
15 
10 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor-. 
1, 5-9-09, 1. 

Remm·ks.-There is a small number of examples from the same locality and 
horizon, which agree with the type in the presence of a narrowly rounded sipho
nal part in the change of ornamentation near the commencement of the hody
chamber, but differ from it by the small number and radial direction of the ribs 
in the chambered portion of the shell. They are not identical with the present 
spet·ies, although nearly allied to it, but their indifiere!lt state of prcserYation 
does not allow their identification to be carried out with sufficient certainty. I 
consequently prefer to abstain from a new specific denomination and to n:ark 
them provisionally as Xenodiscus sp. aff. Comptoni. 

XENODISCUS cf. ROTULA \\t'aagen. 

(Pl. III, fig. 2.) 

1895. Gyl'lmifu rot11la Waagen, Snit Ranite Foss., Palreontol. lnd1e<1, scr. XUJ, ,~ol. II, Ccratite 
formntion, p. 300. Pl. XXXYIH, fi~. 3-5. 

1000. Xenodi.Tcus r9h1la Krnlft ct Dic11c1·, Himali1\'nn Foss., 1bicltm, 5et. XV, Yol. YI, Pt. I, Lo\l'cf 
Triassic Cephalopoda from Spiti, p. 93, 1\1. XXlll, figs. 4, 5, XXVII, figs. 4, 5. 

In the Himalayan collection there is one specimen of Xenodiscus, which is 
probably identical with X. rotula Waagen from the Ceratite sandstone of the 
Salt Range. It is the only specimen of Xenodiscus in the collection with a 
flattened siphonal part and with distinctly defined although obtusely rounded 
marginal edges. The ribs are Jess numerous than in equally sized examples of 
X. 1'adians Waag., inequidistant, sharp and very slightly falciform. They are 
marked most strongly below the middle of the lateral parts. Thus in its orna
mentation our specimen agrees very closely with the type of X. rotula. 

The shallow spiral groove running along the middle of the sides of the body
chamber, which has been noticed in the Himalayan examples of X. mdians and 

c2 
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X. 1·otula by A. v. Krafft, is not seen in our specimen. But as this specimen is 
incomplete and probably not provided with its body-chamber, the absence of this 
character is scarcely of any specific importance. 

The specimen which agrees most c1osely with the present example is X. 1·otula 
from Ensa, illustrated in Pl. XXVII, fig. 4, of A. v. Krafft's memoir. 

Dimen.siona.-Diamet.er of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicu, 

i1bttess } of the last volution 

Sutul'es.-Not known. 

28 mm, 

11 " 
9 " 
7 " 

Locality, number of specimen:S e.xamined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 1. 

Remarks.-The presence of Xenodiscus rotubJ in the Ophiceras beds of Pas
tannah would be of considerable stratigraphical importance, as this species 
keeps a distinct layer in the Ceratite formation of the Salt Range, namely, the 
horizon of the Ceratite marls, in which the Stachella beds occur, according to 
Koken (Neues JaMb. /.Min., 1911, I, p. 484). Unfortunately the identification 
could not be carried out with sufficient certainty. 

In the Lower Trias of Spiti the presence of X. rotula has been established 
with certainty by A. v. Krafft, but there its exact stratigraphical horizon is, un
fortunately, not known to us. 

More recently both X. mdians and X. l'Otula have been quoted from the 
Lower Triassic rocks in the Djulfa section by A. Stoyanoff (On the character of 
the boundary of Palreozoic and Mesozoic near Djulfa, A bhandl. Mineral. Ges. St. 
Petersbui·g, XL VII, 1910, p. 86, Pl. IX, fig. 5), but the illustrations given by this 
author did not convince me of the correctness of his determiuation. 

XENODISCUS cf. OPHIONEUS Waagen. 

(Pl. II, figs. 8, 9.) 

1~5. ];uanites QJ>hione11s Wangt>n, Pafomnfol. Tnd., ser. XIII, Solt Range Foaa., \'ol. 11, Ce1·ntit.e 
Formation, p. 282, Pl. XXXVIII, fi&. 12. 

Several species belonging to XenfJdiscus have been described by Wa.agen 
under the generic name of Lecanites. Lecanites ophioneus W., L. itndatu . ..i \V .. 
L. laqueus W. have the shape and ornamentation of Xenodiscus, from which 
Waagen separated them only on account of their sutures, which he supposed to be 
goniatitic. As was remarked by A. v. Krafft (Himalayan foss .. I.e., Vol. VI, Pt. 
I, p. 88), the preservation of Waagen's type-specimens is by no means satisfactory. 
If we take into consideration how easily the faint denticulations of the lobes are 
destroyed by weathering, it appears very probable that those types actually 
belong to the genus Xenodiscus. They have certainly nothing to do with the true 
T.ecanites Mojs. of Carnie age, which contains only a dwarf-species with reduced 
goniatitic sutures. 
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My Himalayan specimens agree almost perfectly \Vith Waagen's type of 
Xenodiscus ophioneus from the Ceratite formation of Chidru. It needs only a 
<:omparison of the illustrations to be convinced of their extreme similarity. The 
whorls, perhaps, increase still more slowly than in the type from Chidru, but the 
proportions of the diameter of the shell and the umbilicus on one hand and of the 
height and thickness of the volutions on the other are exactly the same in the two 
forms. Transverse section oval, with lateral parts regularly arched, and without 
any umbilical or marginal edge. Siphonal area evenly rounded and passing 
gradually into the sides. 

The sculpture consists of numerous radiating ribs, which are comparatively 
broad and distinctly developed in the inner volutions but become more faint and 
irregular in the last whorl. On the body-chamber of some individuals the orna
mentation gradually disappears completely. The ribs are most strongly devel
-0ped in the middle zone of the sides but do not extend as far as the siphonal part. 
They are perfectly straight in the adolescent stage of growth, as is seen from the 
small specimen illustrated in fig. 9, but take a slightly falciform direction on the 
body-chamber of several full-grown examples. 

This is one of the species of Xenodiscus, which by the faint development of 
its sculpture approximates to Ophiceras. 

Dimensions.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus . 

Height of the } above the umbilical suture 
last volution ,, ,, preceding whorl 

Thickness of the last volution . 

48 mm. 
20 " 
15 " 
11·5 .. 
10 " 

Sutures.-Ceratitic, agreeing with those of X. ophioneus Waagen, in the 
disposition of the two lateral saddles, the second one being of extremely small size. 
Siphonal and principal lateral saddles of nearly equal height and width, with 
their tops broadly rounded. Siphonal lobe broad and shorter than the principal 
lateral lobe. Its two branches provided with denticulations. 

On parts of the cast, where this sutural line has been exposed to weathering, 
it agrees exactly with that described by Waagen in his type-specimen of 
X. ophioneus from Chidru. 

Locality, number of spr;cimens exaniined.--Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 10. 

Remarks.-The very close resemblance between my Himalayan specimens 
and X. ophioneus Waag. makes it almost certain that the two species are identi
cal, notwithstanding the apparently goniatitic development of the sutures in 
Waagen's type. But as the material from the Salt Range is limited to one 
weathered cast, I must abstain from a direct identification. 

W aagen himself considered Lecanites ophioneus to be very closely allied to 
Cm·atites multiplicatus v. Mojsisovics (Arktische Triasfaunen, M6m. A cad. Imp. 
des sciences, St. P<tei·sbourg, 7 ser., Vol. XXXIII, No. 6, p. 25, Pl. IX, fig. 15) 
from the Olenek beds of Siberia. A. v. Krafft (I.e., p. 86) united this species 
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with Xenodiscus on the strength of the agreement of the group of Ceratite/f 
obsoleti with Xenodiscus in all their important characters. 

X. inultiplicatus is certainly not identiral with X. ophioneus, although its 
shape and sculpture are not unlike that of the Indian species. It has thicker 
whorls and more irregular ribs. Some of them are even dichotomous and swelling 
into knob-shaped elevations in the umbilical region. In the body-chamber the 
ribs become more distant and there is no trace whatever of the ornamentation, 
which gradually becomes more obsolete than in X. opliioneus. 

XENODiscus cf. SITALA Diener. 

(Pl. III, fig. 3.) 

1897. Dan.ubites Sitala Diener, Himalo.vnn foss., Palaontol. Ind., ser. XV, \"ol. II, Pt. 1, Cephalo-

1909. Xe~:~_.~!ut1sit~1:~~ i~:fft;ib~;e!!· foY.' \~P,·p\~· 1~8Lower Trinssic Ceplmlopodn from Spiti, 
p. 97. 

The most remarkable feature of this species e;onsists in the very !:lrge number 
of delicate folds occurring in the last volntion. in sharp contrast with the strong 
and distant transverse ribs of the inner whorls. 

An incomplete specimen from Pustannah agrees fairly well with my type
specimens from the Lower Trias of the Lissar valley, as far as a dose comparison 
is possible between examples so fragmentary and ,..,·eather-worn as those under 
examination. 

A. v. Krafft compared X. Sitala with X. 1'adians Waagen. This comparison 
is correct so far as the ornamentation is concerned, although in none of the Hima
layan examples of X. radians is the change of sculpture in the last volution as 
sharp as in X. Sitala, but there is undoubtedly a considerable difference between 
the two species in the transverse section. X. Sitala has an oval-shaped cross
section, with a comparatfrely large transverse diameter and with umbilical and 
siphonal margins completely rounded off. In X. 1'adians the cross-section is more 
slender and the flattened external part is bordered by obtuse marginal edges. 

Dimensions.-Diameter of the shell • 
,, ,, umbilicus 

~i!e!ess : } of the last '\"O)ution 

ab. 38 mm. 
17·5 .. 
11·5 " 

9·5 .. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah. hor .. 
1, 5-9-09, 1. 

Gen. 0PBICERAB Griesb. 

The genus Ophiceras, which may be considered as the leading fossil of the
Otoceras beds in Painkhanda, is a1so very common in the Lower Trias of Kashmir, 
although in number it does not much surpass the nearly a.Hied genus XenodisC'l.W 
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Waag. There is not a single new species among ·the materials entrusted to me 
for examination. All of them are either identical with or very nearly allied to 
such forms, as have been described in my memoir on the Lower Trias of the Hima
layas (Vol. 11, Pt.1). 

0PHICERAS SAKUNTAI.A Diener. 

(Pl. I, figs. 1, 2.) 

This typical form of this species is very rare in Kashmir. Among a largt
number of specimens, which I have been able to examine, one single example only 
(Pl. I, fig. 1) might safely be attributed to it. Even this i• a little more evolute 
than the type from the Shalshal cliff, but its umbilicus is just a little smaller 
than the height of the last volution. Its cross-section is distinctly lanceolate, 
not oval, its greatest diameter being situated a little above the umbilical margin 
which is well defined. The lateral parts convergt- slowly towards the siphonal 
area. which is highly rounded. In the shape of the latter my specimen dift'e~ 
considerably from 0. Sakuntala var. e•oluta, which has been illustrated by 
Noetling and Frech in Lethrea palroozoica (Vol. II, Dyas, p. 634/. fig. 1). The 
inner whorls are quite smooth. It is only in the last volution, corresponding 
to a diameter of 30 mm., that delicate, falciform folds are noticed. 

All the rest of the specimens, although differing from the typical form. 
fall within the range of variation of the group of 0. Sakuntala, as defined in my 
memoir on the Cephalopoda of the Himalayan Lower Trias. 

A variety, which has been met with rather frequently, is distinguished by 
its oval cross·section and by the absence of any umbilical margin or wall In 
such examples the lateral parts slope in an approximately regular curve from the 
siphonal parts to the umbilical suture. This variety is also common in the 
Otoceras layer of the Shalshal cliff. It agrees with the typical form in the relation 
between the height of the last volution and the diameter of the umbilicus, and 
in the amount of involution. The illustration in the Lethcea palceozoica, fig. 2b, 
does not represent a cross-section of the typical form of 0. Sakuntala, as was 
suggested by Frech. In the typical form the 'vhorls overlap one another to one
half or at least one-third of their entire height. A smaller amount of involution, 
as indicated in Frcch's illustration, is noticed in 0. de111,issum Oppel, not in 
0. Sakuntala. 

The lanceolate shape of the transverse section, a character of the typical 
form of 0. Sakttntala, is only found occasionally in the specimens from Kashmir, 
as has been stated by Middlemiss. In the majority of examples the cross-section 
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is nearly oval. In some variations the largest transverse diameter is even shifted 
from the umbilical region to the marginal portion of the lateral parts. 

As has been stated by C. S. Middlemiss (Records, Geol. Sui·c. of India, 
Vol. XL, Pt. 3, p. 242). the representatives of 0. Sakuntala in Kashmir are con
nected with 0. ptyckodes by transitional forms. On the other hand there are also· 
transitional forms between those two species and 0. demi.r;sum Oppel. Some 
examples even exhibit characteristics, which seem to connect the three species. 
One of them (Pl. II, fig. 2) shows a very small amount of involution-less than one
third of the height of the penultimate whorl-an oval cross-.;ection, with a com
paratively large transverse diameter, corresponding exactly with the middle of 
the height, smooth inner whorls, and, in the third quarter of the last volution, 
three falciform folds, which are strongly developed and elevated in the umbilical 
region, but do not cross the siphonal part, as in the typical form of 0. Sakuntala. 

Sutures.- There are few examples, in which the suture line is accessible for 
examination. It agrees with that of some of the specimens from the Shalshal 
cliff. 

Locality, number of specimens e.xamined.-Ophiceras Jayer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 28. 

0PHICERAS PTYCHODES Dien. 

(Pl. I, fig. 6.) 

1897. Uphir•tralf pt11rlwlu Diener, Palreu11ff>I. Ind., ser. XV, Himalayan foss., \rol. II, Pt. ],_ 
Cephalopoda of tl1e Loll'er Trias, p. 120, Pl. XI, figs. 3, 5, 6. 

The majority of specimens in the collection from Kashmir are transitional 
forms connecting Ophiceras Sakuntala Dien. and 0. 7Jtychodes. But there are 
some examples, in which the elegant sculpture is scarcely less conspicuous than in 
the types from the Shalshal cliff. The falciform folds are developed very dis
tinctly and are even seen along the periphery \!ro&sing the siphonal part. The 
specimen illustrated is a good representative of this typical form. This specimen 
agrees exactly with the types of 0. ptycliodes from the Shalshal cliff in its involu
tion, the diameter of the umbilicm. being considerably inferior to the height of 
the last whorl, and has the umbilical margin distinctly defined. The cross-section 
is roughly oval, not lanceolate. 

Se,·eral specimens from Pa.stannnh approach the i,-ar. evoluta of 0. Sakuntala 
and h.a:re no distinct umbilical margin. 

As a rule the sculpture, although developed in sufficient strength, to distin
guish our examp1es from the typica] shapes of 0. Sakuntala, does not cross the· 
siphonal part. In this character they agree with the form from the Shalshal 
cliff, illustrated in fig. 6 of my memoir quoted above. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 9. 
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0PHICERAS DEMISSUM Oppel. 

(Pl. I, figs. 8, 9.) 

1865. Ammnnitt1 demia.ma Oppel, {;eber ostimlischP. Fossilreste nus den secundrer<>n Ablagerungen 
von Spiti und Gnarl Khoranm in Tibet, Palmontologische Mitteil. aus dem. M11uum des 
k9l. Ba11riuhn fUaates, fU11.ttgart, I, p. 290, Taf. J..XXXVl, fig. 1. 

189i. Uphfoeras fltmiuum. Diener, Pafa"011tol, lndiea, ser. XV, Rimnlnynn foss., ,·ot. II, Pt. 1, 
Cephalopoda of the Lower Trias, 11. 121, Pl. XIV, figs. 1-i. 

1900. O. r/. dtmi.uum A. v. Krafft et Die11er, ibicle111, Vol. VI, Pt. 1, Lo"·er Triassic Cephalopocla 
from Spiti, p. 82. 

The typical form of this species differs from Ophiceras Sakuntala Dien. hy 
its more numerous, slowly increasing volutions, its wider umbilicus, and by the 
presence of narrow, irregular wrinkles in the adolescent stage of growth. The 
two specimens illustrated are representatives of this typical form. The measure
ments of the smaller and more complete example (fig. 9) are as follows :-

Diameter of tlie abell • 
,, ,, umbilicus . 

Height } . 
Thickneas of the last volut1on 

39mm. 
17 " 
12 " 
i .. 

The relation between the diameter of the umbilicus and the height of tho 
last ,-olution excludes an identification with 0. Sakuntala. The involution is 
very small, the last volution overlapping the penultimate one to one-fifth of the 
height of the latter only. 

In all specimens from Kashmir, which I prefer to unite with 0. demissum 
rather than with 0. Sakuntala, the transverse section is ova], not lanceolate. But 
this character having been noticed frequently in some varieties of 0. Sakuntala, 
the distinction between the two species, which actually pass into each other by 
many transitional forms, must be based almost exclusively on the ratio of involu
tion. 

Locality, number of speci1nens e.i-amined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, bor. 
1, 5-9-09, 8. 

0PRICERAS CHAMUNDA Diener. 

(Pl. I, fig. 7.) 

1897. Ophittro.8 C1iam11nda Diener. Pafironflll. 111r1., ser. XY, Himalav11n foss., Vol. II, Pt. ]. 
CephalOJ>O(la of the Lower Trias, p. 123, Pl. XII, figa. 1-4. • 

This species, which might be considered as an elliptical variety of 0. Saktm
tala Dien., is represented in Kashmir by a small number of specimens, agreeing 
in every respect with the types from the Shalshal cliff. 

Locality, number of specimens e.tamined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 6. 
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0PHICERAS cf. GIBBOSUM Griesb. 

(Pl. I, figs. 3, 10.) 

1890. Trod yr.eras ui"1111&um. Griesbnch, Pnlll!ontological notes on the Lower Trins of the Himalayas, 

1897. Up~f::~~s, :J,~g~~;;!1"'Di~n!~.diJ•Q~~~t~~1~n~:.1~~.P~V.\:Fm~1~·van foss., \~ol. II, Pt. 1, 
Coph11lopodn of the Lower Trias, p. Hl8, Pl. IX, figs. 4-7. • 

A large incomplete specimen (fig. 3) from the Ophiceras layer of Pastannah, 
hor. 1, 5-9-09, very closely resembles Ophicera.• f!ibbosum Griesb. in its general 
shape and sculpture. The volutions increase less rapidly than in the typical 
form from the Shalshal cliff. Umbilical margin clearly defined. Transverse 
section cordiform in the inner whorls, becoming gradually lanceolate in the 
last volution. Volutions overlapping each other to the third part of their height 
only. 

Sculpture consisting of broad knobs, which are arranged along the umbilical 
region of the lateral parts. Some of them assume the shape of elongated, thick 
folds. Their number is larger than in Griesbach's type-specimen. TJie irregv.lar 
occurrence of the knobs and folds induces me to classify this species with Ophi
ce1'as, not with X enodiscus, but it might be looked upon as a transitional form 
connecting those two genera. 

A second specimen from th"' same locality and horizon (fig. 10) marks a 
transitional shape from 0. ptychodes Dien. to 0. gibbosum. It is a representative 
of the evolute variety of 0. ptyc/1,odes, being provided with a comparatively wide 
umbilicus, the diameter of which is exactly equal to the height of the last volution. 
The ornamentation consists of regular, falciform folds arranged. in the same 
manner as in 0. ptychodes, but not deYeloped sufficiently strongly to crosi; the 
siphonal part. But to those regular folds a second element of sculpture is added, 
which is characteristic of 0. gibbosum. Near the aperture a large, thick bump 
occurs, which is accompanied by a general swelling of the whorl. Besides this 
several elevated and broad ribs are noticed in the penultimate volution. Tl1e 
latter characters seem to prove our specimen to belong to the large number of 
transitional forms, which <-'Onnect Ophiceras Griesb. and Xenodiscus Waagen. 

0PHICERAS cf. TIDETICUM Griesb. 

(Pl. I, fig. 4.) 

1880. Uphirero11 tilidir11m Gril'Sbneh, Pn 
Rtcm·<l&, Geql, S11n. of India, Y 

l89i, U, tilietin1111 Die11er.l'alreontologfri 
(lodD. of the I.o""<'r Trins, )1. 105, 

lOOi. U, tifi~tir.111n. Krafft et Diemer, I.e., 
p. 81. 

ntological notes on the Lowe1· Trias of the Himalayas, 
Pl. Ilf, figs. 1-7. 
~~.imalnyan f088., Vol. II, Pt. 1, CephnL>-

1, Lower Triassio Cephalopoda from Spiti, 

A fairly complete specimen of medium size from the Ophiceras layer of 
Pastanna11, hor. 1, 6-9-09, reminds me very strongly of this characteristic 
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species. It has a cord.ate transverse section, whose largest diameter corre. 
sponds exactly to the umbilical margin. The siphonal part is broadly rounded. 
Both in the shape of tbe cross-section and in the proportions of height and thick
ness it differs considerably from 0. Sakuntala. The volutions are less numerous 
and increase in height more rapidly than in the typical form of 0. tibeticum. In 
this respect our example agrees better with the variety illustrated in fig. 6 of my 
memoir quoted above. 

The sculpture consists of umbilical bumps or knobs, from which narrow 
wrinkles or folds originate. It is clearly marked in the body-chamber but becomes. 
quite indistinct in the inner volutions. It is developed much less strongly than 
in the typical form of 0. tibeticum, but t"Onsiderably more than in the smooth 
variety illustrated in fig. 2 of my memoir on the Cephalopoda of the Himalayan 
Lower Trias. 

Dimensions.-Diameter of the shell . 52mm. 
,, ,. umbilicllB 

'!J:1::!.ess } of the last volution 
i~ :: 
14 " 

Sutures.-Agreeing with those of 0. tibeticum. One-half of the last Yolu
tion belongs to the body-chamber, but the apertural margin of the mouth has not 
been preserved. 

0PHICERAS cf. MEDIUM Griesb. 

(Pl. I, fig. 5.) 

1880. Up~~ccco~•."'J=~l'i,~~~e!~a;::,J.•~0·:~1j1;~~1. ilt9Pi~ifi~ fi~O~r Trias of tho Himalayas, 

1897. U. medium. Diener, Palreontologia Indim. ser. XV, Himalayan fosa., Vol. II, Pt. I, Cephal~ 
podo of the Lower Trias, l>· 118, Pl. IX, figs. 1, 2. 

A single but fairly well preserved. specimen of an 011llice1·as resembles this 
species very closely, especially in the sl1ape of its transYerse section. This section 
is lanceolate, with the largest transverse diameter corresponding to the umbilical 
margin, which is sharply defined. Siphonal margin distinctly marked, although 
rounded off. Height of the last volution equal to the diameter of the umbilicus. 

No sculpture, with the exception of a furrow, which intersects the last whorl 
near its anterior termination and is followed by a general swelling of the shell. 
The presence of this furrow reminds me of 0. st1·ictumtum Frech et Xoetling 
(Letkcea palreozoica, II, Dyas, p. 634/, fig. 3). It marks probably the imme
diate vicinity of the apertura.1 margin, which has, however, not been preser\·ed. 

The sutures not being known to me, I did not venture on a direct identifica
tion of this specimen with 0. medium, notwithstanding its external similarity. 

Locality, 11.uvibet· of specimens ezamined.-Ophicera.s layer. Pastannah, bar. 
1, 5-9-09, 1. 

DI 
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Gen. FLEMINGITBS Waag. 

I'LEMINGITES sp. ind. (U roup or F. Flemingianus Kon.) 

Among my materials there are two body-chamber fragments of outer volu
tions with beau ti fully preserved spiral strire. The height of the larger one is 
not Jess than 65 mm. They are provided with strong and coarse radial ribs, which 
are accompanied by bundles of thinner folds. 

It is utterly impossible to identify the two fragments with one of the species 
of Flemingites hitherto described, taking into consideration their defective state 
of preservation. But they are certainly closely allied to F. Fleminuianus L. de 
Koninck (Quart. Jourti. Geol. Soc. London, Vol. XIX, p. 10, Pl. VII, fig. !). 
They deserYe special notice, as the group of F. Plemingiatius is characteristic of 
the upper portion of the Lower Trias and has no representatives either in the 
Meekoceras beds of the Himalayas or in the corresponding beds of the Salt 
Range Ceratite formation. 

Locality, nu11ibe1· of specimens examined.-Coarse crystalline limestone, rich 
in corals, Guryul ravine, Khunmu, hor. 1, 7-8-08, 2. 

l'LE>IINGITES { 1) sp. ind. (cl. MGTHl"NSIS Krafft). 

(Pl. VI, fig. 4.) 

As far as conclusions can be drawn from the examination of the fragmentary 
cast before me, it exhibits the greatest similarity with the inner whorls of 
Flemingites .lluthensls Krafft et Diener (Palwontol. Ind., ser. XV, Himalayan 
foss., Vol. YI, Pt. I, Lower Triassic Cephalopoda from Spiti, p. 108, PL XXII. 
fig. 2). It is strongly compressed, provided with a very narrow siphonal area, 
which is fiat and bordered by acute edges, with a sagittate cross-section, and with 
a robust lateral sculpture. This sculpture consists of stout ribs, which are most 
prominent in the lower portion of the flanks and gradually becomes less marked 
in the direction of the siphonal margin. It is much more prominent than in 
equally sized specimens of Fleminuites Uoltill<t Diener (l.c., Vol. II, Pt. I, Cepha
lopoda of the Lower Trias, p. 93, Pl. XVIII, fig. 3). 

My specimen being an internal cast, which is completely devoid of its origina] 
shelly test, the spil-al striation characteristic of the genus Flemingites could not 
be noticed. Its true systematic position is therefore still uncertain, although 
there is a great probability in favour of an identity with F. Muthensis from the 
Hedenstramia beds of Spiti. 

Locality. number of specimuis e.xamined.--E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, 
Vihi district, hor. 2, 6-8·08, 1. 
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Gen. VISHNUITES Diener. 

1897. Vi.slin11itu Diener, Himalayan Fou., Pala:ontol. Ind., ser. XV, Vo1. II, Pt. 1, Cephalopoda 
of the Lower Trias, p. 88. 

In I 897 I introduced the genus JI ishnuites for a species from the Otoceras 
beds of the Shalshal cliff, which although very nearly allied to Xenaspit Waag. 
and OpMcems Griesb., differs from them by its acute siphonal edge. 

In 1905 the new generic name Inyoites was proposed by Hyatt and Smith 
(Triassic Cephalopod genera of America, U. S. Geo!. Su7". Prof. Papers ~o. 40, 
p. 134) for a species from the Meekoceras beds of California, which, in my 
opinion, is very closely alJied to Visknuites, from which it can be separated only 
by the presence of a distinct sculpture. 

VrsHNUl'l'ES PRALAMBHA Diener. 

(Pl. III, fig. 4.) 

1897. Vi.rh1111itt1 Prafotnbha Diener, Palaontol. I11d., ser. XV, Himala~an fose., Yol. IJ, Pt. 1, 
Cephnlopodn of the Lower Trias, p. 88. Pl. \·11. figs. 4, ;5. 

The sharp knife-like siphonal edge at once distinguishes the only specimen 
under description from the numerous examples of Opkiceras, among whic:h it has 
been found. My speciMen agrees in all its characters of specific importance so 
closely with Vishnuites Pralambha from the Otoceras beds of the Shalshnl cliff. 
that I do not hesitate to identify it with that species. The umbilicus is, perhaps. 
a little wider, the volutions are overlapping one another to a 1ittle Jess than one
half their entire height. 

Exactly one-half of the• last volution belongs to the body-chamber. but the 
exact length of the latter cannot be ascertained, the apertural margin not having 
been preserved. 

Dimenaiom -Diameter of the shell 
,, ,. umbilicus 

He~ght } of tbe last volution 
Thickness 

53mm. 
18 ,, 
19 ,, 
9 ,, 

Sutures.-As far as accessible to examination. agreeing with those in Ophi-
ceras Sakuntala Dien. .. 

Locality, nU1nber of specimens e.zmnined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 1. 

Gen. INYOITES Hyatt et Smith. 

INYOITES KASHMIRICUS nov. sp. 

(Pl. III, figs. 6, 9.) 

If Inyoites Owenii is taken in the wide circumscription proposed by Hyatt 
and Smith (Triassic Cephalopod genera ·of America, U. S. Geol. Su1'. Prof. 
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Papers, No. 40, p. 134, Pl. VI, figs. 1··-16, LXIX, figs. 1--9, LXXVIll, figs. 1-8) 
the two specimens illustrated from the Lower Trias of Kashmir might p~rhaps be 
placed in the 1·ange of its variation. But the identity of t~e Americ~n a~d 
Indian type-specimens is, although not impossible, not ascertamed, especially m 
consequence of their different states of preservation. 

The genus Inyoites is provided with a long body-chamber, agreeing in this 
respect with Vishnuites Dien. This character could not be ascertained in my 
Himalayan types, both of them consisting of air-chambers only. According to 
J. P. Smith, in Inyoites the acute siphonal part is raised into a hollow keel. My 
two specimens being casts without any trace of the shelly substance, this 
feature is not available for examination. But in the shape of the siphonal part, 
which lacks the abdominal shoulder-angles, they agree entirely with the American 
type. 

A character of real difference is, perhaps, marked in the more compressed 
shape of the inner whorls. J.P. Smith describes the young examples of I. Owenii 
as robust, with low, evolute whorls, and coarse lateral ribs. In my smaller 
specimen the measurements of the inner nucleus, corresponding with a diameter 
of 11 ·5 mm., ~re as follows:-· 

~::~ess } of the volution 
5mm. 
3•5 .. 

In the American type-specimen illustrated in Pl. LXXVIII, figs. 6, 7, of the· 
monograph quoted above, the respecth-e measurements are 5·6 and 5·2 mm., 
corresponding to a diameter of 17 mm. This proportion of height and thickness 
proves the nucleus of the American type to be more robust than the inner volutions 
of the Himalayan specimen. The advisability of questioning the specific import
ance of this insignificant difference might, however, be admitted. 

The full-grown examples of lnyoites Ou·enii and of I. Kashmfricus agree in 
all their essential external characters as far as such are availabJe for examination. 
The height of the whorl is twice the width. The overlap of the last volution 
over the penultimate one amounts to one-half of the latter. The cross-section is 
lenticular, the lateral parts being arched very regularly. The greatest transverse 
diameter is situated somewhat below the middle of the height. In my smal1er 
specimen the width of the umbilicus is exactly one-third of ihe total diameter, 
but in my large specimen the umbilicus is slightly narrower. 

In the inner volutions the surface is covered with strong, narrow lateral ribs, 
which extend from the umbilicus into the marginal region, but do not cross the 
siphonal edge. The anterior half of the last volution is smooth. 

n,·meJUions.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus . 

Height of the} above the umbilical suture 
last volution ,, ,, preceding whorl 

Thickness of the last volution 

£4mm. 
18 
27 
20 " 
J.I 
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Su.tu.1'es.-Ceratitic, with lobes deeply serrated and saddles entire. Siphonal 
lobe very broad and divided by a high median prominence, but Jess deep than the 
lateral saddle. Second lateral saddle comparatively small 8Jld low. Auxiliary 
series forming a straight, serrated line as in many species of Opkiceras. In the 
arrangement of this Jobe the American types illustrated by J. P. Smith do not 
completely agree with our Himalayan examples. But it is well known that in 
Meekoce1·atidm the arrangement of the auxiliary series is subject to considerable 
variation and is therefore not a character of paramount specific importance (vide 
Diener and Krafft, Lower Triassic Cephalopoda from Spiti, Himalayan Foss., l.c., 
Vol. V, Pt. 1, p. 61). 

Locality, number of speci1"ens examined.-Pastannab, probably from the 
Ophiceras layer, hor. 1, 5-9-09, but eventually from loose blocks, x 4-9-09, 2. 

Remarks.-A species of Inyoites from the shales with Xenodiscus cf. lissa1·
ensis Dien. near Langson (Tonking) is mentioned as l. cf. Owenii by Mansuy 
(Contribution it la Cai·te g8(Jlogique de l'Indochine, SerDice des Mines, Hanoi
Haiphong, Paloontologie, p. 64, Pl. XVI, fig. 14). Special stress is laid by the 
author on the close agreement with the type illustrated by A. Hyatt and J. P. 
Smith in Pl. VI, fig. 3, of their memoir quoted above. The species from Tanking 
is certainly allied very nearly both to the American form and to the species from 
Kashmir. But its indifferent state of preservation excludes any attempt at a safe 
determination. 

Gen. HuNGARITES Mojs. 

HUNGARITES MIDDLEMISSII no\'. sp. 

(Pl. III, figs. 5, 6, 7.) 

From loose blocks in the detrital fans near Pastannah forty well preserved 
specimens of an Ammonite were collected by C. S. Middlemiss, which he correctly 
attributed to the genus H ungarites Mojs. The species, for which his name is 
proposed here, is, indeed, a typical representative of this genus. 

Shell compressed, involute, diseoidal. Siphonal part roof-shaped, with a 
medi8Jl keel and two distinct marginal edges. The siphonal keel makes its 
appearance in very early stages of growth. Inner nuclei of 6 mm. in diameter 
are provided with acute siphonal edges. In small examples the greatest trans
verse diameter corresponds to the middle of the flanks, but in fdll-grown examples 
it is gradually shifted towards the upper portion of the cross-section and into the 
vicinity of the marginal edges. 1: mbilical wall low, but vertical, passing into the 
sides with an obtusely rounded off edge. Inside the small umbilicus numerous 
inner volutions are exposed in the shape of narrow spiral bands. 

Young examples are perfectly smooth. In later stages of growth the surface 
is covered with thin, falciform folds. In my largest specimens (fig. 6) these folds 
are developed more strongly in the vicinity of the aperture, ;md some of them are 
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even raised into distinct tubercles before reaching the marginal edges, where the 
sculpture disappears completely. 

Dimenaions.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus . 

Height of the } above the umbiljcal suture 
last volution ,, ,, preceding whorl 

Thickness of the last volution 

42mm. 
8 .. 

18 ,, 
12 ,, 
10 " 

Sutures.-Although a very large number of individuals is available for ex
amination, I have not succeeded in developing the sutural line in a satisfactorr 
manner. The sutures are ceratitic, 'vith entire saddles, but the details of their 
arrangement are not known to me. 

Locality, number of specimens e.xamined.-Pastannah loose blocks, exact 
horizon not known, x 4-9-09, ab. 40. 

Remarks.-In the present species the two flanks of the siphonal part slope 
regularly from the median keel towards the marginal edges, without being inter
rupted by any furrow. This prO\·es our species to belong to Hunga1·ites s.s., not 
to the Alpine group of Ceratites rusticus Hauer (Halilucites Dien.). 

G. v. Arthaber (Beitrwge zur Geol. u. Polaontol. (Esterr.-Ungarns, etc .. 
XII, p. 220) has given a good synopsis of the genus Hungarites and of its gradual 
evolution from the Permian to the top of the Middle Triassic. Comparing om 
species with the congeneric forms in G. v. At'thaber's memoir. we find it to hold 
an intermediate position between the Armenian types from Djulfa and the 
Siberian group of H. triformis v. Mojsisovics (Arktische Triasfaunen, Mein . 
. -lead. imper. des sciences St. Petersbourg, sfr. VD, T. XXXIII, No. 62. p. ~7. 
Pl. XI, figs. 14, 15, 16). With the Permian species, namely, IIungai·ites Raddei 
Abich, H. pessoides Ab., it agrees in the tripartite arrangement of the siphonal 
part, which remains unchanged during all stages of growth. It is similar to 
/l. t1·iformis in the remarkable change of its transverse section in the body-cham
ber of full-grown individuals. But otherwise it must be kept separated from the 
latter group, which is distinguished by the absence of marginal 1·idges and has no 
representatives either in the Alpine or in the Indian Trias. 

The three oldest species of Hungarites, II. Radde·i, H. pessoides and a third 
unnamed form from Djulfa, which has been described by G. v. Arthaber, are 
easily distinguished from II. M iddlemissii by their different cross-section. H. 
Raddei has a very narrow· umbilicus. H. pessoides is widely umbilicate, but in 
both of them the flanks run nearly parallel for a considerable distance from the 
marginal edges, and the region of greatest width corresponds to a broad belt, 
which is bordered by two spiral depressions. 'fhe only fragment of Hungarites 
from the Oto<•eras beds of the Shalshal cliff (Diener, Cephalopoda of tl1e Lower 
Trias, Himalayan Foss., Vol. II, Pt. l, p. 150, Pl. XXIII, fig. 5) has a helmet
shaped cross-section, with lateral parts flatly convex and diverging strongly. 

Two species from the Lower Muschelkalk ol I.mid (Asia Minor} appear to 
be more closely allied to the present one, namely, llungai·ites proponticus 'foula 
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(Eine M:uschelkalkfauna am Golf von lsmid in Klcinasien, Beitnege zur Geol. u. 
Pol,montol. Oesterr.-Ungarns, etc., X, p. 176, Taf. XXI, figs. 5, 6) and H. Solimani 
Tonia (ibid., Tai. XXI, figs. 3, 4), but in both of them the umbilicus is still nar
rower, the greatest width is situated in the vicinity of the umbilical region. or at 
least in the lower portion of the cross-section, and the sculpture either consists 
of straight, not !alciform ribs, or is completely absent. 

Hungarites Middlemissii is certainly an independent species, which is not 
very closely allied to any of the congeneric forms hitherto described. 

Gen. MEEKOCERAS Hyatt. 

The genus Meekoceras, in the wide circumscription proposed by myself in 
1897 and adopted by A.'" Krafft and J.P. Smith, is frequently represented in the 
Himalayan collections from Kashmir, but unfortunately, by fragmentary exam
ples only, all of them preserved so unsatisfactorily, that not in one single case can 
I venture on a dira.1. identification. Three specimens belonging to an inrnlute 
form with a biangular cross-section, but specifically indeterminable, ,,·ere dis
covered among the materials brought by Mr. C. S. Middlemiss from the Ophiceras 
layer near Pastannah (hor. 1, 5-9-09). All the !'est wore found in the layet· 
containing Fl~niingites (group of F. Flemingianus Kon.j, E. of Guryul ravine, 
Khunmu, Vihi distrfot, corresponding in age probably to the Hedenstrremia beds 
of Spiti and Painkhanda. 

MEEKOCERAS sp. ind all. JOLINKENSE Krafft et Diener. 

(Pl. IV, fig. 3.) 

Two fragmentary specimens, consisting of air-chambers only, are before me. 
In their outlines, transverse section and in the complete absence of ornamentation 
they closely resemble l'deekoceras jolinkense Krafft et Diener (Palmontol. Ind., ser. 
XV, Himalayan Foss., Vol. VI, Pt. 1, Cephalopoda of the Lower Trias from 
Spiti, etc., p. 37, PI. IV, fig. 3, XIV, fig. 13, var. III, fig. 2, XXX, fig. 6). 

The thickness of the cross-section is a little more than half its height. 
Greatest transverse diameter below the middle of the height. Lateral parts flatly 
arched and separated from the umbilicus by a high and steep wall, which is 
bordered by a sharply rounded-off margin. Siphonal area '""derately broad and 
bordered by distinct marginal edges. 

.Dimensions.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus 

~f:e!ess } of the last volution 

3lmm . 
7 

IO " 
9 .. 

Sutw·es.-Strongly weathered, but agreeing in their gener1tl arrangement 
with those of M. joli11.kense, as far as accessible to examination. 
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Remarks.--Jleekoceras joUnkense is known with certainty from the chocolate 
limestone of Byans, but varieties have been found both in the Meekoceras beds 
of Lilang and in the exotic block No. 20 in Malla. Johar. 

MEEKOCERAS (KoNINCKITES) cf. YUDISHTHIRA Dien. 

(Pl. IV, fig. 2.) 

um; . . 1/t .. 1.:<w•'rtU (Km1iurkifrs) l'1u1i.dithim DiPlll'r. l'ulrr•mf. Jori .. !i('r, X\", Himalayan foes., \"ol. 
11, Pt. 1. C'P11halopodn of the J,n1''Pr Trias. 1>. l.U. Pl. XXII. fig. l. 

l!J09. K<fi~~'.f'~~'t I'"lishflliro Krafft <'t DiPHl'r, j/,i.Jrm, Yol. n, Pt. 1, I'· 6ii, Pl. XJV, fig. 3. xv, 

The only specimen available for examination is greatly weathered and frag
mentary. But, so far as it can be compared with Koninckites Yudislttliira Dien. 
from the Hedenstrremia beds of Spiti. it bears a striking similarity with that 
species. The proportions of the involution and transverse section are practically 
identical. The siphonal part l1as been preser\·ed in a single place only, near the 
commencement of the last volution, where it is rounderl all over, as in my type
specimen from Muth. In the inner whorls an obtusely l"Ounded-olT umbilical edge 
separates the flanks from a moderately high and steep umbilical wall, but in the 
last volution the umbilical region has been injured by weathering so much, that 
the demarcation between lateral parts and umbilical wall has been almost entirely 
.destroyed. 

The last volution consists of a.ir-chambers only and is quite smooth. 

Dimensions.-Diameter of the shell 
,, ,, umbilicus . 

Height of the} above the umbilical suture 
last volution ,, ,, preceding whorl 

Thickness of the last volution 

. 134mm. 
31 
65 " 

. 49 " 

. 30 " 

Sutures.--Greatly injured by weathering, not exhibiting the details of denti
culation in the lobes. In their general ar~angement the sutures agree with those 
of K. Yudishtlifra. Siphonal lobe not known. Second lateral saddle skew-shaped 
and broadly rounded above. first auxiliary lobe followed by a distinctly indivi
dualised saddle, which is entire and resembles in shape the second lateral saddle. 

Localitg, numbu of ·?ecirnens exaniined.-E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, 
Vihi district, hor. 2, 6-8-08, 1. 

MEEKOCERAs (Asrm1TES) sp. ind. (Group of A. KING!ANus Waag.) 

(Pl. V, fig. I.) 

OnJy a single fragmentary specimen, consisting entirely of air-chambers, 
is. available for description, but it is sufficiently well preserved to ascertain it's 
affinity with Aspidites Kingianus Waagen (Pal.,ont. Ind., ser. XIII, Salt Range 
Foss., Vol. II, Ceratite formation, p. 225, Pl. XXXII, fig. 1; XXXIII, fig. 1). 
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The umbilicus is of large size, the overlap of the Jast whorl over the penulti· 
mate one amounting to just one-third of the entire height of the former. Lateral 
pa.rts regulal'ly and moderately Cut'\'ed. Largest transverse diameter situated 
below the middle of the height. l"mbilical wall low, uniting with the lateral 
parts in a regular curve, without intervention of a distinct umbilical mnrgin. 
Siphonal area rounded, not bordered by marginal edges nor shoulders. 

The omamentation, if once present, has been completely destroyed. My 
specimen is a weathered cast, without any trace of the original shelly test. 

Dimenaian1.-Diameter of the shell 
., ,, umbilicus . 

Height of the} above the umbilical suture 
last volution ,, ,. precedi11g whorl 

Thickness of the last volution 

87 mm. 
21 
39 " 
27 " 
27 " 

Sutures.--Not completely known, but the most important elements clearly 
exposed. Second lateral lobe deep and strongly serrated, with two denticulations 
of remarkable size in its base. Auxiliary series standing considerably higher 
than the second lateral lobe and consisting of irregular denticulations, which are 
rather variable in the different &epta. 

Loeal-ity, nu1nber of specimens exa.ntined.-E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu. 
V ihi district, hor. 1, 6-8-08, 1. 

Remarks.-This species appears to be Yery closely allied to A spidite.~ Kiuyi
anus Waag. from the Stachella beds of the Ceratitc sandstone, and with better 
materials at hand, might even proYe identical. Ko characters of difference ham 
been noticed, to which a specific importance could be reasonably attributed. But 
with such fragmentary materials at hand it is impossible to dedde the question 
of identity. We can only say that the group of Aspidites KingUmus is repre
sented by the present species in the Flemingites bed of Kashmir. 

MEEKOCER•S pl. sp. ind. 

Among the col1ections made b~· Mr. r. S. Middlemiss in the Flemingites 
Jayer E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, hor. 1--4, 6-8-08, there are, besides the 
types described above, a number of examples so imperfectly preserved that not 
even the group of Meekoceras, to which they actually belong, can be fixed. But on 
account of the scarcity of fossils known from that bed, and of the interest con
nected with its discovery, they are briefly described here. 

One of the specimens might be compared with Jleekocera.o;; pulelirum Waagen 
(Ceratite formation, l.c., p. 240, Pl. XXYJI, figs. 2, 3, XXIX, fig. 1 ). It is pro
vided with a moderately wide umbilicus, with a diameter of 17·5 mm. correspond
ing to a diameter of the entire cast of iO mm. It shows remarkable variations in 
the shape of its transverse section in different stages of growth. In the inner 
volutions the siphonal part is regnlarl~' rounded, no marginal shoulders being 
developed. In the last volution, however, acute siphonal margins appear and 
persist throughout this volution. 

E 2 
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The fragment is an internal cast, without any trace of the shelly substance. 

Sutures.-·Not visible. 
A second specimen reminds me of .11eekoceras (Aspidites) Vidm·bha Diener 

(Himalayan Foss., I.e., Vol. II, Cephalopoda Lower Trias, Pt. 1, p. 139, Pl. VII, 
fig. 8). It agrees with this species if taken in the circumscription proposed by 
A. v. Krafft (I.e., Vol. VL. Pt. 1, Lower Trias Cephalopoda from Spiti, p. 63) in 
its peculiar sculpture, consisting of radial, slightly falciform folds, in its involu
tion, and in its transverse section, having the lower portion of the sides strongly 
compressed. But the umbilicus of my specimen is wider, and the siphonal area is 
highly rounded, not flattened, nor bordered by marginal edges. There is conse
quently no proof of a real affinity between my speeies from the Lower Trias of 
Kashmir and Aspidites Vidarbha. 

Gen. PsEUDOSAGECERAs Dien. 

PSEUDOSAGECERAS CLAVISELLATUM nov. sp. 

(Pl. IV, figs. o, 6.) 

This species t·epresents an interesting type, agreeing very closely with 
P.>?eudo.i(uyecem.~· 1nultilolmtum Soetling (Palmontographica. LI, p. 181, Taf. XIX 
-XXVII) in its external characters, but differing from it in some important 
details of the sutural line. 

The species is represented by two specimens, both of them completely cham
bered. They are compressed very strongly, of discoidal shape, provided with a 
very narrow umbilicus. The siphona] part is raised into two low, acute keels. 
which are separated by a narrow furrow. This is exactly the shape of the 
siphonal part, as it is seen in the majority of examples of P. multilobatum, the 
number of individuals with an acute siphonal edge being comparatively small 
(ride A. ·v. Krafft et Diener, Lower Trias Cephalopoda from Spiti, Himalayan 
foss., Vol. YI, Pt. 1, p. 14.5, Pl. XX!, fig. 5). Greatest tran.,·erse diameter situ
ated in the vicinity of the umbilical region. The overlap of the last whorl over 
the penultimate one a.mounts to two-fifths of the entire height of the former. 

In my smaller specimen the original shelly test has been preserved. Its 
surface shows a delicate ornamentation, consisting of falciform striae, resembling 
the sculpture in many species of Beyrichites, e.g., in B. a/finis Mojs. ("vide Diener, 
Himalayan foss., l.c., Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cepl1alopoda of the Muschelkalk, Pl. VIII, 
figs. 4, 5). . 

Dimen.tio11s.-Diameter of the shell • 
,, ,, umbilicus 

Height of the} above the umbilical suture 
last volution ,. ,, preceding whorl 

Thir.kness of the last volution 

46mm. 

I " 
26•5 .. 

l~ :: 
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Sutures.-In following the tenninology proposed by Noetling and adopted 
in our memoir quoted above, we come to the following classification of the ele
ments in this extremely complicated sutural line. 

L, the deepest lateral lobe, is situated not very far from the middle of the 
lateral parts. It is tripartite, the central digitation being the largest. The 
lateral digitations are serrated irregularly. 

E, comprising all the lobes included between L and the median line of the 
siphonal part, is divided into five adventitious branches. E1 and Ei are very 
broad and low, with their bases serrated irregularly. The three following lobes 
are increasing lfoCPUlarly in depth and distinctly bipartiie. In E, the two digita
tions are entire, E~ and E~ are asymmetrica1ly bipartite, the inner digitations 
being provided with a larger number of secondary indentations. 

H, corresponding to the lobes between L and the umbilical suture, are either 
bipartite or flatly rounded. H, is deeply bipartite, the broad digitations being 
obtusely serrated at their baae. 

e, the external saddle situated between L and E, is the highest. This and the 
adjoining adventitious saddles m,. m,. m, are club-shaped, with acutely rounded 
tops, and laced at their base considerably. The adventitious saddle m, only, 
which is of very small size, is provided with parallel margins. 

Among the saddles between L and the umbilical suture i, agrees with • in its 
shape. The following saddle i, is lanceolate, all the rest of the saddles are 
bordered by parallel margins. Eight saddles have been ccunted between e and 
the umbilical suture. 

Locality, number of specimens e.xam.ined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 2. 

Remm·ks.-In the general arrangement of the i:;utural line this species is very 
closely allied to P. multitobat·um. The chief difference consists in the character 
of the saddles m2-m., e and i 1 , which are distinctly club-shaped. In the speci
men of P. multilobatum from the Hedenstrremia beds of Muth, Spiti, some of the 
ac!Yentitious saddles adjoining L are also club-shaped, but none of them is laced 
at its base as strongly as in the present species. The contrast between the ventral 
and dorsal saddles is, indeed, so conspicuous in the latter, that it may be safe!;· 
considered as a leading feature of specific importance. 

Another charac.'ter of difference is the width of E 1 and E2, which are divided 
by a very low saddle only. 

PSEUDOSAGECERA~ sp. ind. 

(Pl. IV, fig. 7.) 

This is the chambered fragment of an individual of very large dimensions, in 
which neither the siphonal nor the umbilical region has been preserved. That it 
belongs to the genus Pseudosagece1·as Dien. is evident. from the arrangement of 
its sutural line. Of the sutural elements only three lobes of the group H and five 
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saddles of the group i are accessible to examination. The Jobes are all bipartite, 
the saddles slender and bordered by parallel margins. 

My materials are too insignificant to allow a closer comparison with any of 
the congeneric species hitherto described. 

Locality, numbe1· of ~peci1nenb' e.xamined.--Flemingites la~·er, E. of Guryul 
ravine, Khunmu, hor. 11 6-8-08, 1. 

Gen. PmoxITES \V aag. 

PRIONI1'ES GuRYl'LE:\'~IS nov. sp. 

(Pl. IV, fig. I.) 

There is a tolerably lVell preserved specimen of this species at my disposal. 
In its general shape, involution, and in the arrangement of the sutural line it 
agrees with Pl'ionites Waagen (Salt Range Foss .. Pala~mitol. lndicfJ, ser. XIII. 
Vol. II, Ceratite formation,.p. 52), without, however, being identical with any of 
the congeneric species from the Ceratite beds of the Salt Range. 

In its involution and transverse section it shows a remarkable resemblant-e to 
Prionites undatus 'Vaagen (l.c., p. 60, Pl. V, Hg. I). The whorls overlap one 
another more considerably than in the Salt Range species, to almost two-thirds 
of their entire height. N'eYertheless the umbilicus is widely open, its diameter 
measuring about one-qua1tel' ot' the diameter of the entire shell, exactly as in 
P. undatus. Cross-section trapC'zoidal, considerably higher than hroad, with a 
flattened siphonal area, which is separated from the lateral parts by obtusely 
rounded marginal shoulders. Greatest transverse diameter situated below the 
middle of the height. }-rom this place the lateral parts slope in a regular curve 
both towards the marginal shoulders and the umbilical suture, without interven
tion of a distinct umbilical margin. 

No trace of sculpture has been noticed in my specimen. This is a cast with
out the shelly test and partly injured by weathering, but the original ornamenta
tion, if any such has been present, must certainly ha,·e been more delicate than in 
any of the congeneric species from the Ceratite formation. 

One-third part of the last Yolution belongs to the bo<ly-chamber. 

D:men1iona.-Diameteroftheshell 
,, ,, umbil:cus . 

Height of the } above th. e umbilical suhu-e 
last volution ,, ., preceding whorl 

Thickness of the last volut.ion • 

86mm. 
23 
34 " 
24 " 
26 .. 

Sutures.-The sutures can be seen quite dearly in the last septum only, 
bordering the posterior termination of the body-chamber. Auxiliary series con
sisting of a. number of denticulations, which are arranged along a straight line 
and do not show any differentiation into distinct lobes and saddles. Siphonal lobe 
not accessible to examination. Lobes serrated, saddles entire. The principal 
lateral saddle is the largest. 
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Sutures as far as known, agreeing almost entirely with those of P. undatus. 
LocaUty, -nu11iber of specimens e.:camined.-E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, 

hor. 1, 6-8-08, 1. 
Remark.'i'.-The present species must be grouped with Prionites on the 

strength of its inflated shape, its trapezoidal transverse section and its prionitic 
umbilical lobe, although it has no distinct sculpture. But from such species of 
Meekoc'eras, as are provided with a prionitic auxiliary series (Prionolobus 
Waagen). it differs thoroughly by the characters enumerated above. 

The absence of any distinct sculpture does not permit an identification of the 
present species with any of the congeneric forms described by Waagen. Cera
tites inflat1ts Waagen (l.c., p. 40, Pl. X, fig. 1), it is true, might, perhaps, also be 
compared to it, but the systenrntic position of that species. which A. v. Krafft is 
inclined to include in the genus Sibirites, is as yet quite uncertain. 

The unnamed species of Prfonites from the Hedcnstrremia beds of Muth, 
Spiti, which has been described in our memoir on the Lower Triassic Cephalopoda 
from Spiti (I.e., Vol. VI, Pt. 1, p. 120, Pl. XXVII, fig. I) differs from P. Gu1'yul
ensis by the development of a marginal sculpture and by its more compressed 
shape. 

Gen. SmmITES Mojs. 1 

Srnm1n:s K..\:o;H;>.IIR1cus nov. sp. 

(Pl. V, fig. 7.) 

Although there is but one specimen, which consists of air-chambers only, 
available for a description of this species, I think myself justified in introducin<r 
a new specific name, as the characters of importance are all well marked. ,., 

. The present species is probably allied to Sibirite.~ spiniger Krafft et Diener 
(Himalayan Foss., Palwontol. Ind., ser. XV, Vol. VI, Pt. I, Cephalopoda of the 
Lower Trias from Spiti, p. 131, Pl. XXXI, figs. 2, 7), from which it differs ehieflv 
by the a.bsence of lateral spines and by the rare occurrence of dichotomous rib~. 
There arc also affini.ties with S. ibex 'Vaagen (Ceratite Form., Pal. / ud., ser. XIII, 
Salt .Rang~ Foss ... \'ol. II, p. 121, Pl. IX, fig. 3), but from this species the present 
one 1s easily d1strngmshed by the larger number and distinctly falciform shape 
of the ribs. 

Vlhorls involute. the last volution overlapping the penultimate one to about 
one-half its height. Cross-section compressed, trapezoidal. Greatest transverse 
diameter either corresponding to the umbilical margin or situated somewhat aboYe. 
Lateral parts arched very flatly and separated by sharp margins from the siphonal 
area and umbilical wall. Siphonal area broad and almost flat. r:mbilieal wall 
low and vertical. 
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Sculpture consisting of pr.ominent falciform ribs. which cross the siphonal 
area without diminishing in height and width. They reach, however, their 
greatest strength in the lower region of the flanks, but arc not elevated into knobs. 
or tubercles. The majority of ribs remain undhidcd. llifurc:ating and inter
calated ribs are noticed but rarely. 

Dimen.sions.-Diameter of the shell . 

Height 
Thickness 

,, umbilicus 

} of the last volution 

45mm. 
11 " 
18 .. 
16 .. 

Sutures.-Ceratitic, with serrated lobes and entire saddles. Siphonal lobe 
broad, with a large median prominence. Bases of the lateral lobe• not symme
trical, but sloping more steeply towards the internal magins. A denticulated 
auxiliary lobe and a small auxiliary saddle outside the umbilical suture. 

Locality, numbe1· of speciniens e:ca11iined.-E. of Guryul ravine, hor. 1, 
6-8-08, l. 

Remarks.-In some of its prominent features this species shows u. remarkable 
resemblance to Cemtites (Gymnotocems) laqueatus Lindstr. (E. v. Mojsisovics, 
Arktische Triasfaunen, JUm. Acad. imp. d. sciences, St. Pitersbou1·g, sCr. VII. 
T. XXXIII, Ko. 6, p. 51, Pl. IX, figs. l, 2) of the group of Ceratite.< geniinati. 
In their general shape, involution, lateral sculpture and sutures the two species 
agree pretty well. A character of distinction is, however, found in the different 
ornamentation of the siphonal area. In Gy11motoceras· laqueatum the ribs do 
not cross the siphonal area in a straight line, as in S. Kashmfricu . ..: or in S. ibex 
Waag., but describe a semicircular curve, with its convexity turned forward. The 
apex of this convexity corresponds to an indistinct keel, of which no traces have 
been noticed in my Himalayan species. 

SIBlBITES sp. ind. aff. IBEX Waag. 

(Pl. IV, fig. 8.) 

My materials of this species are, unfm·tunately, extremely scanty, but on 
account of the great interest connected with the discovery of Sil1frites in the 
Lower Trias of Kashmir, they deserve a special description. 

The specimen illustrated, although very imperfeetly preserved, clearly shows 
the characters pecu1iar to the genus Sibirites. It is flatly disciform, with an 
approximately rectangular cross-section. The flatly rounded area is bordered by 
marginal shoulders, which are rounded off obtusely. Lateral parts almost flat. 
No distinct untbilical margin. 

Sculpture consisting of numerous radial ribs \vhich rise in the lower third of 
the lateral parts, at some distance from the umbilica.1 suture, and extend to the 
marginal shoulders, where they are most strongly de,·eloped. The siphonal area 
has, unfortunately, been destroyed in so many places, that it is difficult to follow 
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the lateral ribs across it, but in a few spots they are clearly seen to cross the 
siphonal part in the shape of straight. elevated, uninterrupted folds. This is 
a character of ornamentation, which somewhat resembles the sculpture in Sibi~ 
rites ibe.;r Waagen (Salt Range foss., Palr.eont. Ind., •er. XIII, Vol. II, Ceratite 
formation, p. 121, Pl. IX, fig. 3), but there can be no question of identity, the ribs 
being less numerous and stronger in the species from the upper Ceratite limestone 
of Chidru. 

Among the congeneric species from the chocolate limestone in Byans (topmost 
beds), there is none with a similar ornamentation, which is conspicuous by the 
absence of any spines or tubercles and by the develoµment of straight ribs. 

Dim67l81'oru.-Diameter of the sbell 
,, , , umbilicus 

~h~~!ess } of the last volution" 

32mm. 

9 " 
14 " 
8 " 

Sutures.-Apparently goniatitic, the original denticulations of the lobes 
having been obliterated probably by weathering. All the saddles broadly rounded. 
Second lateral and umbilical Jobes very narrow. Principal lateral lobe broad and 
deep. 

The anterior half of the last volution belongs to the body-chamber. 
Loc11.lity, number of specimfJns e.xa.mined.-Mandakpal, hor. 4, 14-8-08, 1. 

Gen. KASHMIRITES nov. gen. 

In the Flemingites layer E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, hor. 1-4, 6-8-08, 
a considerable number of A 1m1ionea tm1;hyostraca haYc been found, all of 
them, unfortunately, either fragmentary or badly preserved, which undoubtedly 
belong to the group of Celtiteh· sttb1·ectangularis Waag. or Celtites annatu.~ 
Waagen from the Ceratite formation of the Salt Range. This group of forms 
has been united with l'eltites by Waagen on the strength of a diagnosis of the 
genus Celtites given 1.iy E. v. Mojsisovics in 1882 (Cephalopoden Mediterran. 
Triasprovinz, A blumdl. k. k. Geol. Reiclisanst., X, p. 145). In his exhaustive 
monograph of the Triassic Cephalopoda from Hallstatt (l.c., VI, Pt. 2, p. 346) 
E. \'. l\.:iojsisovics proposed a narrower interpretation of Celtites, which neces
sarily excludes the Indian species from that genus. I consider them.as represen
tatives of a new genus, for whic~1 the name of Kashmirites is proposed here. 

Ko complete example of Kashmirites has been found among my Himalayan 
materials collected in the Flemingites layer of Khumnn by C. S. Middlemiss. 
But the numhel' of fragments is so l'ODsidel'able, that from their combination a 
fairly good idea of the characteristic features of two species at least can be 
gathered. 

Waagen (Salt Range Foss., Pal(J)ont. Ind., ser. XIII, Vol. II, Ceratitc form, 
p. 68) states that the body-chamber in the Salt Range species grouped by him 
with Celtites Mojs. comprises one entire volution or a little less in length. My 
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materials did not offer me an opportunity for studying this feature. In several 
fragments a body-chamber has been noticed, exceeding one-half volution in length, 
but without the apertural ma.rgin of the mouth havirJg been preserved. 

There is, undoubtedly, a general resemblance between Kashmirites and 
·Celtites, but to me still closer affinities seem to exist between the present genus 
and Xenodiscus on the one hand and Sibfrites on the other. 

If we compare typical species of Kashmfrites armatus Waag. or K. Bla.schkei 
Dien. with Xenodiscus Purusha Dien. (Palwont. Ind .• ser. XV, Himalayan foss., 
Vol. II, Pt. 1, Cephalopoda Lower Trias, p. 30, Pl. XV, figs. 14, 15). we find a 
remarkable agreement in many features of generic importance. The slowly 
increasing whorls, which barely overlap each other, the wide umbilicus, the rect
angular cross-section, the broad and flatly rounded siphonal area, the lateral sculp
ture, and even the arrangement of the sutural line are all characters which are 
noticed both in Xenodiscus Purusha and in Kashmfrites. In X. A lthothm Dien . 
. and in X. Comptoni Dien. even a distinct sculpture is developed in the siphonal 
region, in the body-chamber of the first species the siphonal area being crossed by 
the lateral ribs without interruption. 

There is, indeed, a ''cry strong probability for a direct developmental connec
tion between those two groups of Ammonites. This probability is corroborated 
by the fact that inner nuclei of Kashtnirites are often provided with smooth 
siphonal parts. 

I wish to separate Kflslimirites from XenfJdiscus because of its more strongly 
inflated shell and of the presence of a distinct sculpture along the siphonal area. 
Especially the strongly inflated volutions impart to the typical species of 
Kashmirites an external shape so peculiar and differing from the type of Xeno
.discus (X. z>licatus Waag.) so L"Onsiderably, that I think myself justified in sepa
rating them from Xenodiscus and in elevating them to the rank of a. proper genus. 

There are also close affinities with the genus Sibirites Mojs., which is pro
bably also a descendant from either Meekoceras or Xenodist11s. The siphonal 
sculpture is developed yet more strongly in Sibirites, and intercalated or bifur·cat
ing extern:i.I ribs, \Vhich are absent in Kashm.irites, play a very important part 
in this ornamentation. 

KASHMIRITES BLASCHKE! nov. sp. 

(Pl. III. figs. 11, 12.) 

One E!pecimen. with its body-chamber preserved, but with incomplete inner 
-volutions, one fragment of a chambered whorl of midd]e size, and two inner nuclei 
are aniilalilc for examination. Thus we are able to reconstmct the characters 
·of the entire shell in a satisfactory way. 

This is one of the largest species of the genus, reaching the dimensions of 
Ka..~hmirites annatus Waagen (Fossils from the Ceratite formation, l.c., p. 75, 
Pl. VII, figs. l, 7). The volutions overlap one another but very little agreeing in 
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this respect with either Celtites or Xenodiscus. They are of a squarish trans
verse section, of nearly equal height and width. Although they increase rather 
slowly, the dimensions of the last whorl at its commencement and anterior termi
nation differ so considerably, that the umbilicus is not only wide, but also remark
ably deep, the coils being separated by high and vertical walls. The section is. 
not exactly ~tangular, but a little wider in the umbilical than in the marginal 
region. Both the umbilical and sipbonal margins form distinct edges. Siphonar 
area very flatly arched, lateral parts forming fl.at planes. Umbilical edge sepa
rated from the umbilical suture by a high and perpendicular wall. 

All the specimens at my disposal are internal casts, without any trace of the· 
shelly test preserved. 

In my body-chamber fragment the sculpture (fig. 11) consists of very numer
ous ribs of moderate strength. The majority of ribs are straight and of nearly 
radial direction in the umbilical region, but slightly turned iorward in a falci
form curve in the vicinity of the siphonal margin. They cross the siphonal area in: 
a flat curve with its convexity turned forward. But there their original strength 
is diminished considerably, although they are not interrupted along the middle 
of the siphonal part, as far as we may judge from an examination of such places,. 
where the surface of the cast has been left uninjured by weathering. Some of 
the ribs are dichotomous, bifurcating in the umbilical margin, whereas the 
majority remain undivided. But I have never seen a second bifurcation in the 
vicinity of the siphonal margin, as it is noticed rather frequently in Sibfrites. 

The fragment of an inner volution, with part of the umbilicus adhering to it 
(fig. 12), exhibits exactly the same pattern of sculpture as the full-grown indivi
dual, but the folds are more delicate. The cross-section i• less di•tinctly rect
angular. There is a greater disproportion in the distance of the siphonal and 
umbilical margins than in old age. The umbilical margin is still acute, but the 
siphonal margin is bluntly rounded off and the siphonal area is not tl.attened as 
strongly as in the adult individual. 

The inner nuclei agree very closely with the fragment described, but their 
ornamentation is still more delicate. In one of the two nuclei the surface of the 
cast is even nearly smooth. 

From this examination of different stages of growth it is evident that the· 
sculpture in K. Blaschkei is acquired gradually, according to the growth of the 
shell, and that it reaches its maximum in the adult stage. There is no distinct 
change in the ornamentation known to me throughout the entire development of 
this species. 

Dimeuions.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus 

Height } Thickne&IJ of the last volution 

46mm. 
18 " 
14 .. 
16 " 

Sutv.res.-The sutural line, 1rhich has been preserved in rude tl"aces only, 
appears to be very simple. A broad siphonal and two lateral lobes only are 

P2 
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present. They are probably goniatitic, at least I have not been able to find any 
denticulations. Siphonal saddle higher than the principal lateral, both of them 
being pro\·ided \vith margins converging from their bases towards the narrowly 
i·ounded tops. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, 
hor. 1-2, 6-8-08, 4. 

KASHMIRJTES SUDARMATUS nov. sp. 

(Pl. III, fig. 13; V, figs. 2, 3.) 

This species is represented by several complete inner nuclei and fu11-grown 
specimens, all of them, unfortunately, fragments only. It is allied very closely 
to Kashmirites (Celtites) nrmatu.< Waagen (Ccratite form, I.e., p. 75, Pl. VII, 
figs. 1, i'J from the Ceratite gandstone of Chidru. 

In its general shape, involution and in the outlines of the cross-section our 
species agrees fairly well with K. armatus. The urnbi1icus is impressed less 
deeply than in K. Blasclikei. Umbilical margin acute, siphonal margin obtusely 
rounded. Greatest transverse diameter corresponding to the umbilical edge. 

It is especially in some of the inner nuclei that the siphonal area is arched 
more distinctly than in the full-grown individuals. Lateral parts flat. 

Sculpture consisting of single, radial riLs, which originate in the umbilical 
~dge and run in a straight direction towards the siphonal margin, where they are 
slightly turned forward and rise occasionally into indistinct tubercles. Some 
ribs arc also elevated above the general level at the place, where they originate 
near the umbilical edge. ln the inner nuclei the ribs attain their greatest 
strength in the umbilical region and become gradually obsolete before reaching 
the siphonal margin (Pl V, fig. 2), but in adult individuals the majority of ribs 
are of equal strength during their entire extent. In the specimen illustrated in 
Pl. V, fig. 3. the swellings of the last ribs preceding the aperture are, however, 
''ery conspicuous, both in the milbilical and siphonal terminations. The siphonal 
area is not smooth, but crossed by the J"ibs symmetrically from either side. The 
external ribs are, however, considerably inferior in strength to the ]aterai ones. 

The sculpture--and this is the chief difference from the ornamentation 
noticed in K. a1'1natus-is Yet-y irregular, not only in different specimens, but 
often in the sn.me individual, according to difierent stages of growth. In young 
specimens, as a rule, the ribs are less numerous and, consequently, arranged at 
greater distarices than. in ~ull-growl!- in~ividuals. The inner _nucleus illustrated 
in Pl. V, fig. 2, is not an extreme. type in this respect, although several inner 
nuclei with a larger number of ribs have been found. The best ins~nce of the 
remarkable ii·regularity iri the" sculpture is the specimen illustrated in Pl V, 
fig. 3. At the commencement of the last volution the number of ribs is very small, 
not larger proportionately than in the hucleu' mentioned above. 
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The ribs are stout and of equal strength throughout. In the remaining 
.portion of this whorl the ribs are crowded, resembling in this character the body
chamber fragment illustrated in Pl. Ill, fig. 13, and lower. 

In the anterior region adjoining the aperture the ribs again become less 
numerous and stout and are elevated considerably along the siphonal and urnbili
. cal margins. 

Dimensions.-The measurements of my largest specimen are as follows:-
Diameter of the shell . 

,, ,, umbilicus . 

~:e.!eaa } of the last volution 

51mm. 
• 21 " 
. 16 " 
• 18 " 

Sutw·es.--The sutural line is well preservea in the specimen illustrated in 
Pl. V, fig. 3, especially in the last septa. Lobes elongated and narrow. Princi
pal lateral lobe with three distinct denticulations in its base. Two lateral lobes 
and saddles and a small auxiliary lobe outside the umbilical suture. Siphomtl 
and principal lateral saddles of nearly equal size. Second lateral saddle con
siderably smaller. 

Locality, number of specimens exa11iined.--E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, 
hor. 1-4, 6-8-08, 10. 

Re1nm·ks.-The present species, although allied very closely to K. armatus 
\Vaag., can be distinguished from it by the presence of an acute umbilical edge 
and by the irregularity of its sculpture, which, 1n fuH-grown examples at lea~t. 
consists of more numerous ribs, which are not quite straight, but, as a rule, turnc<l 
forward slightly in the marginal region of the shell. 

KAsHMIRI'rEs sp. ind. ail SUDARMATO Dien. 

(Pl. V, fig. 5.) 

The only specimen serving for a description of this species is fragmentary 
and has been badly injured. It is, however, evident from a comparison with 
Kashntirites subannatus Diener that its whorls are inflated more strongly and 
that it was provided with a narrower umbilicus. 

The sculpture, although agreeing in general with that seen in K. suban1tatus, 
is distinguished by a more bulky shape of the lateral ribs and by the very remark
able change in the ornamentation in the vicinity of the aperture. The pattern of 
sculpture changes abruptly, before the aperture has been reached, the bulky ril>o. 
which are standing at great intervals, being replaced by very numerous and thin 
folds, some of them even dichotomous. 

The siphonal area has nowhere been satisfactorily preiierved. 

Dimensiona.-Diameter of the shell . 
" ,, umbilicll!!' 

He~ht 1 of the laat vol~tiou. . 
Tb1clmess J 

4-!.imm. 
13 
18 " 

. 22 " 
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Sutures.-Not known. 
Locality, number of specimens examined.-E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, 

hor. 4, 6-8-08, 1. · 

K.AsHMIRITES sp. ind. aff. L.JEVIGATO Waag. 

(Pl. V, fig. 6.) 

My materials for the determination of this species are, unfortunately, too· 
unsatisfactory to justify the introduction of a proper specific name, although th? 
Salt Range species, to which it could be closely compared, has been founded o .. 
even more scanty materials by Waagen. 

The only specimen at my disposal consists of a fragment of the last whorl. 
comprising about three-quarters of the entire volution, with an impression of the 
inner coils adhering to it. It agrees very nearly with Kashmirites lmvigatus 
Waagen (Salt Range Foss., l.c., Vol. II, Fossils from the Ceratite formation, 
p. 86, Pl. VII, fig. 3) from the Ceratite sandstone of Chitta Wan. 

Its transverse section is of equal height and width, and rounded all over, 
although its outlines are not curved regularly, but rather square-shaped, with 
broadly rounded angles. There is neither a distinct siphonal nor umbilical mar
gin developed. Greatest transverse diameter corresponding to the middle of the 
height. 

Ornamentation very delicate. consisting of numerous radial ribs, which 
originate in the umbilical region and cross the siphonal area, without being 
interrupted. 

Dimensions.-Diameter of the shell • 
., ,, umbilicus 

~:::!ess } of the last volution 

49mm . 
17 " 
19 " 
19 " 

Sutures.-Siphonal lobe broad and short, with indistinct denticulations. 
The state of weathering of the cast does not allow of eertainty as regards this 
charac1er. Principal lateral lobe considerably deeper and serrated. Siphonal 
and principal lateral saddles of nearly equal height, with tops broadly rounded. 
Second lateral saddle low, followed by a small auxiliary lobe and saddle. 

Localit11. number of speciuiens e:.caniined.-E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu,. 
hor. 1, 6-8-08, 1. 

Gen. STEPHANITES W aagen. 

STEPHANITES sp. ind. aff. SUPERDO Waag. 

{Pl. V, fig. 4.) 

I should not ha\·e ventured on a determination of the single fragment avail
able for examination without a beautiful plaster-cast of Waagen's type-specimen: 
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·of Stephanites superbus (Salt Range Foss., Pal. Ind., ser. XIII, Vol. II, Ceratite 
formation, p. 101, Pl. II, fig. f) from Chidru at hand for comparison. My frag
ment consists of one-quarter of the last volution, belonging. to the body-chamber, 
and the adjoining portion of the penultimate whorl It shows a very close 
resemblance to the type of Stephanites superbus, if a corresponding portion from 
the commencement of the last whorl is ta.ken into comparison. The only differ
ence consists in tbe greater width of the transverse section of my specimen from 
Kashmir. I ts whorls are, consequently, inflated yet more strongly, and its funnel
shapecl umbilicus is proportionately deeper. 

Siphonal area broadly and regularly rounded, passing into the lateral parts 
without any distinct demarcation. Flanks flattened, sloping steeply to the umbili

·cal suture. Cross-section of rhomboidal outlines, recalling the transverse section 
in middle-sized individuals of Du1·gaites Diene1·i Mojs. (Diener, Himal. Foss., 

.l.c., Vol. V, Pt. 2, Fauna of the Himalayan Muschelkalk, Pl. XI, fig. 2d). 

The umbilical suture. separating the last a.nd penultimate whorls, corresponds 
exactly with the siphonal margin in the latter. Along tbis margin four high and 
prominent spines are arranged, whose external slopes are hiddeu by the last volu
tiou. In the fragment of the last whorl two tubercles only of very large size 
correspond to four spines in the inner whorl. Their points bave been partly 
broken of!. 

The shelly test, which has been partly preserved, is crossed by numerous and 
delicate strire of growth, which in general keep a radial direction. 

Reliahle measurements could not be obtained, excepting the cross-section, 
where a height of 20 mm. corresponds to a width of 42 mm. 

Sutu1·es.--Two serrated lobes and two entire saddles are exposed along the 
"perture of the penultimate whorl. They correspond to the lateral and umbilical 
lobes and saddles. From the emarginations of the septum in the aperture it is 
evident that only four lobes and three aaddles altogether have been present, 
exactly as in Stephaniles supe1·b·us, where the auxiliary lobe is rather indistinctly 
developed. 

Locality, nU1nbel' of specimens e:.ramined.--E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, 
hor. 1, 6-8-08, 1. 

Gen. ~ANNITES M.ojs. 

NANNITES DOV. sp. ind. ( !) 

(Pl. III, fig. 10.) 

It is with great reserve that this specimen is grouped provisionalJy with the 
genus Na.nnites Mojs., the sutures not being accessible to examination. 

In the globose shell, with its rounded flanks and deep, open umbilicus, and in 
the presence of ronstrictions on the surface of the cast my specimen agrees with 
typical forms of Nan.nites. It differs specially from the congeneric forms 
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from the Lower Trias of the Himalayas and of North America by its strongly 
inflated whorls, which are twiee as broad as high. 

The 1ast volutioq is marked \vith three constrictions, which are deeply im
pressed. They are not ''isib1e on the external surface of the shell and must, 
consequently. correspond to the thickened lamin~ in the interior of the shell, as 
in the genus A rcestes. I have convint-ed myself of this fact by observing a small 
piece of the shelly test covering exactly one of the constrictions. I ts surface is 
perfectly smooth and does not show any trace of the deep constriction hidden 
below. 

Dimenaions.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus 

Height } . 
Tl>ickness of the last volution 

13 mm. 
2•5 " 
4•5 
9 " 

Locality, number of specimens e.1'llmined.-E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu~ 
hor. 1, 6-8-08, 1. 

Sub-class : NAUTILOIDEA. 

Gen. 0RTHOCERAS Breyn. 

0RTHOCERAS sp. ind. 

Fragments of Ortkoceras, consisting of air-chamber-s, are rather numerously 
represented in the Himalayan collection from the Ophiceras layer near Pastannah 
(hor. 1, 5-9-09). 

Some of them show a remarkable resemblan<.-e to 0. ca1nprmile Mojs. (Cepha
lopoden Mediterran. Triasprovinz, A blumdl. k. k. Geol. Reicllmnst., X, p. 291, 
Tai. XCIII, figs. 1--4, 11), which is also known from the Himalayan Muschelkalk 
of Kumaon and Spiti. Transverse section circular, angle of emergency very 
small. Siphuncle central. Distance between two septa exactly one-half the 
diameter of the lower chamber. Thus the septa are situated still more closely to 
each other than in 0. campanile. 

Kotwithstanding the large number of fragments available for examination, 
my materials did not justify the introduction of a proper specific designation. 

Gen. GRYPOCERAS Hyatt. 

GRYPOCERAS DOV. sp. ind. 

A large fragment of a Nn.utiloid sheU, consisting of four air-chambers of 
the last whorl and of the inner nucleus, has the generic characters of Grypoceras, 
but differs from the Triassic species of that genus hithe1to describe<l by its very 
broad cross-section. In the air-chamber marking the posterior termination of 
the fast whorl a height of 34 mm. corresponds to a width of 52 mm. Transverse 
section trapezoidal. Greatest transverse diameter coinciding with 'the umbilical 
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margin. From this place the ftanks converge in the shape of flat planes towards 
the si phonal area, which is flatly arched, somewhat depressed in the middle, and 
separated from the lateral parts by distinct marginal shoulders. 

Involution considerable, the last volution overlapping the penultim3.te one 
to the extent of more than one-third of the height of the latter. Umbilicus 
narrow. From the small size of the inner nucleus it is evident that this species 
must have been provided with volutions increasing more rapidly in height and 
width than G1"g'poce1·as Brahmanicum Griesb. or even G. Lilanyense Dien. 

Siphuncle.-Sub-central. 
Sutures.-Agreeing entirely with those of G. B1·ahtnanicum Griesb. (Diener, 

Cephalopoda Lower Trias, Pal. Ind., ser. XV, Himal. foss., Vol. II, Pt. 1, p. 11; 
Pl. l, fig. 1), but less distant. 

LocaJ,ity, number of specimens examined.-Found loose, Pastannah, hor. x, 
4-9-09, 1. 

Class : LAMELLIDRANCHIATA. 

Gen. PsEUDOMONOTis Beyr. 

PsEt:DOMONOTJs (CLARAIA) GRIESBACHI Bittner. 

(PI. V, fig. 8.) 

, Palrr.~nt. 11~~1.21 sPi: I'~:.t:'..!r"n Foss., Vol. m. Pt.. 2, 

te r1eo{ogique de l'lndochille, SeT11ice du Jlj""• 
x\·1, figs. 4, ;;. 

This is by far the most common species among the bh-ah-es of the Ophiceras 
layer in Kashmir. It is, however, worth mentioning that in the materials 
under description left valves predominate enormously, whereas right ones are 
of extremely rare occurrence. 

The specimens examined agree velj· closely with the types from the Otoceras 
beds of the Shalshal cliff, which were described and illustrat•d by Bittner so 
carefully that there is very little to be added to his description. 

My largest specimens are riearly equal in size to the type illustrated in fig. 4 
of Bittner's memoir, but the majority of examples are considerably smaller. Their 
surface is conspicuous for the absence of any distinct sculpture. the concentric 
lines of growth being visible only by means of a lens and a radial ornamentation 
being entirely absent. But from this type there are many trunsitional shapes 
lea.ding to a faint and irregular concentric sculpture, which is, however, always 
developed less strongly and l"egularly than in P8eudom01iotf$ auritr.t Hauer. 

Locality, number of specimens e.xamined.-Pastannah, Ophiceras layer, hor. 
1, 5-Y-09, 16. 

11.emarks.-·F. Frech (Leitfossilien der Werfener Schichten und Nachtrrege, 
otc., Resultate der Wissenschaftl. Erforschung des Balatonsees, Bd. I, T. l, 
Palreontol. A nhang, Taf. VI, fig. 5) give• the figure of two vah"es of P. Gries-
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baclti. collected from the Otoceras beds of the Shalshal cliff. the left valve being 
distinguished by the presence of some strongly marked r.dial ribs. Among the 
numerous examples of this species, whic11 I have been able to examine, I have 
never Seen a single specimen with this sculpture. ~or have any similar shapes 
been mentioned by Bittner. 

PSEUDOMONOTIS (CLARAIA) AURITA Hauer. 

(Pl. V, fig. 9.) 

1800. P<MirlQ110mYQ m1rita }'. \". Hauer, l"ehl'r di1• \"011 Hf'rr11 B<>rp:rnt W. PucJ13 in den Yeuetianer 
~l1~n gesnmmrlWn }'ossilicm, ]Jt111:11d.r. /wis .. 4.kml. ll"i1111. lricn. II, p. 12, Taf. III, figs, 

1895. J•,,~;,,f~n~~:!.t~~ t.r.1t11 Salomon, Gcologi~h<" um! Pnlll'ontolo1otii:elie Studien ueber rlil' llarmo. 
latn, P11f(l.'f/11lr•r1ro11hica, XJ~U. p. SO, Taf. I\", figs . ..12, -13. 

1896. l'm1.idmwm1f(J l11111,,1i Tommasi, I.a fauna del Trias inferion• nel \"ersantE' meridionole delle 
Alpi, l'al1tm1l•1r1r. Ital., I, J>. 52. Pl. Ill. tip;. W. 

1900. l'&rudQmonvti.s (('/araia) a11rita llittncr, l'elJ('r l'.se111fo111,,n1Jti1 Trllui nnd ,·erwandte Arteo 
tler unter<.•n Trias. Johrb. k. k. fJeril. Itl'irlt.'1611.st., ],, p .. 'jfl.7, Tnf. XXIV, figs. 10, II, 12. 

1908. l'.1l'mfonwnoti~ 0111·it11 P. \". ""ittcnburg. Bl'it1u•g1~ zur Kl•nntnis der "'erfener Schichten 
Sncdtirol!i·.~"-"'PN'8 f:enl. u. l'nla:11ntol . ..L11hm1dl., N. 1'' •• Bd. nil, p. 273, Taf. XXX\"11, 
fig. 13: XXX\ Ill. tip;. 1. 

1900. 1·~,,11dnmmwli~ m1rila l<'r<""<"h, l>il' l.tl:'itfnailiPH drr ""l'rfrnl'r Sc-l1ichtE'11 1111<1 Nachtl'll"go zur 
Jo'nnna rh•1< llmwht•lknlkee, dl"r C11ssinner uml Haiblrr Schicbtt>n so11·ie des lf.hact und du 
I>achstriuknlkf'!l HC'Sultatc dl'r wislll'nschnftliclwn Rrfor11Ch11ng di'!! Balntonset>S, Br'!. I. 
T. J, 1'11/rr,,,,t.,f•1qi•cher .·111ha11r1, p. 19, Tnf. \"I. figs. 1, 3, 4 

A. Bittner in his description of Pseudomonot1°s Griesbach.i (Himalayan Foss., 
l.c., p. 5) hinted at the possibility of an association of this Himalayan species 
with a true Alpine form, "perhaps not scparab]e from Pseudo111,onotis ovata 
(Schaur.j Salomon" in the neighbourhood of Kiunglung, S.W. of the Niti pass. 
This supposed association really exists, as is e\ident from an e:xamination of my 
specimens of Pseudomonotis from the Ophic.eras layer of Pastannah. There have 
been found among numerous examples of P. G1·iesbachi two left valves, whic:h 
certainly belong to P. aurita Hau. (Q·oata Sil.). 

It was demonstrated by Bittner in 1900 that P. uoata Sal. must be united 
with P. uurita Hau. The latter species had beeu frequently confused with 
several forms closely allied, untii typical specimens were redesc1·ibed and figured 
by that author. 

:My two casts clearly exhibit the charac.ters of ornamentation peculiar to 
Pseudomonotis aurita: low, but distinc.-tly developed and regularly arranged con
centric ridges, which are not combined wjth any radial sculpture as in P. Clarai 
Emmr. One of them is strongly oblique, a character, which is considerably less 
prominent in the illustrated example. 

The anterior wing has not been preserved. 
The presence of this Alpine species, one of the leading forms of the Seis beds, 

which does not range into the Campil or upper Werfen be<l8 in Europe, is of 
great interest, not only for its geographical distribution, but also for strati
graphical comparison, this being the first MediteL·ranean species of undoubtedly 
Triassic age, hitherto known from the Ophiceras beds of India. 

Locality, numbe1· of S'pecimens e.xamined.-Pastannah, Ophiceras layer, hol'. 
1, 5-9-00, 2. 
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PsEODOMONOTis (CLARAI~} PAINKHANDANA Bittn. 

(Pl. V, fig. 10.) 

1899. l'aeudo111onoti& Painkhanda11u Bittner, Himalayan FOSB., Pala:ontul. Ind., ser. XV, Vol. III, 
Pt. 2, Trias Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata, p. 6, Pl. I, fig. 6. 

This species has been separated from Pseudomonotis Griesbachi by Bittner 
by reason of its narrow, less oblique and vertically elongated shape. Left valves 
of small size only were known to him . 

. Among the materials from the Ophicel'as beds of Kashmir numerous speci
mens, agreeing exactly with I.Jittner's type in dimensions and outlines, occur 
together with examples of large size, which must be united specifically without 
reservation to the former. One of my largest examples has been illustrated in 
fig. 10. It is an enlarged copy of _Bittner's type from the Otoceras bed of the 
Shalshal cliff. The ratio between height and length (breadth) is between 4 :3 and 
5 :4. Beak strongly inflated and projecting beyond the hinge-line, which poste· 
riorly is not quite three times as long as anteriorly . 

.Associated with tl1is large-sized example, which 11.grees entirely with the 
typical shape of the species, several specimens have been found, which are less 
narrow and in which the ratio of height and length is only 10 : 9. Those speci
mens resemble Pseudomonotis G1-iesbttchi much more closely and are a convincing 
proof of the near affinity existing between the two species. Left valves only are 
known to me. 

Specimens of large size and less elongated vertically than typical examples of 
P. Pain/chandana very closely resemble P. deciden.• Bittn. from the Hedenstrremia 
beds of Painkhanda. The only character, which, in well preserved valves, may 
serve as a distinctive feature, is the more oblique shape of the latter species, 
which in this respect approaches P. G1iesbachi more nearly than P. Painkhan
dana. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Pastannah, Ophiceras layer, hor. 
l, 5-9-09, 14. 

PSEUDOMONOTIB {CLARAIA) DECIDENS Bittn. 

{Pl V, fig. 14.) 

Of this species left valves only were known to Bittner from the Hedenstrce
mia beds of the Central Himalayas. I have succeeded in chiselling out a nearly 
complete specimen, consisting of both valves, which are firmly attached to each 
other. In the right valve the umbo and the small anterior ear have been broken 
off. This valve is curved very flatly, the inequivalve charactei· being consequently 
as prominent in this species as in the majority of congeueric forms. As regards 

G 2 
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the left valve, I have nothing to add to Bittner's description. The irregularity 
in the beak, which has been noticed by t.hat author in two of his examples, is 
clearly developed in one of my specimens only. In the other specimens the beak 
is either quite or almost regular. 

Both valves exhibit a very indistinct ornamentation, consisting of concentric 
strire of growth. 

Locality, numbe1· of specimens e.xamined.--E. of Guryul ravine, K.hunmu, 
hor. 1, 6-8-08, J, hor. 2, 6-8-08, 4. llfandakpal, hor. 4, 14-8-08, 2. 

PSEt'DOllONOTIS (EuMORPHOTIS) TENUISTRIATA Bittner. 

(PI. V, fig. 11.) 

1898. Pseudomonotis ttn11istriata. Bittner, Beitnege .r.ur Palreontologie der triadischen AblnJ1;erunpn. 
itentralasiatischer Hoehgebirge, Jalu'b. k. k. Geol. Beich.san.tt., XLVIII, p. 711, Taf. XV, 
fig. 7. 

Associated with the more abundant forms of the section Claraia there occur 
in the Ophiceras layer of Kashmir several examples of the section Eumorphotis 
Bittner (Jah1·b. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst., Bd. L, 1900, p. 566), w~ich are related 
more or less closely to Pseudomonotis Venetia11.a Hauer. 

One of the most characteristic species of this section is P. tenuistriata Bittner. 
It is distinguished by its very numerous and delicate ribs, which are all equidis
tant and of equal strength. In this peculiar pattern of ornamentation left 
\'alves of moderate size agree exactly with Bittner's type of P. tenuistriata from 
the Werien beds of Ravnau (Bokhara). 

From an Alpine species provided with a similar ornamentation, P. Liepoldi 
Bittner (Ja/irb. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst., Bd. L, p. 576, Taf. XXIII, fig. 4), they are 
at once distinguished by their approximately circular outlines and by the regular 
slope of the umbonal 1·egion towards both wings. 

Locality, number of specimens e.xamined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, o-9-09, 2. 

PSEt'DO:'IIOXOTIS (EL"':\fORPHOTIS) MULTIFORMIS Bittn. 

(Pl. V, fig. 13.) 

A left valve of Pseudo11ionotis agrees exactly with the specimen from the 
Otoceras beds of the Shalshal cliff, which has been compared to P. V enetiana v. 
Ifauer and to P. inmquicostata Ben. by Bittner. In its ornamentation four sys
tems of ribs can be distinguished, whose alteration is by no means distinguished 
by special regularity. The ribs are sharp, originating in the umbo, and increas
ing in strength in the direction towards the margin of the shell. 
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A. Bittner in discussing the affinity of his Himalayan form with Alpine 
species of Eumorpkotis, has laid special stress on the difficulty of a clear defini
tion of the latter, especially of P. Venetiana, on account of their state of preserva
tion and of the scarcity of the fossil materials. It would be of no use to repeat 
his arguments, which forbid a direct identification with either P. V enetiana or 
inr.equicostata. 

There is, however, a Siberian species, P. multi/01·mis Bittner, from the Lower 
Trias of Vladivostok, from which it can scarcely be separated. The arrange
ment of the ribs is quite as irregular as in Bittner's type-specimen from Shamara, 
illustrated in fig. 20. Along the ventral margin we find the following disposition 
of ribs, according to four systems : 1, 4, 3, 2, 3, 4, 1, 4, 3, 2, 3, 2, etc. The anterior 
wing is neither marked off from the umbonal region as sharply as in P. inOJqui
costata, nor vaulted, but flat, as in P. multifo1·mis. 

P. multifornis is also probably represented in the Werfen beds of Ravnau 
(Bokhara). 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 1. 

PsEunm10Nons (Er:l.IORPnor1s) sp. ind. aft'. AUSTRIACA Bittner. 

(Pl. V, fig. 12.) 

Among the casts belonging to Eumorphotis Bittner, there are several left 
valves, which in the faint development of their ornamentation approach very 
nearly to some species of the group of Pseudomonotis angulosa Lepsius. They are 
of small size and have been preserved rather indifferently. One of them, however, 
deserves a special description on account of its near relationship io an Alpine 
species, P. austriaca Bittner .(Ucber P.Yeudomonotis TeUeri und verwandte Arten 
der unteren Trias, Jahrb. k. k. Geol. Reicksansl., Bd. L, 1900, p. 572, Taf. XXII, 
fig. 9). With this species it agrees very closely in its dimensions, in the strongly 
inflated character of its umbonal region, in its oblique shape and in its sculpture. 
Beak projecting ccnsiderably beyond the hinge-line, with steep slopes, especially 
in the direction towards the anterior wing. This wing is separated from the 
remainder of the shell less distinctly than in P. au$triaca. It has been partly 
injured, but seems to have been bordered by an emargination, as in the Alpine 
form. Posterior wing preserved in indistinct outlines only. 

Ornamentation consisting of delicate concentric strire of growth and of 
faint radial ribs, which arc disposed irregularly and become obsolete, before 
reaching the margins of the valve. 

Locality, numbel" of specimens e.tmnined.-Ophiceras layer, Pastannah, hor. 
1, 5-9-09, 1. 

Rema1·ks.-Pseudo11ionotis austriaca is probably also represented in the 
Lo\\'el' Trias of Vladivostok. 
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IL-FOSSILS FROM THE MUSCHELKALK. 

Class : CEPHALOPODA. 

Sub-c1ass : AMMONOIDEA. 

Gen. CERATITEB de Haan. 

The group of Ceratites nodosi is rather richly represented in the Muschel
kalk of Kashmir, but the group of Cemtites circumplicati (Hollandites) plays 
a less important part than in Spiti and Painkhanda. Of the rare sub-genus 
Halilucitef<:, a single, fragmentary specimen has been noticed. The group of 
Ce1·at1'tes :subrobusti (KeyserlingiteN, Durgaites) is M yet unknown from the 
Lower Muschelkalk of Kashmir. 

CERATITES THUILLERI Oppel. 

"(Pl. VII, figs. 2, 3.) 

1863. Ammonites Tliuil,,ri Oppl.'I, Palceo11tolugischc Mifttilitnf1t11 111u dem M11aeu.m. de.t kgl. Bayr. 
Btnatea, Stutt,Qlrt. 11. 2i7, Pl. 77, fig. 3. 

189S. Uerat1trs Th11illrri Uil'n<'r, Himel Fou., Palreontolooia b1dica, ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, 

1907. (), ';t,!';if:!f~'ie~e:~~li~~:',11\!~l11tr, 1'J.19,Pfa!'n~f !i1c2Himalnyan lUuschelkalk, ~- 46. 
1911. C. Thuilleri Renz, Dio mesozoischeD Fa.unen Gricchenln11ds, I. Teil. l'alreontogrcphica, Bd. 

LVJll, p. 85. 

This is by far the commonest species of Ceratites nodosi in the collections 
from Kashmir. Some of the specimens before me are remarkable for their ex
cellent state of presenation. Two types have been chosen for illustration, because 
they represent stages of gl'Owth which have not beeu figured in the memoirs 
quoted above. 

One of them is the ihner nucleus of a large specimen with the following 
measurements:-

Diameter of the shell 
,, ,, umbilicus. . 

~teu } of the last volution 

47mm. 
14•5" 
19 " 
16•5,, 

In this nucleus the proportion of height and thickness differs considerably 
from that which is known in later stages of gl'Owth. The sculpture is very coarse, 
but the pl'Opol'tion of lateral and marginal tubercles is not the same as in the 
majority of full-grown examples, intercalated ribs which arr de·mid of lateral 
tnhercles occurring rather frequently. 

The second specimen is the cast of a body-chamber, thr largest which has 
come to my knowledge. In the aperture a height of 41 ·5 mm. corresponds to a 
width of 30 mm. The sculpture is exactly the same as in the body-chamber of 
Oppel's type-specimen. The dichotomy of the ribs, so common in earlier stage.a of 
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growth, has been replaced entirely by intercalation of secondary costre. Lateral 
and marginal tubercles persist throughout the last volution, but the umbi1ical 
tubercles gradually become obsolete. 

The specimens from the Muscbelkalk of Kashmir exhibit as great a vari
ability in size and ornamentation as the examples from Spiti. Two varieties 
have been noticed particularly, one with coarser and a second one with more 
delicate ribs. It is the latter to which Oppel's type belongs. The nucleus illus
trated in this memoir is a good instance of the first variety. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-·Ptychiteo layer, .Spur N.N.E. of 
Khunmu, Vihi district, hor. 7, 11-8-08, 1; Ptychites layer, E. of Guryul ravine, 
Khunmu, hor. 7, 11-8-08, 2; Upper Gymnites layer, Temple hill, Khrew, hor. 1, 
17-9-09, 1; Lower Gymnites layer, Pastannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 5; Lam, Patarkul 
valley, hor. 3f, 16-8-09, 1: Gymnites layer, Khrew, ho1·. 2, 17-9-09, 3; Upper Gym
nites layer, Pastanaah, hor. 2, 27-8·09, I. 

CERATITES· cf. TRINOnosus Mojs. 

1882. Ucra~itt& friHod011t1~ E. v .. l\Iojsi.1101·ics. Die Ce1>halopocle11 der Mediterrnnen Trinsprovins, 
.-4.bhandl. k. k. Geol. Retchstinst., p. 29, Tnf. VIII, figa. 5, 6, 7, !>; XXXVIJI, &gs. 6, 7. 

1907. 0. trinodosu.s Diener, Himal. Foss .. l'olmmt. lndica, ser. X\", \"ol. \", Pt. 2, l!,nunn of tho 
Himnlavan )h1schclkalk, p. 4fl. Pl. HI, fig. Ii. A compll'W list of sy11om·lll8 is found in 
this meinoir. · 

A single, fragmentary specimen from the Ptychites layer of the ridge N. 
15° W. of Khrew, Vihi district, hor. 2, 16-9-09, probably belongs to this 
species, not to Ceratites T huilleri Oppel. The number of marginal tubercles 
is 18, corresponding to 9 lateral and umbilical ones. The most important cha
racter of distinction between C. trinodosus and C. 1'/willeri, the mode of involu
tion, cannot be made out, unfortunately, the inner whorls not being accessible to 
-examination in the present cast. But from the small diameter of the umbilil.'us, 
9 mm., corresponding to a diameter of the entire shell of 45 mm., it might. be 
suggested that the involution takes place inside, not out::>ide, the spiral line of 
lateral tubercles. 

The characters of our specimen, as far as known, are therefore in favour of 
an identification with <:. trinodo~m.-1, although it does not allow of accurate 
-determination. 

CERATI1'ES sp. iud. aff. THUii.LERI OppP.1. 

(Pl. VII, fig. 3.) 

The single specimen avr1ilable for examination, one side of wldch has been 
preserved only, has distinctly elliptical outline:;. but there is no ren~rm for attri
buting this charartel' to later distortion by pressure in the rocks. A little less 
than one-half Yolution belongs to the body-d1arnber. 

Thi.c; specimen offers ma11y affinities with Ceratite.'f Thuilleri Oppel, both in 
general sha!Je and sculpture. As in that species, the im·olution tn.kea plare out-
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side the spiral line along which the lateral tubercles are arranged. not i~side, as 
in C. t1·inodosus Mojs. and in C. Himalayanus Blanf. The ventral area ts broad, 

gently arched, not carinate. 
The chief difference between the present species and C'. 1'huille1'1· oonsists in 

the faint development of the sculpture, and in the character of the lateral ribs, 
which a1·e sharper and narrower than in C. T/1,uilleri. These sharp and narrow 
ribs have been noticed at the commencement of the last rnlution only. They are 
replaced by flatly rounded indistinct ridges in the penultimate whorl. The 
lateral tubercles, however, are marked \"ery strongly both in the penultimate 
whorl and in the chambered portion of the last one, but become obsolete in the 
body-chamber. 

Dichotomy and intercalation of ribs are noticed as frequentJy as in 
C. 1'huilleri. 

Sutures.-Agreeing with those in C. ThuiUeri. 

Dimensior.s.-Diameter of the shell 
,, umbilicus 

~::!ess } of the last rnlution 

93mm. 
30 
37 " 
23 " 

Locality, number of specimens e.xamined.-Lam, Patarkul valley. hol'. St,. 
16-8-09, 1. 

CERATITES Kun:RA Diener. 

(Pl. VII, fig. 4.) 

1895. Ce~~!e~/~h!e:M'u~::i:~:.:~~'21:,~~- ~~fig~:~reont. Ind., ser. X"f, 'rol. JI, Pt. 2, CeplmlG-

190i. C.lf.·~1:.fi~~G~ienf.'r, I.e., Vol. V, Pt. 2, The Fauna of the Himolayon MuS('hf'lkolk, 11. 5i, Pl. 

The specimen figured agrees with the variety of Ceratites Kuvera, which 
has been described in my second memoir, in the presence of a high and steep 
umbilical wall, of a roof.shaped siphonal area, of a wide and open umbilicus, and 
in the absence of umbilical tubercles. In the bulky character of the ribs and in 
the development of stout marginal tubercles our specimen differs decidedly from 
C. ThuiUeri Opp. 

In its dimensions the specimen from Kashmir agrees very closely with the 
variety from Kalapani, Byans, the measurements of which have been given in the 
memoir quoted above. 

DimeJUims.-Diameter of the shell . 
. ,, ., umbilicus 

~::ess } of the 1aat volution 

65mm. 
22 " 
26•0" 
22 " 

Locality, number of specimen~ ~:ramined.-Ptychites layer, E. of Guryul 
ravine. Khunmu, hor. 7, n.s.os, 1. 
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CERATITES sp. ind. ati. BINonoso Hauer. 

(Pl. VIII, fig. 4.) 

A body-chamber fragment, comprising one-half volution, is of special interest 
on account of its sculpture, which reminds me very strongly of the Alpine Cera· 
lites binodosus v. Hauer (Denkschr. kais. Akad. Wiss., 1850, Bd. II, p. 114, Taf. 
XIX, figs. 1, 4), and also of some species from the German Muschelkalk. 

I shall begin with a morphological description of this interesting form and 
discuss its affinities afterwards. 

Unfortunat.ely, of the inner whorls only very little is known to me. A por
tion of the penultimat.e whorl adhering to the body-chamber has a smooth sculp·· 
ture, with faint traces of lateral tubercles. The principal elements in the ornn .. -
mentation of the body-chamber a.re lateral and marginal thorns, not the ribs. 
The ribs are few in number, straight, not falciform, and as a rule not dichoto
mous. Augmentation of ribs by intercalation is quite an exception. The mnn
ber of marginal thorns is twice the number of lateral ones. Both of them arc of 
nearly equal strength and height. Five lateral and ten marginal thorns are 
counted within the circumference of the fragment described. 

The transverse section is moderately high, with lateral parts flatly arched. 
The greatest trans,·erse diameter t'Orresponds with the lateral thorns. rmhilical 
wall high, vertical, passing abruptly into the flanks. Siphonal area flatly 
vaulted and limited off sharply from the marginal region. 

It is impossible to mistake this fragment for the body-chambel' of a large 
example of Ce1·atites Thuilleri Opp. It only needs a glance at specimens of 
C. Thuilleri of equal size to see t11e difference, which consists chiefly in thr dis
tance of the ribs, which are standing much wider apart. Among the Himalayan 
Ceratites the present species a.ppears to be related more nearly to ('. R('!tlea1111.'l 
Diener (Fauna of the Himalayan Muschelkalk, Himalayan Foss., l.c., Vol. Y. Pt. 
2. p. J2; PL IV, fig. 1). With this Indian species it agrees in the small nmnhl'r 
of ribs and in the predominence of spines, but in C. Royleanus the ornamentation 
is developed much more faintly and the transverse section is lower. 

Among the German representatiYes of the section of Nodosi, Geratites atavus 

Philippi (Die Ceratiten des oberen Deutschen Muschelka!kes, Pal<eontologi.<eliB 
Ablumdl. V01' Dames u. Koken, VIII, 1901, p. 49, Tai. XXXIV, figs. 1-4) and 
C. sp. ind. Philippi (ibid., Taf. XXXIX, fig. 4) recall our species in their external 
diaracters. But both of them are of much smaHer size and there is no argument 
in favour of any real affinity between the German and Indian forms. 

If the sculpture of the inner whorls, as far as preserved, could be proved to 
be original and not produced by weathering, it might lead us to the sugb~stion 
that this species is rather primitiYe in its characters of ornamentation. Pro
vided the inner whorls were really devoid of sculpture, they might t'Orres1;ond to 
the smooth inner volutions of the majority of Ceratites. Then the body-rlmmber 
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might represent the stage of dh ... hotomous sculpture so common in the inner whorls 
of Ceratites nodosi. 

Locality, numbe1· of speci1nens examined.-Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. 31, 
.16-8-09. 1. 

CERATITES TRUNCUS Oppel. 

(PL vm, fig. 5.) 

1865. :lmmo11itu truucu 01ipol 
Sfoatt's, St11ttgart. p. 

1895. Ceratite& tntncu1 Diener, 
lluschelkalk, p. 26! Pl. 

1907. C. truncus Diener, ibid., 
figs. 2, 3. 

Jtitteilunoen au1 dem .Vu1e1£m drs kgl. Ilayr, 
.3. 

Pal. Ind., aer. XV, Vol. JI, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda of the 

This species is represented in the Himalayan collection both by inner nuclei 
and by body-chamber fragments, but an identification of isolated fragments of 
outer volutions cannot be recommended, on account of their close resemblance to 
C. Devasetta Dien. and C. Vyasa Dien. 

The inner nucleus illustrated in fig. 5 agrees very closely with the type of 
C. t1'Uncus figured in Pl. IV, fig. 4, of my memoir on the fauna of the Himalayan 
Muschcikalk. It is provided with very stout and prominent marginal tubercJes 
which persist throughout the entire circumference, corresponding to a diameter 
of 52 mm. The lateral tubercles are of knob-like shape and mark as a rule the 
place!:i. ,,·here the single ribs bifurcate. They are situated in the middle of the 
flanks and separated from the i·ow of marginal thorns by a distinct zone of de
pression arl'e1.;ti11g the general height o.f the ribs. In this character the sculpture 
of our specimen agrees exactly with that noticed in the type from Afuth, Spiti. 
L' mbilic.:al tubercles are entirely absent. 

Dimensions.-Diameter of the ahell . 
., ,, umbilicus 

M:lfess } of the last Yolution 

52mm . 
14 .. 
22·5 
19 :: 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Upper Gymnites layer, Pastannab, 
hor. 1, 2i-8-08, 1. 

CERATITES ONUSTUS Oppel. 

(Pl. VIII, fig. 2.) 

l&i3 ... 1m_s1;;::!:: Si,~ti;~~P;8fl'i£~~jj~o~~i~11:.11J:M~eilungen aus dcm .V11aeum des kyl, JJau1·. 
I&i.'). :lmmonitt.11 Blanfonli Salter, l'afa!olltology of Niti, Calc11ttn, p. 66 Pl. VI fig. 2, 
l/ID-5. l'cmtiteir 011ustua Diener, Himalayan FOIB., Pa112ont. lnrl., ser. XV, l'ol. h, pt. 2, Cepl111lo

podn of the Muscl1elknlk, p. lS, Pl. I, fig. 5. 

Oppel's type-specimen of Ceratites onustus from Kuling, Spiti, is the 
fragment of a chambered whorl, which consists of nearly one-half volution. 
Stoliczka (illem. Geol. Survey of 111.dia, Vol. V, Pt. l, p. 57) was perfectly 
right in remarking that fragments like this are not worthy of specific names. 
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In the Himalayan collection an example has been noticed, the outer whorl 
of which agrees with Oppel's type-specimen both in ornamentation and suturea. 

It is certainly different from all species of Ceratites nodosi hitherto describ
ed. In order to retain Oppel's name I have made use of it for this specimen, 
although a direct identification of aoy species with a fragment as poorly pre
served as Oppel's type-specimen is rather risky. 

The outer volution of the present specimen is a fragment consisting of four 
air-chambers only. But the inner nucleus attaining a diameter of 55 mm., has 
been preserved entirely. It differs remarkably from equally-sized examples of 
C. truncus and C. Devasena, although it undoubtedly belongs to the group of 
C. nodosi. 

The sculpture is less bulky than in C. t1·uncus, but much more so than in 
C. trinodosus Mojs. or in C. Tk.uilleri Opp. The 1·ibs do not bifurcate in the 
stout lateral tubercles as regularly as in C. truncus. But the most important 
difference is the faint development of marginal tubercles which lose their knob
like shape and become gradually obsolete at early stages of growth, before even a 
diameter of 40 mm. has been reached. In the meantime the transverse section, 
which is trapezoidal in the inner volutionS, gradually assumes a more elliptical 
shape. 

The involution takes place outside the spiral row of lateral tubercles. 

From inner nuclei of C. Devasena the present form is at once distinguished 
by its less oornpresseJ shape, its more prominent sculpture, and by the absence of 
umbilical tubercles. 

The fragment of the outer volution is broadly ellipticnl in section and pro
vided with simple, straight ribs which are acute and turned slightly forward in 
the vicinity of the siphonal margin. They are less prominent than in C. Derasena 
and in C. Vyasa. 

Dimena1ona.-Diameter of the shell • 
,, ,, umbilicua 

Height } . 
Thickness of the last volut:on 

OOmm. 
17 
25 " 
20 .. 

Sutures.-Agreeing exactly with those in Oppel's type-specimen of 
C. o-nustus. 

Locality, numbe1· of specimens ezmnined.-Upper Gymnites layer, Temple 
hill, Khrew, Vihi district, hor. 2, 17-9-00, 1. 

CERATITES sp. ind. atl. SUPERBO Mojs. 

(Pl. VIII, fig. 1.) 

Two specimens are, unfortunately, not sufficiently well preserved, to admit of 
specific determinstion, but are certainly very cloaely allied to Ceratite.• superbus 

112 
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v. Mojsisov.ics (Cephalopoden der Mediterranen Triasprovinz, A bhandl. k. k. 
Geo!. Reichsanst., Bd. X, p. 32, Taf. XXVIII, fig. 10, XXXIII, figs. 5, 6). 

The more complete specimen from the Ptychites bed E. of Guryul ravine, 
Khunmu, hor. 7, 11-8-08, is provided with its body-chamber. Three-quarters 
of the last volution are fairly well preser<ed, but the umbilical region has partly 
suffered from weathering and the inner whorls have been destroyed entirely. 

The most remarkable character is the contrast in the sculpture of the lower 
and upper parts of the flanks. The lower zone, measuring about one-third of the 
entire height of the whorl, is almost smooth, faint traces of radial ribs only 
being occasionally indicated. The umbilical edge is adorned with moderately 
strong tubercles, the number of which. however, cannot be made out with certainty. 
It is undoubtedly inferior to the number of lateral tubercles, although the differ
ence is not so remarkable as in the ...\]pine C. supe1·bus. 

The outer zone of the flanks is covered with numerous ribs, which are not 
quite straight, but slightly falciform. They are cut off along the border of the 
smooth inner zone, but do not swell regularly into lateral tubercles. Exception
al1y, two ribs diverge from one lateral tubercle, but as a rule the ribs are simple, 
not dichotomous. Such ribs as do uot originate in lateral tubercles, must there
fore be considered as being intercalated. Both the principal and intercalated 
ribs meet the siphonal area in marginal tubercles, 22 of which are counted in one
balf volution. 

The transverse section of the aperture agrees closely with tha.t noticed in 
C. suverhus, but the siphonal area is a little narrower, the greatest transverse 
diameter corresponding exactly with the zone of lateral tubercles. The trans
verse section is, however, not lam:eolate, as in C. superbiformis Diener (Hima
layan Foss., Yo!. V, Pt. 2, The fauua of the Himalayan Muschelkalk, p. 50, Pl. 
III, fig. 4), any trace of a siphonal keel being entirely absent, even at the begin
ning of the last volution. 

In my second specimen from the bed with Rhynchonella frinodo."i (hor. 
3, 15-9-0U) in the set'tion of the ridge X.X.\V. of Khrcw, Yihi district. one
ha]f of the body-chamber whorl and the outlines of the impression of the entire 
shell in the matrix have been presef\·ed. The umbilical margin having been 
destroyed entirely. the proportion of umbilical and lateral tubercles cannot be 
stated. Jn this specimen also a considerable number of intercalated ribs are 
noticed, which are free from any la.tera1 tubercles. The difference in the number 
of lateral and marginal tubercles appears therefore to be a good character distin
guishing this species from both the Alpine C. superbus Mojs. and the Indian 
C. superMfonnis Dien. 

Dimenaions.-D:ameter of the sheH . 
,, ,, umbilicus . 

Height of the {above the umbilical suture 
last volution ,, ,, preceding whorl 

Thickness of the last volution • • • 

71 mm. 
19 
30 
26 
17 
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CERATITES sp. incl. alf. FALCIFER Hauer. 

'(Pl. VII, fig. 1.) 

Of this interesting species one single, imperfect specimen has been found 
loose below the hor. 4, 15-9-09 (Rhynchonella beds) of the Temple hill near Khrew. 
Vihi district. A considerable part of the inner volutions and the outer half of 
the body-chamber whorl have been preserved. 

At a first glance the specimen recalls Ce1·atites (Hollandites) Raflana Dien., 
on account of its ornamentation, but the transverse section shows the outlines 
typical in a representative of the group of C. nodosi. Its siphonal area is broad, 
ftatly vaulted and distinctly limited off from the marginal region of the flanks. 
It differs c.-onsiderably from the transverse section of Hollandites Ra·cana, which 
is provided with a narrow and sharply rounded siphonal part, passing gradually 
into the lateral parts. 

The ornamentation of the body-chamber consists of numerous, tolerably flat, 
broad ribs, which rise from stout, indistinctly de.fined tubercles near the umbi1ica1 
margin. The ribs are falciform and bifurcate, when rising from the umbilical 
e}eyations. Between the principal ones secondary ribs are intercalated in the 
upper portions of the lateral parts. This is exactly the sculpture as noticed in 
the body-chamber of H. Ra1;ana, with the one exception, however, that in the 
specimen illustrated all the ribs swell out into distinct tubercles along the sipho
nal margin, which is not the case in H. Havana. Well-defined marginal tubercles 
are noticed in Tl. A ira·cata Dien., but in this species the ornamentation is alto
gether more delicate and the umbilical tubercles fa.r exceed the marginal ones in 
strength, which is not the case in the present specimen. 

The penultimate whorl shows a very coarse sculpture, recalling more strongly 
the ornamentation of the inner nuclei of Ceratites s. s. than of Hollandites. 
Bulky primary ribs, which originate from faintly marked umbilical tubercles. 
alternate very regularly with intercalated ones. There is no bifurcation notired 
in the umbilical region. The ribs are not distinctly falciform but a sort of geni
-cula.tion coincides with the zone of marginal tubercles. 

There is one species from the Alpine Meschelkalk, to which tl1e present one 
seems to be more nearly allied than to the Indian representatives of the genus. 
This is Ceratites falcifer v. Hauer (Beitriege zur Kenntnis der Cephalopoden 
ans der Trias von Bosnien, II, Nautileen und Ammoniten mit ceratitisc:hen Loben 
ans dem Muschelkalk von Haliluci bei Sarajevo, Denksckr. kais. A kad. Wissensch., 
1895, Bd. LXIll, p. 258, Taf. VIII, figs. 5, 6). This species agrees very closely 
with our Himalayan type, both in its trapezoidal transverse section and in its 
sculpture, which is especially remarkable for the development of numerous falci-
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form ribs with marginal tubercles. A comparison of the inner nuclei is, unfor· 
tunately, impossible, the inner volutions of the Alpine form not being known. 

Dimenaions.-Diamet.er of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicua 

:~ess } of the last volution 

Sutures.-Not known. 

CERATITES (HoLLANDJTEs) VorTI Oppel. 

66·5 mni. 
15 
31 
20 

1800. Ammonite.t l"oiti Oppel, Palarmtolooiulie Mitteilunoen nus dtm J/11m1m de~ kol. Bayr. 
Btaate!I, Stuttgart, I, p. 267, Taf. L.i::XVII, fig. 1. 

1890. Ceratites Yoiti Diener, Himal. Foss., l'al<ront. 111d., ser. XY, Yol. 11, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda of 
the l\[nschelkalk, p. 8, Pl. II, fip. 1, 2. 

190i. C. T'oiti Diener, tbifltm, Yol. V, Pt. 2, Fnuuo of the Himalayan lluschelko.lk, p. 60, Pl. \'II, 
figs. 3, 4. 

The majority of specimens from Kashmir may be considered as transitional 
shapes between II ollandites Voiti Opp. and H. Ra'Cana Dien. The ornamentation 
is as a rule denser than in typical examples of H. Voiti. Bifurcation of ribs does 
not occur Yery frequently. and true lateral tubercles are but rarely noticed. 

There is only one specimen which, in my opinion, should be tJ.ttributed to 
II. VoUi s. s. without any reserve. This is a large, completely chambered example, 
consisting of a little less than one-half volution and of the inner whorls. In the 
aperture of the outer whorl a height of 46 mm. corresponds to a width of 32 mm. 
The complete specimen must therefore have been even la.rger than Oppel's type. 
The sculpture of the inner nucleus agrees exactly with that iilustrated in Pl. VII, 
fig. 3, of my memoir on the fauna of the Himalayan Muschelkalk. 

Locality, number of s11ecimens e.xamined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Pastannah, 
hor. 1, 27-8-09, I 

CERATITES (HoLLANDITES) RAVANA Dien. 

1805. (Jeratitea llai:ana Dienl'r. HimnlR;1.-n11 FntS., Palo:ont. l11d., ser. XV, \'ol. II, Pt. 2, Cepl111l1,. 
Jloda of tho llusel1clkolk, llp. 10-12, Pl. I, figs. 3-6. 

1907. llollanrlite11 Ra11ana Diener, ibidl'm, \Toi. V, Pt. 2, Fauna of tile Himalayan Muschelkalk, p. 
62, I>I. IV, fig. 7. 

I ha,·e united the transitional forms between Hollandites roiti and H. 
Raum.a fmm the Muschelkalk of Kashmir with the latter species, because the 
large number of fa1ciform ribs and the insignificant number of tubercles are 
rather in favour of an identification with H. Ra'Dana. 

Two specimens are distinguished from the typical shape of H. Ravana by 
the presence of indistinct tubercles along the marginal region of the flanks. In 
this character they agree with my type-specimen of H. A ira•ata from the Muschel
kalk of the Shalshal cliff, but the absence of strongly marked umbilical tuberdes 
and the coarsr. ornamentation forbid their identification with H. A iravata. In 
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the latter species only such examples of the group of II. Havana should be in
cluded as are distinguished hy a very delicate sculpture in adult stages and in 
which the umbilical tubercles are more prominent than the lateral ribs. 

I consequently prefer to consider the two specimens in question as a variety 
of H. Ravana. 

Locality, number of specimens eo:amined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Pas
tannah, hor. 1, 2i-8-09, 11; hor. 3, 3-9-00, 1. t;pper Gymnites layer, Pastannah, 
hor. 2, 27-8-09, I. Upper Gymnites layer, 1 mile W. of Pastannah, hor.1, 8-9-09, 
1. 

CERATITES (HoLLA ... 111DITES) DuNGARA Diener. 

189li. CeH;f,e;1o~~!1:(ih~~~~e~!!Jk,la:.ai6,FPf.'.iI,l':~~~t. Ind., s~r. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, 

1907. Hol11Mdilts Dungara Diener, ibidem, Vol. V, Pt. 2, Fauna of tlie Himalayan lluschelknlk, 
p. 65. 

Of this species a single. fairly well preserved specimen has been found in 
the Himalayan collect.ion. It is remarkable on account of the ]arge diameter of 
its umbilicus and the sma11 height of its last volution. Although this vo]ution is 
completely chambered, it barely increases in height throughout one-half of its 
circumference. In the meantime a distinct egression of the umbilical suture is 
noticed, which leaves the normal spiral. I do not know of any other species of 
Hollandite.,., in which this character is marked as strongly as in the type of 
H. Dungal'a from Kuling. 

In its sculpture this example marks a shape intermediate between H. Dun
gam and Ii. V oiti, the ribs being less sharp and elevated less strongly in the 
middle region of the lateral parts than in the type-specimen of H. Dunga1·a. 

DimemiOnB.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus 

Height of the last volution 
,, ,, penultimate whorl 

Thickness of the last vol.1tion 

85mm. 
27 •• 
32 .. 
20 .. 
:!5 " 

Locality, number of speci·mens e.xamined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Pastannah, 
hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

CERATJTES (HoLLANDITES) cf. ARJUNA Dien. 

1895. Cerntite& .hj111rn. Diener. Himalayan fo'mis., l'alreont. Ind., ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, Ce11lrnlo
poda of tho lluachelkolk, p. 17, Pl. IV, fig. 1. 

The fragment of an outer volution, containing a large part of the body
chamber, exhibits the beautiful sculpture characteristic of Holla.ndites Arjuna. 
The gently curved radial ribs slope more gently towards the aperture than to the 
reverse side, and do not swell out into distinct tubercles, although they reach their 
greatest height in the middle of the lateral parts. 
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The sutural line is remarkable for the large size of the principal lateraT 
saddle, for its brachyphyllic saddles which are senated up to the last entire arch, 
and for the presence of a very large and broad auxiliary or umbilical lobe, which 
is situated on almost the same level as the second lateral lobe. In all those charac
ters the present specimen agrees exactly with the type of H. Arjuna. A provi
sional identification seems therefore to be justified, notwithst~mding its fragment
ary state of preservation. 

Locality, number of specimens e.ramined.-Lower Gynmites layer, Pas
tannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

CERATITES (HOLLAXDITEs} VYASA Diener. 

1896. Ceratites Fwuo Die11er, Himnlnvan Foss., l'alreontofooia l11d., \"ol. II, Pt. 2, Cl•phnlopoda 
of the lluschelkalk, p. 19, Pl. YI, fig. 2. · 

1007. Hoflc111dites l'yaw Diener, ibidem, Yol. \", Pt. 2, Fau11a of the Himnlo,·nn \l•1schelknlk, 
p. 66, Pl. VU, figs. 1, 2. • 

This species is represented by two determinable examples in the Himalayan 
collection. One of them is a chambered nucleus, attaining a diameter of 76 mm. 
It agrees •xactly with the nucleus of Holl. Vyasa, illustrated in !'I. VII, fig. 2, of 
my second memoir quoted above. The absence of tubercles in its ornamentation 
distinguishes it at once from all representatives of the group of Ceratites nodosi. 
A II the ribs are broadly rounded and ,·ery irregular in strength. The trans
verse section is nearly elliptical, with a narrow siphonal area. which is highly 
1·otrnded and passes gradually into the lateral par·ts. 

The sewnd specimen is a fragmentary inner nucleus, prodded with part of 
the outer \0olution, which contains the commencement of the body-chamber. The 
:-;cnlpture of the outer \•olutiou agrees exactly with that in Holl. Dei·w,·ena and 
JI. Fg<ua, as illustrated in my memoir quoted above. 

Locality, number of specimens exa1ni11.ed.--Lower Gymnitcs layer, Pas
tannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. Cpper Gymnites layer, 1 mile \V. of Pastannah, hor. 
1, 8-9-09, 1. 

CERATITES (HoLI.AKDITES) sp. ind. ex aff. CECILII Dien. 

This species, which is unfortunately represented by a single fragmentary 
specimen, has close affinities both with Hollandites ,,·aukanta Diener (Himalayan 
}'oss., l.c., Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda of the Muschelkalk, p. 45, Pl. IX, figs. 5-7) 
and H. Cecilii Diener (ibidem., Vol. V, Pt. 2, Iauna of the Himalayan Musche1-
kalk, p. 6i, Pl. III, fig. 6; VII, fig. 6). 

TL agrees with H. _"l\'alikanta in its ornamentation. which consist8 of faintly 
marked falci form folds, but di ff era from it by it8 wider umbilicus and its larger 
size. In these two characters it agrees more closely with H. Cec.ilii, from which. 
however, it is distinguished by its more prominent sculpture, the body-chamber 
whorl of equally-sized examples of H. Cecilii being almost quite smooth. In its. 
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dimensions this fragment agrees pretty well with the type-specimen of H. Cecilii, 
illustrated in Pl. VII, fig. 6, of my memoir on the fauna of the Himalayan 
Muschelkalk. 

Locality, number of specimens e.m11iined.-Lower Gymnites layet•, Pwi. 
tannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

CERATITES (HALILUCITES) sp. ind. 

The group of Ceratites 1'Usticus Hauer (sub-genus Haliliu:ites) is represented 
in the HimaJayan co11ection by a single fragment of an outer volution consisting 
of four air-chambers only. Although the presence of a l'Ounded keel bordered 
by deep marginal furrows proves the correctness of including this specimen with 
Jlalilucites Dien., it is not possible to arrive at a specific identification, on account 
of its imperfect state of preservation. 

It is probably allied to Halilur.ites planilateratus v. Haner (Beitrrege zur 
Kenntnis der Cephalopoden aus der Trias van Rosnien, II, Denksch1·. km',,._ 
Akad. Wissensch., Bd. LXIII, p. 261, Taf. XI, figs. 1-3), and to the species from 
the Shalshal cliff which has been described in my memoir on the fauna of the 
Himalayan Muschelkalk (Palwont. Ind., ser. XV, Vol. Y, Pt. 2, p. 59, Pl. V, fig. 
3), but differs from them by the development of distinct lateral tubercles which 
are situated below the middle of the flanks and correspond with occasional bifur
cations of the primary ribs. Otherwise the sculpture recalls that noticed in the 
Himalayan form from the Shalshal cliff, especially in the presence of marginal 
humps and sharp, forward tnl'ned genicula.tions in the lateral ribs along the 
siphorial margin. 

Locality, numbe1· of specimens examined. --Top bed of lower Gyrnnites layer, 
Pastannah, hor. 1, 2i-8-09, 1. 

Gen. BEYRICHITES \V aagen. 

BEYRIC'HITES KRANIKOFI Oppel. 

186.5. ~tmmm1i!u Khrinil"1/i Op(>l'I. Pul«onfrilri11isrhe J[ittrif1111arn ntv drn~ Jf11.~rum dra t:at. JJaur. 
Staatu, Stnttgnrt. I, p. 275, Taf. J,."'\X\"I, fig. 4. 

1895. Jfttkt"1te1"(1s Klwnilm/i Dirncr, Himal. FllliS., J'Hllf't"lnt. lnrl .. 111!1'. XT. \"ol. IJ, Pt. 2, Ct'11halo
pmln of tht' lfosehrlkalk, p. 41. Pl. \'Ill. fii;i:. 3; JX, fi~s. 1. 2. 3. 9. 

1907. ]Jey.-ichitu KAanil·afi Dil'nl'r, ibirlcm, \"ol. \",Pt. 2, irauna of thr Hi11111la~·a11 lluselll'\knlk, 
p. 82. 

Of this charatteristic species of the Himalayan Muscbelkalk specimens haYe 
been met with in the materials collec·ted b~· C. 8. :Middlemiss from the fo]]owing 
localities and horizons: Gymnites layer, Khrew, hor. 2, 17-9-09, 2; Lower Gym
nites layer, Pastannah, hor. 3, 3-9-09, IO; hor. 1, 27-S-09, 2. 

The majority of i;pecimens are of small size and badly preserved, but the 
characters accessible to obsen•ation are sufficiently wen marked to warrant identi
fication. 
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BEYRICHITES KESAVA Diener. 

1895. Jlt'l.'1mre1·ns 1\tMJM Dic.>nC'r. Himnl. Ft>SS., l'nfmint, Ind., ser. X\', \"Ill. II, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda. 

1007. Br~~i~-~~f~uj(~!!~:lkDi~~::; i,,1it1~: 1~h1~\·~·Pt. 2, Fauna of the Himalayan Muachelkalk, 
p. 83. 

A well preserved specimen attaining a diameter of 45 mm. apparently belongs 
to this species, which is distinguished from Bey>'ichites Khanikoft Opp. by 
the shape of its umbilicus. This is very deep, bordered by vertical walls and does 
not show any disjunction of the spiraJ line. \Vhere the sutures have been com
pletely preserved the saddles are serrated up to their very tops. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Pas
tannah, hor. a, 3-9-09, 1. 

Gen. HuNGARITES 'Mojs. 

This genus which ha<l. as yet, not been noticed in the Himalayan Muschel
kalk, is represented in the collection• from Kashmir, although very rarely and by 
fragmentary specimens only, which do not permit of a specific identification. I 
am bound to agree with Tornquist (Zeit."hr. De1'tsch.e Geol. Ge.<., 1898, Ild. L, p. 
654) in considering the determination of species belonging to the genus Hungar
fres a rnry difficult task, eyen with better materials at hand than those available 
for examination. 

HUNG ARI TES sp. ind. 

(Pl. VII, figs. 5, 6.) 

The three fragmentary specimens before me belong to one single species, 
which must certainly be included in the genus Hungarites Mojs., on account of 
their roof-shaped siphonal area. This is raised into a high and acute median 
edge and bordered by obtuse marginal edges. 

My specimens are fragments of outer whorls. consisting of a part of the body
chamber with the last air-chambers adhering to it. The transverse section is high 
and very strongly compressed. The greatest transverse diameter is situated 
below the middle of the height of the lateral parts. From this place the flanks 
siope in a gentle curve both towards the marginal and umbilical edges. The low 
umbilical wall is vertical and sharply separated from the lateral parts. 

In its ornamentalion this Indian species to a certain extent recalls the frag
mentary specimens from Mora d'Ebro which have been i1Iustrated by E. v. 
Mojsisovics in Pl. XXXIII, figs. l, 2, of his memoir "Cephalopoden der Mediter
ranen Triasprovinz " (A l1ha.ndl. k. k. Geol. Reich.<1tnst., X, 1882) and identified 
·with llunga1'ites P1·adoi Vern. But the number of falciform ribs is considerably 
larger ard the late1·al tubercle& are less prominent in my Indian examples. It is 
indeed scarcely correct to speak of lateral tubercles, the appearance of such being 
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rather produced by the presence of deep grooves, which are arranged along a 
spiral line in the middle of the flanks. In this character the specimens somewhat 
recall Buddhaites Ra11ta. Their identifiration with this species is of course at 
once excluded by the difference in their suture lines. 

From H. Sagorensis Mojsisovics (I.e., p. 232, Pl. LXI, fig. 1) thia species is 
distinguished by the oomplete absence of umbilical tubercles. There is, indeed, 
no Alpine species of the genus Hungarites, to which it exhibits a close affinity. 
Among the congeneric species of the American Trias, Hunga1·ites Yatesi Hyatt 
et Smith (Triassic Cephalopod genera of North America, I:. S. Geo!. Sur.. Pl'of. 
Pap. No. 40, p. 129, Pl. XX, figs. 1--4) from the Lowest Trias of California is not 
so highly sculptured and has the central keel separated more distinctly from the 
marginal shoulders. 

Sutures.-Ceratitic, with the normal number of lateral lobes. Not known 
in detail. 

Locality, number of specimens ea:amined.-Lowcr Gymnites layer, Pas
tannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 3. 

Gen. SmIRITES Mojs. 

SIBIRITES cf. PRAHLADA Diener. 

(Pl. vnr. fig. 6.) 

1890. Si13;~~!i.!''!J~a~~atfei~~1r~h~l~r:i~~t;.Paf.°Pi: f'J.'i'~fi;~~~~yia Incl., ser. XV, \"ol. II, Pt. 2, 
1907. S. cf. Praflada Diener, ibidem, \"ol. \', Pt. 2, J.o~nu11n of the Himalayan )luschclknlk, p. 99. 

A fairly well preserved specimen of small size is referred to this beau ti fn 1 
species with some hesitation, because it differs from the ty11e in having higher 
whorls and by the outlines of its transverse section, which are more strongly 
rounded. But in their sculpture the two examples from the Shalshal cliff and 
from Kashmir agree exactly, especially in the de\elopment of crescent-shaped 
tubercles in the \•icinity of the siphonaI margin which mark a poit~t of bifurca
tion in the strong lateral ribs. These lunular tubercles are visible within the 
umbilicus, the spiral of involution corresponding exactly with the summits of 
their crests. 

Dimenaion1.-Diameter of the ahell . 
,, ,, umbilicus 

~::::.ess } of the last volution 

26mm. 

7 " 
18·5,. 
14 " 

My specimen consists of air-chambers only, no trace of the body-chamber 
having been preserved. It must, consequently, have attained much larger dimen
sions than my type-specimen from the beds with Rliyuclwnella Griesbachi of the 
Shalshal cliff, in which nearly two-thirds of the last 1·olution belong to the body
chamber. All the examples known to me from the Lower Muschelkalk of Lilang 
are also of small size, although prol'ided with their body-chambers. This js 

'2 
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another character, which together with the difference in shape of the transverse 
section prevents me from venturing on a direct identification of the form from 
Kashmir with Sibfrites Prahlada. 

An identification with Keyserlingites is precluded both by the different orna
mentation of the inner rnlutions and by the position of the lunular tubercles in 
the last whorl. 

Locality, nurnbe1' of specimens examined.--Lower Gymnites beds, Pas
tannab, hor. 3, 3-9-09, 1. 

Gen. PROTEITES Hauer. 

PROTEITES IHDJClJS nov. sp. 

(Pl. VI, fig. 2.) 

IH 1887 the generic denomination Proteusites has been introduced for a 
species from the Muschelkalk of Han Bulog in Bosnia (Proteusites Kellnei·i) by 
F. v. Hauer (Die Cephalopoden des bosnisohen Muschelkalkes von Han Bulog 
in Hosnien, Denkschi·. kais. Akad. Wis.<., Bd. LIV. p. 27). In 1892 a considerable 
number of forms, ailicd more or less closely to P. Kellne1·i, were described by this 
author (Cephalopoden aus der Trias von Bosnien, I, Neue Funde aus dem Mu
schelkalk rnn Han Bu log, l.c., Bd. LIX, p. 267). As distinctive charncters of this 
genus the following have been enumerated: ·' Volutions em-eloping each other 
considerably, more or less globose in young stages of growth, but subject to con
siderable alterations of shape in the adult individual. Body-chamber distinguished 
by an egression of the umbilhms. Rounded siphonal area, which passes gra
dually into the laternl parts. Strong, radial pJications on the surface of the body
chambcr, meeting a.long the median zone of the siphonal area without interrup
tion, and raised into strong tubercles along the umbilical margin. Constrictions 
01· labire probably present in all nuclei, although they have been actually observed 
in a small number of species only." 

E. v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Hallstiitter Kalke, A bhandl. k. k. Geol. 
Reichsanst., Bd. VI-2, p. 812) proposed to discard the name Proteusites, which 
he considers to be a vox hybrida, in favour of P1·oteites. 

In the Muschelkalk of Kashmir the genus Proteites is represented by a beauti
ful species, which is closely allied to J'. Kellneri Hauer (I.e., p. 27, Taf. VII, figs. 
1--4). 

The oniy specimen arnilable for examination is provided with a portion of 
its body-chamber, to which exactly one-half of the last volution belongs. At first 
sight it strongly resembles some species of Ptych.ites (P. E•eresti Opp.)" 
from which it is, howe,•er, fundamentally distinguished, not only by its 
ceratitic sutures, but also by the presence of strong tubercles, which are arranged 
along the umbilical margin and are separated by deep intercostal valleys. Twelve 
urnbilical tubercles are counted within the circumference of the last volution 
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Fl'Om those tubercles broad folds originate, which broaden out but diminish con
siderably in strength towards the siphonal part across which they pass. 

The maximum thickness of the whorls coincides with the umbilical margin 
from which the slightly convex sides converge regularly towards the siphonal part, 
which is narrowly rounded and, in the anterior portion of the last whorl, is even 
provided with an obtuse, indistinct edge. The umbilicus is very deep and 
bordered by a steep inner wall which is quite smooth. 

The involution takes place outside the spil'al iine of umbilical tubercles. 
The egression of the spiral of im·olution is coniined to t.he body-chamber and is 
inronsiderable, though clearly marked. 

Dimension.t.-Dia.meter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus 

'!A~eas } of the last volution 

69 mm. 
21·5 " 
26•5 " 
42 .. 

SutU1'BS.-·Ceratitic, agreeing in general with those 0£ Proteites Kellne1'i 
Hauer, but distinguished by an approximately serial arrangement of their ele
ments. The siphonal lobe is the deepest. Lobes comparatively narrow, with 
few denticulations, saddles broad, the siphonal and principal lateral saddles of 
nearly equal dimensions. The first auxiliary saddle is di·dded by the umbiiical 
margin. Two auxiliary lobes and saddles outside the umbilical suture. 

Locality, number of specimens exandned.-Ptychites layer, gap on ridge 
N. 13 \\T. of Khrew, Vihi district, hor. 2, 16-9-09, 1. 

Rem.arks.-Among the species of Prote?'.tes from the Bosnian Musche1ka1k, 
Proteites Kellneri Hauer and P. 1·obuslus Hauer (l.c., Vol. LIX, 'p. 268, Ta!. VI, 
fig. I) are nearly aUied to P. indicus. Both of them are distinguished from our 
Indian type by their more strongly compressed volutions and by d_ifferences in the 
details of the sculpture. The sculpture of P. indicus agrees closely with that 
exhibited in the chambered portion of the last whorl of P. Kellneri, but does not 
show the sharp and narrow folds, which are characteristic of the body-chamber 
of that species. In P. robustus the number. of umbiJical tubercles is sma11er. A 
slight change in the ornamentation of the body-chamber is also exhibited in P. 
indicus, the last three umbilical tubercles preceding the aperture standing less 
widely apart than the rest. 

Gen. ACROCHORDICERAS Hyatt. 

AcROCHORDICERAS cf. ENODE Hauer. 

(Pl. VII, fig. 7.) 
1892. :frmrlimvlirtrtM riwr11• I•'. , •. HnUl'I". Dl'itrwii:<' zm• K<'nntnis 1for CC'phalopocfon aus cl<'r Trias 

,·on Bosnfo11. I. Nl'llt' l•'undl' nus dt•m llu,;colwlknlk '"Oii Hou Buloii:. Den11ulir. 1wi~ .. ·lkacl. 

1896 ... i. 1~!~:~~.·\~1,fi:d::~l~~~· 6':1!i1:;!~~(~~;r~;mn cl<'r lll'iDh1gc1· Kalkc, Reitra:ge :11r Geo/. u. 
Pal«onfol. Oe1ten·.-T'11g11rns, etc-., Bel. X 1 p. 81. 

Two specimens of A crochm·diceras in the IIimalayan collection are distin
guished by the absenre of tubercles in their sculpture which consists of radial ribs 
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only. Both of them are, unfortunately, fragmentary and do not admit therefore 
of a safe identification. 

The 1arger and more complete specimen agrees particularly well with the 
type of A. enode Hauer. It has a diameter of more than 60 mm., high and 
strongly compressed whorls and a narrow umbilicus. The ribs are nearly straight, 
narrow and acute in the umbilical region, but increase in width considerably 
towards the siphonal margin. where they describe a faintly marked curve, with its 
convexity turned forward. The majority of ribs take their origin in the umbili
cal edge. Intercalated ribs are comparath-ely small in number. 

The specimen is also very nearly allied to A crochordiceras lJU..>:tericu111, Moj
sisovics (Cephalopoden der Mediterranen Triasprovinz, A bhandl. k. k. Geo!. 
Reic"8anst., X, p. 143, Taf. VI, fig. 4). There is, indeed, some probability of 
the two Mediterranean species being identical. The specific differences, as enu
merated by F. v. Hauer and G. v. Arthaber, are of very small nupo1tance. Hauer 
insists on the smaller size and the presence of more slowly increasing whorls in 
A. pustericum, two characters which appear to me as of a rather doubtful value. 
G. v. Arthaber lays a special stress on the less compres...ClEld and more evolute shape 
of A. enode. If the sutural line of A. pu.~·tericum, which up to now is not known, 
could be proved to agree with that in A. mode, I should not hesitate to unite the 
two species. 

The second fragment is characterized by its broader and more falciform ribs. 
I did not venture on a specific determination, although it reminds me of the body
chamber fragment of A. undatum, illustrated in G. v. Arthaber's memoir on the 
Cephalopod-fauna of the Reiftingerkalke (l.c., p. 79, Pl. VII. fig. 7). There is, 
indeed, some confusion about the specific Yalue of A. undatum. The complete 
specimens, which have been described and figured later on by G. '" Arthaber (l.c., 
p. 235, Taf. XXVII, fig. 2), do not exhibit any difference from A. Ca.·olin<e 
v. Mojsisovics, as has been remarked in my memoir on the fauna of the Himalayan 
ll:Iuschelkalk (Pal. Ind., ser. XV, Himalayan Foss., Vol. V, Pt. 2, p. 101), but the 
body-chamber quoted ab6\·e might still represent a proper species, provided its 
umbilical margin is really free from any tnberdes throughout its entire circum
ference. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Layer with Rky1ichonella trino
dosi, ridge N. 15° W. of Khrew, Vihi district, hor. 3, 15-9-09, I. 

AcROCHORDICERAS cf. IlALARAMA Diener. 

189ii . . krorlwr•lirPl'OS Jlafol'tlma Dit•11cr, Himnl. Foss .. Pal. lnrl., scr. XV, \"ol. II, Pt. 2, Cephnlo
l>Uda of the Himnl. lln5Chl'lknlk, p. 35, Pl. lil, fig. 3. 

190i. A. Du/n,.omo Dicue1·, i/Jitl., \"ol. \", Pt. 2, Fauna of tho Himnl. lluscbelknlk, i>· 102. 

Two small examples of A croch01·d1"ceras arc included in this species, on 
account of the circular transverse section of their inner volutions, the large num
ber of ribs and the insignificant development of umbilical tubercles, all characters 
by which the present form is distinguished from A. Ca1'olina Mojs., although they 
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might be considered as being only of varietal importance if the Alpine species is 
taken in a somewhat wider range of circumscription, as it has been advocated by 
A. v. Krafft (Genei·al Report, Geol. Sure. of India for 1898-99, p. 19). 

Locality, numbe1· of specimens e.romined.-Upper Gymnites layei', Pa1J
tannab, hor. 2, 27-8-09, 1. Lower Gynmites layer, Pastannah, hor. 3, 3-9-09, I. 

ACROCHORDICERAS cf. HAUERJ Arth. 

(Pl. VII, fig. 8.) 

1as7 .. tc;~"H~:tn:1o~1:i'~!.:J::":o,<D:n~:~.infJi,~Tk~~~1'1l~~=e~~~.~d~sc£;~, ~~1:91M1k-r, 
fig. 2. 

1911. Acrodu1rJicrnu llr111cri G. ,., .Arthaber, Die Trias von Albonien, Deifro:oe 2, Geol. u. 
Pal«ontol. Outerr.-lTnoarns, etc., XXIV, p. 272. 

It has been remarked both hy E. '" Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Hallstaetter 
Kalke, A bhandl. k. k. Geol. Reichsm>.<t., VI-2, 1893, p. 813) and by myself (Fauna 
of the liimal. Muschelkalk, l.c., p. 99). that the identification of Hauer's species 
from Han Bulog with A croclwrdiceras Uam.csi Noetling (Zeit.~cht·. d. Deutsch. 
Geol. Ges., 1880, p. 334, Tai. XY) from the German Mnschelkalk cannot be main
tained, since remarkable differences between them exist, especially in the arrange
ment of the sutural line. A new specific denomination must consequently be 
introduced for the Bosnian form. As such the name of Acroc/t,ordicems Haueri 
was proposed by G. v. Arthaber. 

To this species an example in the Himalayan collection appears to be most 
nearly allied. In the large number of umbilical tubercles and in the small develop
ment of intercalated ribs, which do not originate .from such tubercles, it agrees 
better with A. Haue1·i than with A. Cm·olinr.e Mojs. Kotwithstanding F. v. 
Hauer's opinion to the contrary t11ose two species, which arc very closely allied, 
should not be united. As chief difference between them I am inclined to consider 
the different position of the umbilical tubercles. Those are situated exactly 
along the periphery of the umbilical margin in A. C(trolinre, whereas they are 
shifted considerably towards the flanks in A. H aueri. In this charactet• mv 
Himalayan specimen also agrees with the latter species. 

Locality, nu11iber of specimens e .. mniined.-Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. 3, 
16-8-09, 1. 

Gen. lscuLITES Mojs. 

This genus, which in the Alpine region is limited to stages of Upper Triassic 
age only, is represented in the Muschelkalk of Kashmir by three new species, none 
of them identical with Isculites Hauel'inus from the Muschelkolk of Spiti. 
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Iscm.ITES MIDDLEMISSII nov. sp. 

(Pl. x. fig. l.) 

All Alpine representatives of lsculites hitherto known are dwarf-species. In 
the Himalayan collection from Kashmir there is a specimen before me, attaining 
a diameter of 39 mm., which is, however, not completely chambered. But the 
commencement of the egression of the umbilicus has led me to the conclusion that 
the last septa cannot have been situated at a con~iderab]e distance from the com
mencement of the body-chamber. Including the body-chamber, ,,..·hich comprises 
at least one more volution, the diameter of the complete indiddnal cannot hal"e 
been much less than 50 mm. 

Isculites Hauerinw; Stoliczka (.Hem. Geol. Sun. of India, Vol. V, 
Pt. I, p' 50, Pl. IV, fig. 3), it is true, reaches dimensions not much inferior to the 
present species, but cannot he identified with it, on ac,'Couut of some remarkable 
differences in its shape and sutures. Our species is globose and has the external 
shape of P1·om·cestes, the height of the last volution from the umbilical suture 
measuring less than one-half its width. It is, therefore, quite natural that after 
a cursory examination it \'l'°aS referred prodsionally to Proarcestes by C. S. 
Middlemiss, until its true affinities were re\·ealed by a closer inspection of the 
sutural line. In lsculites Hauc1'inus the whorls are much more strongly com
pressed. and in the last volution the trans\•erse section becomes almost helmet
shaped. with a siphona1 part narrowly rounded. 

The umbilicus is wider than in the Indian species of Proarcestes, from the 
Muschelkalk, e'·en than in P. bicincttu: .Mojs. 

The specimen is a cast devoid of ite: sl1elly substance, and strongly weathered, 
but I ha\"e succeeded in clearing an undestroyed surface of the ca.st by splitting oft' 
a small part of the last volution. This surfa~ is quite SITl)Qth. In the first 
quarter of the last whorl a narrow and very low ridge is noticed, which probably 
corresponded to an internal furrow of the shell. 

Dimensions.-Diameter of the Mhell . 
,, ,, umbilicus 

HThe~gkht } of the last volution 
1c ness . . • 

Height of the last volution above the umbilical suture . 

39 iwn. 
IO 
14'5 .. 
35 
8 

Sutul'es.-A corl'ect illustration of the sutures of lsculites Hauerinus Stal. 
has been published in my memoir on the Cephalopoda of the Himalayan Muschel~ 
kalk (Himal. Foss., Vol. II, Pt. 2, Pl. XXXI, fig. 11 ). Its suture line is provided 
with three principal lohes and saddles and with two auxiliary elements. The 
saddles are brachyphyllic, with the exception of their rounded tops, which are 
entire, and of the smooth external wall of the siphona.J saddle. 

In the present specimen an equal number of sutura.1 elements is noticed, but 
their general arrangement differ$ considerably from that noticed in I. Hauerin1J8. 
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The sutures are nearly ceratitic, not brachyphyllic, the marginal walls of the 
principal saddles being but very slightly serrated. It is rather difficult to state 
the number of lateral lobes exactly. The projection of the periphery of the 
penultimate whorl touching the principal late!'al saddle in the last volution, I 
pl'efer to consider the lobe following this saddle as a second lateral lobe, not as an 
auxiliary element, and this so much the more, as it surpasses the principal lateral 
lobe in width. The small size of the principal lateral lobe, as compared with the 
second, is one of the most remarkable features in the sutural line of the present 
species. 

The siphonal lobe stands at an equal level with the pl'incipal lateral lobe. 
It is divided by a short median prominence. Each of its two wings terminates in 
three small indentations. The three principal saddles are of equal height. 

Locality, number of specimens e.mmined.--Ptychites layer, near spul' N.N.E. 
of Khunmu, Vihi district, hor. 7, 11-8-08, 1. 

lsCULITES sp. ind. (I). 

(Pl X, Jig. 2.) 

The only specimen available for description is provided with its body
chamber, which comprises more than one entire volution. The external portion 
of the body-chamber whorl has been broken oil, thus leaving the penultimate whorl 
for one-half of its circumference. The last volution shows very clearly the 
remarkable egression of the umbilicus, characteristic of the genus I sculites. 

From lsculites Middlemissii this species is distinguished by its less globose 
shape, but agrees with it in the regularly rounded outlines of the siphonal part. 
This might serve as a character of distinction from I. Hauerinus. The propor· 
tions of height and thickness in the penultima.te whorl are 14 to 20 mm. corre
sponding to a diameter of the shell of 30 mm. 

Suture.f.-Not known in detail. 

Locality, number of specimens ezamined.-Top-bed of Lower Gymnitea 
layer, Pastannah, hor. 1, 27-B-OB, 1. 

IsCULITES sp. ind. (II). 

(Pl. X, fig. 3.) 

The only specimen available for description is of very small size, but pro
vided with its body-chamber, to which the last entire volution belongs. It is 
perfectly smooth, without any sulcus or varix. The egression of the umbilk11s is 
distinctly marked, notwithstanding its small dimensions. 
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The transverse section is extremely broad and low, the height of the aperturs 
measuring only one-third part of its width. The siphonal area is flatly arched 
and even level for a considerable distance at the beginning of the last volution. 

Dimensiona.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus . . 

Height of the laat {above the umbi1ical suture . 
volution ,, ., preceding whorl . 

1Mckness of the laat volution 

20 mm. 
6 
5 .. 
2•5 .. 

15 

Locality, number of specimens e.rmnined.-Upper Gymnites ]ayer, 1 mile W. 
of Pastannah, hor. 1, 8-9-09, 1. 

Remarks.-·This species cannot be identified with a.ny of the forms previously 
described. From I. Hauerinus and/. sp. ind. (I) it is distmguished by the differ
ent proportions of its transl'erse sections. Inner nuclei of I. Jfiddlemi.~.~ii might 
perhaps better agree with it in this respect, but there is very little probability of 
their identity, considering the remarkable difference in the egression of the um
bilicus. The sutures of the present species are, unfortunately, not known in 
detail, but there are certainly two auxiliary lobes developed, which are separated 
by a very low saddle. 

The present form seems to be after all a dwarf species, as are the majority of 
Alpine representatives of the genus Jsculites. 

Gen. SMITBOCERAS Dien. 

SMI'l'HOCERAS HERMIN.£ nov. sp. 

(Pl. VII, figs. 9, 10.) 

18!N. :'i1J1•. qen. ind. t.'1: /11m •. hl"t!<1fi1forum s1•. ind. Diener. Himnl. Foss .. Pu!. 111tl., scr. XV, Vol. 
H, .Pt. 2, C('plmln11. of the! lluscl1('lknlk, p. 85, Pl. XXVIII, fig1. 2, 3. 

From the Muschelkalk of the Shalshal cliff an Ammonite was described by 
myself in 1895, which, although too poorly preserved for a specific determination, 
was considered to hold an independent generic position, on account of the remark
able arrangement of its suture line. In 1907 I was able to refer this form to the 
genus Smitliocems Diener (l.c., Vol. V, Pt. 2, Fauna of the Himalayan Muschel
kalk, p. 07). In the Himalayan collection from Kashmir two specimens of 
S111-itlwcem.'> have been found, which I am inclined to consider as being identical 
with the form from the Shalshal cliff. One of them is provided with its body
chamber and agrees exactly with the specimen illustrated in fig. 2 of my memoir 
quoted above, in all its external characters, being only of slightly smaller size. 
The second is an inner nucleus, measuring 15 mm. along its diameter. Its sutural 
line agrees exactly with that of the chambered type from the Shalshal cliff illus
trated in fig. S. 

Our more complete knowledge of this species indnces me to propose a proper 
:Specific denomination .. 
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This species cannot be identified with Smithoce1'as Drummondii Diener (l.c., 
Vol. V, Pt. 2, p. 08, Pl. XII, fig. 3) from the Muschelkalk of Jolinka, Byans. It 
is of sma1ler dimensions, is considerably broad.er, the width of the last volution in 
full-grown specimens being at least one double of its height, and is provided with 
a very narrow umbilicus, which appears to have been closed by a callosity in the 
adult stage. Sm. Drummondii is more strongly compressed and is distinguished 
by a wide, open umbilicus. 

Dimensiona.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicus • • 

Height of the last {above the umbilical suture , 
volutiOD ,, ,, preceding whorl • 

Thickness of the last volution . 

19 mm. 
2 
9 .. 
S·5 ,, 

21'5 " 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Loose block, Pastannah, TrR.a! 
valley, 1. Gymnites layer, Temple hill, Khrew, hor. 2, 17-9-09, 1. 

SMl1'HOCERAS sp. ind. 

(Pl. IX, fig. 3.) 

This species seems to hold an intermediate position between S1nithoceras 
Her11iince Dien. and S. Drummondii Dien. The only imperfect example available 
for examination is a chambered nucleus. It is regularly globose, compressed less 
strongly than S. D1'Ummondii, but considerably more so than S. Her mince. Trans
Yerse section regularly rounded. Umbilicus narrow. 

Dimenar"o111.-Diameter of the 11hell . 
,, ,. umbilicus . . 

Height of the last { above the 1unbilical suture 
volution ,, ,, pre~ding whorl 

Thickness of the last volution . 

84mm. 
s 

19 
6 .. 

82 

Sutures.-.Jiiot known in detail. Dolichophyllic, and agreeing in their 
arrangement with those of S. D1·ummondii, but more richly serrated. 

Locality, numbe1' of specimens e.xamined.-Upper Gymnites layer, Pas
tannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

The specimen is too fragmentarily preserved to justify the introduction of a 
proper specific denomination. 

Gen. PINACOCERAS Mojs. 

PINACOCERAS cf. LooMISII Dien. 

1907. l'inat·orHa.f Loomi.fii Diener, Himalayan Foss., T'<rl. lt1d., Sllr. X\~, Yol. V. Pt. 11, lo';1una. oi 
the IJimalayan :Muschelkn!k, p. 123, ~I. XVII, figa. 1--3. 

There are seYeral fragments of Pinacoceras in the Himalayan collection, but 
all of them preserved so poorly, that any specific determination becomes utterly 

'2 
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impossible. Two fragmeots only exhibit a portion of the sutural line suffi
ciently well to allow a close coinparison with P. Loomi<Jii from the Muschelkalk of 
Uyans. Jn this sutural line two bipartite saddles, the primary external and an 
adventitious one, agree with the uorresponding eleme~ts in P. Loomisii. 

Locality, number of spcci1nens exa111ined.-Ptychites beds, E. of Guryul 
ravine, Khunmu, hor. 7, 11-8-08, 2. 

Gen. PTYCBITES Mojs. 

In the materials collected in Kashmir by C. S. Middlemiss the genus Ptychites 
is still more poorly represented than in the Muschelkalk of Spiti. The four 
species known to me belong to the group of 1negalodisti, whereas the group of 
1'ugifei·i, which plays the most important part in the Muschelkalk of Painkbanda 
and Johar, is entirely absent. One of those species is identical with P. Sahadeoa 
Dien. from the Muschelkalk of Byans. The rest are new. All of them are dis
tinguished by wide, open umbilici, a character which is comparatively rare in 
Alpine m.egalodisci. 

PrvcHJTES SAH.\DEVA Dien. 

18%. l'lycldfes ."foh!u1et:a Dien<.'r, l'ulrEmtf. /Ntl,, !K'r. XV, Himolny1m Foss., Vol. II, Pt. 
Ccphulopoda of the llmscbelkalk, p. il, Pl. XX\', figs. 1, 2. 

A large specimen of Ptyckites agrees in all essential points of shape, sculp· 
ture and sutures so c]osely with this species from the Muschelkalk of Byans, that 
I cannot find any reason for a specific. separation. 

It shows the elliptical outlines, C"haracteristic of the typa from Kalapani, 
which I can no longer consider 3-6 an accidental deformity, due to crushing, but 
which is more probably a feature of specific importance. The penultimate whorl 
having been partly broken off, a considerable portion of the internal nuc1eus is 
accessible to examination. This is strongly inflated, exactly as in young indivi
duals of P. Sa.hadeva from Kalapani and has the siphonal part rounded more 
acutely than the adult specimen. The funnel-shaped umbilicus does not show 
any egression of the spiral in the last whorl, but it must be remarked that the 
present example is not completely chambered, and if completely preserved, must 
consequently have attained much larger dimensions than the type-specimen from 
By ans. 

The surface of the cast having suffered from v,.eathering, its ornamentation 
has almost completely disappeared. Faint traces of radial folds are noticed 
occ-.asiona1ly. 

Dimeuaions.-Diameter of the shell • 
~' ,, umbilieu1 

~~!ear } of t ie last volutioo 

156mm.. 
28 " 
76 .. 
67 " 
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Sutui·es.--Agreeing with those of my type-specimen of Ptychites Sahadeva 
from Kalapani. The difference in the height of the siphonal and principal lateral 
saddles is, however, less strongly marked. The bipartite character of the second 
lateral and first auxiliary saddles is exhibited as clearly as in the type. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Ptychites layer, spur !\.X.E. of 
Khunmu, Vihi district, hor. near 7, 11-8-08, 1. 

PTYCHITES BARCL.4 YI DOV. sp. 

(Pl. IX, figs. 1, 2.) 

Ptychites SakadetJa takes an intermediate position between two groups of 
megalodisci in the Muschelkalk of Kashmir. On the one hand it is allied to two 
species, in which the inftated shape during adolescence persists througliout all 
stages of growth; on the other hand it shows a close affinity with a flatter, dis
coidal form in which, however, the flattening of the volution is combined with a 
.contraction of the umbilicus as small as in P. Sahade'Da. This last species, for 
\\<·hich the name of P. Barclayi is proposed, resembles P. evolvens Mojsisovics 
{Cephalopoden Mediterran. Triasprovinz, Abhandl. k. k. Geol. Reichsan.<t., X. 
p. 254, Taf. LXXV, figs. 1, 4; LXXVI, fig. 1) and P. redlU!tus Mojs. (ibid., p. 252, 
Taf. LXVIII) among the European rongeneric forms. 

The inner volutions of this species are not known to me. I am consequently 
unable to fix the stage of growth, in which the Jlatteniug of the shell sets in. 
All my specimens are distinguished by a distinctly discoidal shape, the greatest 
transverse diameter corresponding with the umbilical margin, which is sharply 
rounded. The sivhonn.l part is narrowly rounded, as in P. reductus Mojs. or in 
P. Su111,itra Dien., not a<..'Ute, as in P. megalodis~us Beyr. or in P. evolven1i Mojs. 

In all my specimens the egres•ion of the umbilicus begins not far from the 
inner extremity of the last volution and gradually increases towards the aperture. 
It is, however, Jess strongly marked than in P. evolvens, which is, moreo\·er, dis
tinguished from our species by the presence of a sharp umbilical edge. 

On the surface of the casts faint trace...;; of radial grooves have been occa
.sionally noticed, which correspond to depressions between broad, indistinct folds. 

All my specimens are entirely chambered. 

Dimemioru.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ., umbilicus . 

Height of the laat {above the umbilical suture 
volution ,, ,, preceding whorl 

Thickness of the last volution . 

I_ 

20imm. 
29 " 

104 " 
61 " 
72 " 

II. 
224 mm. 

37 
116 " 
62 " 
76 " 

Sutures.-Similar to those of the discoidal representatives of the group of 
megalodisci, especially in the rich development of lateral branehes in the saddles 
=d in the size of the siphonal saddle. Although this saddle is not fully known 
to me, it is certainly of compal'atively large dimensions, individualised much 
more strongly than in the grnup of rugi/eri, and pl'ovided with richly foliaceous 
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secondary branches. The lobes end in single terminal digitations with corre
sponding lareral ones, each being divided at. its base by two large converging phyla. 
Second lateral saddle and auxiliary saddles bipartite. The saddles are provided 
with broader and stronger stems than in P. megalodiscus. Four auxiliary lobes 
a.re noticed outside the umbilical region, the margin of which coincides with the 
fourth auxiliary saddle. 

Locality, numhe1· of specimens exmnined.-Ptychites layer. spur N.X.E. of 
Khunmu, Vihi district, hor. 7, 11-8-08, 3. 

Remarks.- -Ptyckites Barclayi is certainly an independent species, which can 
be easily distinguished from the congeneric forms belonging to the group of mega
lodisci. There is no close affinity either with the European P. megalodiscus Beyr. 
or with the Indian P. Sumitra Dien., which are provided with narrow umbilici. 
P. crol-cens Mojs. differs from our species by a more strongly marked egression of 
the umbilicus, by an acute umbilical margin, and by a more sharply rounded 
si phonal part. In P. i·eductus Mojs. the proportions of height and thicknesa are 
somewhat different, the transverse diameter of the last volution being only one
half its height in specimens of equal size. In the arrangement of their sutures 
the two species agree both in the development of broad stems and in the remark
able contrast of the large principal with the small auxiliary saddles, but in P. 
Barclayi the second lateral saddle is distinctly bipartite, whereas in P. 1'eductus it 
agrees in shape with the principal lateral saddle. 

PT\"CHITES CuNNINGHAMI nov. sp. 

(Pl. X, fig.4.) 

Ptychites Cunninghami belongs to a section of the group of megalodisci, in 
which the globose shape of the inner nuclei persists throughout all stages of 
growth. Even in specimens twice as large as my type of P. Saha,deva the thick
;ness of the last volntion is nearly equal to the height, and in examples of equal 
dimensions the aperture is considerably broader than high. This section iS'"re
presented by P. Pauli Mojsisovics (Cephaiopoden Mcditerr. Triasprovinz, 
A bhandl. k. k. Geol. Reicltsanst., X, p. 251, Taf. LXII, fig. 2), P. domatus Hauer 
(Denksclir. Akadem. Wiss. Wien, II, 1851, p. 115, Taf. XVIII, fig. 12), P. sero
plicatus Hauer (Denkschr., LIX, 1892, p. 285, Taf. XII, tig. 2: XIII, fig. 1), P. 
patens Hauer (l.c., p. 286, Taf. XIII, fig. 2), P. pusillus Hauer (l.c., p. 287, Tai. 
XIII, fig. 3) among the fauna of the Mediterranean region, and by P. i1npletus 
Oppel in the fauna of the Indian Muscbelkalk. But there is no very close affinity 
between any of the above-quoted species and our Himalayan form. 

At a first glance P. Cunningh.ami strongly recalls a representative of the 
Indian i'11.gi/B1'i. This external similarity is chiefly due to the inflated shape of 
the shell and to the ornamentation, which consists of distinct radial folds, as in 
p. pa tens Hauer. But the sharpened siphonal part, the helmet-shaped crosa
section, and the coincidence of the umhiJica.l edge with the greatest transver88' 
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diameter are all characters which forbid a grouping of our species with the 
·section of 1"Ugijel'i and oblige me to im•lude it in the section of megalodisci. 

In one of my specimens twenty radial folds have been counted on the last 
volution. 

Dimensiona.-Diameter of the si.ell . 
,, ,, umbilicus • 

Height of the last {above the umbilical suture 
volution ,, ,. preceding whorl 

Thickness of the last volution 

I. JI. 
188mm. 
35 " 
92 .. 
50 .. 
90 .. 

J.47mm. 
36 .. 
58 .. 
30 •• 
77 .. 

Sutu1·es.--Similar to those of P. patens Hauer and P. Pauli Mojs. but distin
guished by a stronger individualisation of the siphonal sa.ddle, which is broad 
and massive. Siphonal Jobe very short and divided by a median prominence 
which in height is scarcely inferior to the. siphonal saddle. Lateral lobes termi
nating in three digitations, of which the ..::entral one is the latl,rest. Seeond lateral 
and auxiliary saddles bipartite and deeply incised above. The ~terns of the 
saddles at'e much broader than in P. Sohade1~a. Exact number of auxiliary Jobes 
not known. 

Siph:u,nde.-In one of my examples a siphuncle is seen, which in its position 
does not correspond exactly with the siphonal edge, but is shifted somewhat to 
the left at the beginning of the last volution. 

Locality, number of specime1is e.xamined.-Ptychites layer, spur N.N.E. of 
Khunmu, Vihi district, hor. 7, 11-8-08, 5. 

PTYCHITES BaiiCKNF.RI nov. sp. 

(Pl. VI, figs. 1, 2.) 

This species is nearly allied to Ptychites Cunninghattii, from which it is 
chiefly distinguished by the remarkable size of its umbilicus. In this respect it 
takes a similar position among the section of megalodisci, as P. Govinda Dien. 
(Cephalopoda of the Muschelkalk, Himal. Foss., Vol. II, Pt. 2, p. 69, Pl. XXI) 
among the group of 1·ugiferi. 

At a first glance it recalls P. Goeinda, from which it differs only in some 
subordinate details. The lateral parts converge towards the siphonal area with
out any convexity. The siphonal part is more narrowly rounded, though not 
a.cute. The involution does not take place exactly at the umbilical margin, a 
narrow zone of the inner volutions is therefore exposed within the sta.irlike 
umbilical area. 

My specimen has about 20 radial folds within the last volution. They are 
flatly convex, rising from the umbilical margin, and broadening out and flatten .. 
ing gradually, as they approach the siphonal region. 

Dimen&iona.-Diameter of the shel1 
,, ,, umbilicus • 

Height of the Ia.st {above the umbilical suture 
volution ,, ,, preceding whorl 

Thickness of the last volution 

. 101 mm. 
• 28·5 
. 42 
. 30 
. 5, 
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Sv.tures.-Very similar to those of Ptyrhites Goi;inda.. The two lateral and 
the first auxiliary lobes are all of equal depth. They are not divided at their 
base by large c.:entral points, as in P. Govinda, but end in single terminal with 
oorrespondiug lateral digitations. Siphonal lobe very short. Saddles highly 
foliaceous, with their stems deeply incised. Second lateral saddle provided with 
a well individualised secondarv inner branch, as in P. Gotinda or in P . .Valle
tianus Stal. Number of aux:iiiary elements not exactly known. The umbilical 
edge touches the second auxiliary saddle. 

Locality, numbe1· of specimens e.ramined.-Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. 3t,. 
16-8-09, 1. 

Gen. GYMNITES Mojs. 

As regards the number of individuals, the genus Gymnites plays the most 
important part in the Muschelkalk of Kashmir. L"nfortunately the majority 
of specimens are either fragmentary or have been injured by weathering so much, 
that they do not allow of a specific determination. 

GYMNITEs Jo11YANUS Oppel. 

1863. Ammonitu Jo/1!1f1nua Oppel, Palcr1.ntolngi11d1e Mittei1Hnuen ou1 dem. M1ue1im rfea l·gl. 
Bayri1chen StfWtta, Stuttgart, I, p. 27, Taf. LXXV, fig. 4. 

1S9J. Guc~:J;1~~Io;:1J:'ofut1i:>~i::!1ie{~~~:"~: li~d~~·x':8fig.~~··xf,ifi;.111{;aX&ftg: !01. 11, Pt. 2~ 
190i. G •• Jollyan111 Diener, ibidem, ,~ol. \",Pt. 2, Fauna of tho Himalayan Muschelkalk, tJ. 109. 

The Himalayan collection contains many examples ol this Ammonite, whi('h 
t•.1gether with Buddkaites Ravia. Diener may be considered to be the most import
ant fossil of the Muschelkalk of Kashmir. 

The examination of a large number of well preserved examples proves the· 
typical form (Oppel's type·spccimen) to be subject to considerable variations in 
the width of the umbilicus. Some of my specimens are distinguished by narrow 
umbilici. In such individuals the proportions of the diameters of the shells and 
umbilici are as follows:-

I. II. III. 
Diameter of the shell 100 mm. 95 mm. 76 m01. 

,, umbilicus 20,, 16., 14., 

Those measurements prove their umbilici to be considerably narrower than 
in Oppel's type-specimen, in which the corresponding measurements are 84 and 
21 mm. But it is only right to add that all those specimens are connected by 
intermediate gradations and that there is no reason to separate this var. anuuste· 
unibilicata from the present species. 

One specimen, which is pro,•ided with a part of its body-chamber, attains. 
very large dimensions. Its measurements are a:s follows :-

Diameter of the shell • 315mm. 
,, ,, wnbilicus • 60 .. 

. 1.. H~!ght cf the last vol11tion • 152 .. 
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It has been compressed so strongly that the original thickness of the last 
volution could not be ascertained. On the last whorl of this specimen the spiral 
tubercles, which are the most characteri::~tic feature in middle-sized individuals, 
have entirely disappeared. 

Locality, tiumber of specimens examined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Pastannah, 
hor. 1, 27-8-09, 9; upper Gymnites layer, Pastannah, hor. 2, 27-8-09, 1; lower 
Gymnites layer, 1 mile W. of Pastannah, hor. 1, 8-9-09, 10; lower Gymnites layer, 
Kbrew, hor. 2, li-9-09, 2; Ptychites layer, Khrew, hor. 2, 17-9-09, 1. 

GYMNITES VASANTASENA Diener. 

1890. Gymnitu Va.santa.Te-na Diener, J>arreont. lnd., SPr. X\". Himnlnyan Fo111J., \·01. II, Pt. 2', 
Cephnlopoda of the l\Iuschelkalk, I'· 52, Pl. XIII, fig. 2. 

1907. G. Vasanfamia Diener, ibidem, Vol. V, Pt. 2, Fnuna of tho Himnln~·un lluschelkalk. p. 109. 

Two specimens with strongly compressed whorls and wide umbilici exhibit 
the characters of specific importance, by which t.his species is distinguished from 
Gymnites Jollyanus Oppel. The diameter of the umbilicus is larger than in any 
of the wide-umbilicated examples of G. Jollyanus of equal size. The ornamenta
tion consists of radial ribs, which are confmed to the lower portion of the flanks 
and do not rise into lateral prominences. The principal lateral lobe has its base 
divided into two digitations. In its dimensions my large example agrees exactly 
with the type-specimen from the Muschelkalk of the Shalshalcliff. 

Locality, number of specimens e:camined.-Lower Gynmites layer, 1 mile W. 
of Pastannah, hor. 1, 8-9-09, 2. 

GYMNITES cf. KtRATA Dien. 

1895. Gumn1fu Kirata Diener, Pala!fJntol. lndicrt, ser. XV, Himoln~·an Foss., Vol. II. Pt. 2, 

1907. G.1!:f!!~~lj)~~o0:, !~rd;'!i':8\!toi~kVl\,l'."i~~·!'~~~~f~i~ ~·i!~layan '.\fuschclknlk, p. 112. 

A fragmentary specimen of small size, with elliptical outlines and low but 
thick whorls, is probably referable to this species. 

Locality, numbe1· of specimens e:camined.-Upper G~·mnites layer, Pa8· 
tannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

GYMNITES SANKARA Dien. 

1895. Gymnitu -~anlwm Dic>no.>r. Pnlreonfol. lmlirn, Sl'I". XV, Hima\11ynn l<"oss., Vo1. II, Pt. ll, 

1007. G. ';!i~~~~~n~1·~1ib;~!!i~1V!t11~~; ~t.5:· :J.;.:-a' ~rfifho2Himnh1y1111 lhu1chclkalk, p. 112. 

Of this characteristic species several fragmentary specimens have been met 
with in the Muschelkalk of Kashmir. 

Localitt/. num.ber of speci1nens exnmined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Temple 
hill, Khrew, hor. 2, li-9-09, 1; lower Gymnites layer, Pastannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 
1; hor. 3, 3-9-09, 1. 
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GYMNITES nov. sp. ind. 

In 1893 a fragmentary Ammonite from the Lower Muschelkalk of Neuprags 
in Tyrol was described by E. v. Mojsisovics ( V ei·handl. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst., p. 
297) as .Egoceras nov. f. ind. It was referred to Gymnites by the same author in 
1882 (Cephalopoden Mediterran. Triasprovinz, A bhandl. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst., 
Bd. X, p. 232). It was, however, considered to differ from the rest of species of 
Gy11miles by a remarkable feature, namely, by the ornamentation of its inner 
whorls. which are provided with transverse ribs, whereas in other species of the 
genus the inner volutions are smooth, and transverse ribs mnke their appearance 
only in cornparatively later stages of growth. E. v. l1ojsisovics hinted at the 
similarity of this mode of development with that of some Indian Xenodisci 
(X. pUcatus Waag., X. liimalayanu.<1 Griesb.), in which the tl'ansverse folds are 
likewise restricted to the inner whor]s and become obsolete in the Jast volution. 

To this unnamed .Alpine species our Indian one from Kashmir appears to be 
closely allied. :My fragment. corresponding to one·half of the entire shell, shows 
the inner whorls covered with strong, very broad and rounded transverse folds 
and has a smooth outer volution. It is certainly not identical with the Alpine 
form, exhibiting strongly elliptical outlines. From G. Sankara Dien. or G. sp. 
1"nd. aff. Saukara Dien. it differs not only by its remarkable sculpture, but also by 
its cordiform cross·section, the greatest transverse diameter of which coincides 
with the rounded umbilical margin. 

Sutures.-! have only been able to examine the auxiliary series, but this 
clearly proves our species to belong to Gym,nites, not to Japonites. 

Locality, numbe1· of speci11iens e.xmnined.-Lower Gymnites layel', Pastanna.h, 
hor. 3, 3-9·09, 1. 

Sub·gen. BunnHAITES Dien. 

BunDHAITES RAMA Dien. 

1S9il. t;ymnilcs (Ifodrlhnitt·3) llaniu Dic>1wr. 1'11/wont. Indira, 1Jer. X\". Himnlnynn Foss., Vol. 11, 
Pt. 2, Ce11halopoda of the lh1scht"lknlk, p. 59, Pl. XIII, fig. 3; Pl. XI\", figs. 1, 2. 

190i. J111rl1llwif's lfllm11 J)ic>ner, i1iidem, \"ol. V, Pt. 2, t'auna of the Himalayan Muschelknlk, 
p. 118. 

This interesting species is represented in the Himalayan Muschelka)k from 
Kashmir by a large number of specimens, some of them in a very favourable state 
of preservation. But the descriptions in my above·quoted memoirs were based on 
an examination of such extensive materiaJs, that I have scarcely anything to add. 

Some of the fu1l·grown examples from the Muschelkalk of Kashmir are even 
larger than the type from the Shalshal cliff, illustrated in Pl. XIV, fig. I. The 
':!leasurements of my largest specimen are as followi:; :--

Diameter of the shell 

Height 
Thickness 

,, umbilicus 

} of the last volution 

. 163 mm. 
13•5 ,, 

. 89 

. 33 
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These measurements show the present example to be more widely umbilicated 
and consequently provided with a lower aperture than the type from the Shalshal 
cliff. In both characters it is one of the extreme shapes among the collection. 
In specimens of so large dimensions the sculpture becomes obsolete, both the falci
form ribs in the middle of the lateral parts, and the spiral line, along which they 
are ananged, disappearing gradually. 

Sutures .. --The development of the outer branch of the external saddle into a 
proper adventitious element has been noticed in the sutural line of several speci
mens of large size. 

Locality, nu11iber of speci11iens e.xa111ined.-Lo\\er Gymnites layer, Pastannah, 
hor. l, 27-8-09, 16; upper Gymnites layer, Pastannah, hor. 2, 27-8-09, l; Ptychites 
layer, Khrew, hor. 2, 16-9-09, 5; lower Gymnites layer, Khrew, hor. 2, 17-9-09, 1; 
Lam, Patarkul ,·alley, hor. 3, 16-8-09, 1; Ptychites layer, E. of Guryul ravine, hor. 
7, 11-8-08, 2. 

Sub-class: XAUTII.OIDEA. 

Gen. MmsvAROCERAS Hyatt. 

h{OJSVAROCERAS KAGJE Diener. 

1907. Jlnj~imrot,Tfl8 Kagrr Dic.>n<'r. Pufn·,,nfol. lmlfrtr. srr. X\". Himnlnynn Foss., \"ol. V, Pt. 2, 
Fnuna of th~ Him11la,.·nn llu!IC'hl"lknlk, 11. 27, Pl. H, fig.~. 

Several fragments of outer whorls and a fairly well preserved specimen agree 
with this species from the Muschelkalk of Spiti. The development of the com
plete specimen, which atta.ins a diameter of 66 mm., shows that in the inner 
whorls the greatest transverse diameter coincides '·..-ith the siphonal, not with the 
umbilical margin of the cross-section, but that this proportion is reversed in the 
adult stage. In the square-sha.ped transverse section of one of my smaller frag
ments a height of 18 mm. corresponds to a width of Hhl mm., the umbilical and 
siphonal margins being equidistant from the median plane of the shell. U mbili
cal and marginal spines are as a rule developed less strongly than in my type
specimen from Kaga. They are not connected by any pilre. 

Large fragments of ill. Kagw resemble the species from Muth, which in my 
memoir quoted abo\'e has been described as Jf ojs-oaroceras sp, in.d. aff. Kagm (l.c .• 
p. 28, Pl. II, fig. 9) in the shape of their transverse section, which is no longer 
square-shaped but rather trapezoidal. Bnt the difference in the distance of the 
marginal and umbilical edges is always considerably less than that noticed in the 
type-specimen from Muth. Nor does the height of the rnlution surpass its width. 

In some of the examples before me the \•olutions increase more rapidly than 
in M. Kagm, a diameter of 65 mm. and ~6 mm. corregponding to a width of the 
umbilicus of 23 and 30 mm. only, whereas in a typical specimen of M. Kagce the 
respective measurements are 65 and 29 mm. Those examples have been deter
mined as Mojsvarocetas cf. Kagm. 
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Sutul'es.--Agreeing entirely with those of M. Kagm. 
Locality, number of sper.imens examined.-Lower Gynmites layer, Pastannah, 

hor. 1, 27-8-09, 3; l'tychites layer, gap on ridge N. 15° W. of Khrew, hor. 2, 
16-9-09, 2; Lower Gymnites layer, Tempie hill, Khrew, hor. 2, 17-9-09, 2; upper 
Gymnites layer, Khrew, hor. 1, 17-9-09, 1; found loose below Ptychites layer, E. 
of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, hor. 7, ll-o-09, 1; Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. Sf, 
16-8-09, 1. 

MwsvAROCERAS sp. ind. aff. N1v1coLA Dien. 

The fragment of an outer whorl with the impression of the inner nucleus in 
the matrix adhering to it, belongs to a species of 1YJ ojsvaroceras, which is cer
tainly most nearly allied to JI. ni<icola Diener (Palaont. btdica, ser. XV, Hima
layan loss., Vol. V, Pt. 2, Fauna. of the Himalayan Muschelkalk, p. 27, Pl. II, fig. 
6) from the Muschelkalk of Jolinka, Byans. 

It is provided with slowly increasing volutions, which overlap one another 
along the siphonal pait only. The last volution is of trapezoidal outlines and 
considerably broader than high. The greatest transverse diameter coincides with 
the umbilical margin, which is steeply rounded, not sharp, as in M. nivicola. The 
outlines of the shell are less strongly elliptical than in the latter species. 

The fragment of the outer whorl belongs to the body-chamber, but the last 
septum has been preser\'ed. It exhibits the sutural line, which agrees with that 
noticed in M. nivicola. The siphuncle is situated rather deeply below the centre. 

Locality, number of specimens e.xamined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Pastannah, 
hor. 3, 3-9-09, 1. 

Remarks.-The impression of the inner nucleus clearly shows that the coils 
of this species were not perforated. It cannot, consequently, be referred to the 
Mediterranean group of forms, which are allied to M. Kellne1·i v. Hauer 
(Denkschr. kais. Akade•tie Wissensch. Wien, LIV, p. 14, Tai. II, fig. 2). 

Gen. THURINGIONAUTJLUS Mojs. 

THURINGIONAUTILUS sp. ind. 

(Pl. VI, fig. 3.) 

In my memoir on the fauna of the Himalayan Muschelkalk a representative 
of this interesting genus has been described. as Thuringionautllus sp. ind. (Hima
layan foss., Vol. V, Pt. 2, p. 29, Pl. II, fig. 3). The description has, however, 
been based on a very imperfect fragment, not worthy of a specific determination. 
A. second species of T lwringionautilus is represented in the Himalayan collection 
from Kashmir, but, unfortunately, by a fragment as poorly preserved as the speci
men from the Muschelkalk of Kaga. It is certainly not identical with the latter, 
being more strongly inflated and provided with a highly rounded siphonal part. 
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There are three spiral rows of elongated tubercles present on either side of 
the shallow median depression, as in Th. rectangula1'is Hauer (Beitrrege zur 
Kenntnis der Cephalopodenfauna der Hallstaetter Schichten, llenkschr. kais. 
Akad. Wissensck. Wien, IX, p. 145, Taf. I, figs. 1-4). The umbilical region is 
occupied by stout and straight pilre, as in the species from Kaga. At the begin
ning of the last volution of this specimen a transverse diameter of 26 mm. corre
sponds to a height of 18 mm. 

Sutures.-Septa standing closely to eaeh other with a shallow siphonal and 
lateral lobe. Siphonal and umbilical saddles broad and fiat. 

Siphuncle.-Below the centre of the septa. 
Locality, nu11iber of specimens examined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Pastannah 

hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

Gen. SYRJNGONAUTILUS Mojs. 

SvRINGONAUTJLUS sp. ind. ex afi. CAROLINJE Mojs. 

The fragment of a ~autilus closely allied to this Alpine species (E. v. Mojsi
sovics, Cephalopoden Mediterr. Triasprovinz, A bh.andl. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst., X, 
p. 2Bi, Taf. LXXXIII, fig. I) ronsists of two volutions, which are completely 
chambered. They are broader than high, increasing ''ery slowly and overlapping 
one another but Yery little. l:'mbilical and slphonal margins rounded. The 
lateral parts are flatly arched, not parallel, as in S. Spitiensil)· Stol. 

Sutures.--Septa standing comparatively close to each other, passing in a 
straight line across the siphonal area and with a shallow lobe across the lateral 
parts. 

Siphuncle.-Not known. 
Locality, nu11iber of specimens e.xa11iined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Khre\v, 

hor. 2, 17-9-09, 1. 

Gen. GRYPOCEBAS Hyatt. 

GRYPOCERAS VIHIANUM DOV. sp. 

(Pl. VI, figs. 4, 5.) 

This interesting species exhibits a strong affinity with a group of Upper 
Triassic Nautilidm (group of Gryponautilus Suessii), which are distinguished by 
their inflated shape and a very narrow umbilicus, which is even closed by a callo
sity in adult indh·iduals. Ii is certainly more nearly related to young specimens of 
Grypoceras galeatum Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Hallstaetter Kalke, A bkandl. 
k. k. Geo!. Reic/isanst., VI-1. p. 26, Tai. XII, fig. 1; XIII, figs. l, 3) or G. Suessii 
Mojsisovics (l.c., p. 26, Taf. VI, fig. 1; XIII, fig. 2) than to any of the congeneric 
forms from the Alpine or Indian Lower Trias or Muschelkalk. 

The slowly increasing whol'ls completely overlap one another. The broad 
siphonal area is slightly concave and separated from the lateral parts by sharp 
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edges. The flanks are parallel in the marginal region but diverge gradually 
towards the umbilical margin, where the shell attains its greatest transverse 
diameter. Umbilical margin rounded, umbilical wall steep and high. 

I have not succeeded in freeing the narrow umbilicus from the tough matrix. 
It was possibly closed by a callosity in old age. 

The surface of the shell is smooth, neither ornamented by small marginal 
tubercles nor by transverse edges as in G. Suessii. 

Sutures.-Exhibiting an arrangement similar to that noticed in G. mesodi
cuin Hauer (Cephalopoden des Salzkammergutes, I.e., p. ~6. Ta!. X, figs. 4-6). 
A comparatively large external lobe correspondS to the siphonal area and a broad 
lateral lobe to the flanks. The apex of the external saddle exact1y coincides with 
the marginal edge of the shell. The lateral lobe is followed b)· a small umbilical 
saddle. 

Siphuncle.-Situated rather close to the centre, but its exact position cannot 
be indicated, the specimen, in which it has been noticed, having been deformed 
by pressure in the rocks. 

Dimension.s.-Diameter of the shell . 
,, ,, umbilicUB . . 

Height of the last { ab.o,·e the umbilical suture . 
volution ., ., preceding whorl . 

Thickness of the last \"Olution 

67mm. 
1 

38 " 
27 .. 
42 " 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Ptychites layer, gap on ridge 
N. 15° W. of Khrew, hor. 2, 16-9-09, 2; lower Gymnites layer, Pastannah, hor. 1, 
27-8-09, 1. 

Gen. PARANAUTILUS Mojs. 

PARANAUTILUS KASHMIRICUS nov. sp. 

(Pl. XI, fig. I.) 

A fairly well preser,·ed specimen. consisting of air-chambers only. appears 
to be nearly allied to Pttranautilu.~· bre1n1Jmws Mojsisovics (Cephalopodcn Medi
terran. Triasprovinz, A bhandl. k. k. Geo!. Reichsa1'st., X, p. 283, 'faf. XC, fig. 4) 
from the Raibl beds of Lombardy. The whorls increaKe rapidly, are nearly 
involute, and c..'<>nsiderably thicker than high. They attain their greatest width 
in the umbilical region. From this place the lateral parts slope in an oblique 
curve towards the narrow umbilicus, without forming a dii::tinct umbi1ical margin. 
The flanks and the flatly arched siphonal part meet in indistinct, obtusely rounded 
edges, which become obsolete in the vicinity of the aperture. But the cross
section is not as distinctly trapezoidal as in P. fn·em.banus. 

Shell smooth, without any trace of ornamentation. 
Sutures.-Septa rather distant, running nearly straight across the siphonal 

&rea and describing a shallow lobe along the lateral parts. :'i"o umbilical saddle. 
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but the sutural line exhibits a distinct geniculation at the lower termination of 
the lateral lobe. 

Siphuncle.-Sub-central. 
Dimensiofls.-Diameter of the shell . 

,, ,, umbilicus . • 
Height of the laat (above the umbilical suture . 

volution l ,, ,, preceding whorl • 
Thickness of the last volution 

95mm. 
7 .. 

54 .. 
42 .. 
66 .. 

Locality, nu1r,ber of specimens examined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Temple 
hill, Khrew, hor. 2, 17-9-09, 1. 

Gen. 0RTHOCERAS Breyn. 

0RTHOCE.RAIS cf. CAMPANILE Mojsisovics. 

188:2. Ur~~"of:'J/~eidi'!:::t'.!eX·; 1~~'!JD~',°1i~f: ~TI>i1lto~~~''i~i~ditc1-ran. Triasp1·0,·in~, :lblwndl. k. Je. 

1887. u._{~~u'J::i!len1~s:!~~h~·nn:~. ttl~-1~;:i~~n des bosnischen lluscbclkulke11, DenbckT. kaia. 

1800. u. campanile Salomon, Goologischo uml po.hcontologiscllo Studion iiber die Marmolada, 
l'alwontoyraphU.:a, XI.II, pp. 175, 197. 

1896. 0. i'4mpanile , .. Artbnbcr, Cepl1alopodl•nfa1111u dc1· ltcillinger Knlke, lleifrage t. Geo!. u. 
l'akconffll. Oe#e1·r.-l:11yarm1, etc., X, 11. 2il. 

1896. 0. camJl6nilr , .. Hauer, Ueitrregc imr K1•nntnis dcr Cephalopoden ans dcm lluscbclkalk 'l"On 
Hosnien, llrnbch.,. • • -lkad., LXJU, p. 240. 

1896. O. r/. CllnlJIOnilf Diener, l'alwQ11lu/. Ind., IK!I". XV, Himalayan }'088., Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cephalo
poda of the lluschclknlk, p. Bi, l'I. XX.\"111, fig. 8. 

1800. U. campanile Touln, Eine l1uncbelkalkfau11n. l"Olll Golf l"OU Ismid in Klei11asie11, lleitmge z. 
(ieol. 11. l'alf~mitol. Oesle1·.-Vnyur11s, etc., X, p. 161, Taf. XVIII, figs. 13, 14. 

1890. U. campanile Tornmasi, La fauna dei calcari rossi e grigi de! llte. ClnJ>sa\"011, l'alwm1t1.1-
9rapAi4 l!alica, Yol. V, p. 16, Ta,·. ll, fig. 1. 

1900. {}, rompflnilc Dicne1·, Die triadi11Che C<"plialo11ode11fau11n der Schiechli11ghoebc bci Hallst.ntt. 
lleitrtt:ye z. lieol. ~I 1'11lam1tul. fl1•sfrl'l'.-l:11gurn.~, etc., XIII, 11. 36. • 

1904. 0. campanile llartclli, Cefulo11odi triasici di lloljel·ici, l'al•1on"'r1rap/da Uul., X, p. 135. 
1906. 0, ca1npanife llartelli, Contributo nl lluschelkalk su1icriore dcl ]ilo11tcncgro, ibidem, XU, 

p. 103. 
1907. U. cJ. f:llln.pa11ilc 0 Die11cr, Himolay1111 l!'oss., I.e., Yol. Y, Pt. 2, Fauna of the Himalayan 

l\luscilielkalk, p. 22. 
1911. U. eampll~ile Ucuz, Die musozoi11Chc l!'nuna Gl"icchenland~, 1 Tei!, Palre1J11tugrapAica, LVJII, 

p. 31. 

Of this common and widely distributed Triassic species fragmentary ex
amples, consisting oi body-chambers and of air-chambers, have been collected 
from the fo1lowing localities :-Pastannah, hor. 1, b-9-00, hor.1, 27-8-09, and hor. 
3, 3-9-09; Lam, l'atarkul valley, hor. 3f, 16-8-09; E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, 
hor. 7, 11-8-08; Temple hill, Khrew, hor. 2, 17-9-09. 

Class: CoNULARIDA. 

Gen. CoNULARIA Mill. 

C0Nc1.ARIA sp. md. 

(Pl. XI, fig. 2.) 

The genus Conula,.ia is not typically represented in the Himalayan collection 
from Kashmir. An impression of elongated, pyramidal shape, with a deeply 
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furrowed angle indicated between two lateral faces can, howe"-er, be referred w 
it with great probability. The shell was provided with a quadrangular cross
&ection, broadly pyramidal and tapering very rapidly. Transverse ridges sharp, 
not granulate, distant from one another little less than 1 mm. Median groo\'e 
on the lateral face scarcely defined, not interrupting the transverse ridges. 

Locality, nu11ibe1· of specimen!i examined.-I'tychites layer, E. of Guryul 
ravine, Khunmu, hor. 71 11-8-08, 1. 

Remarks.-Notwithstanding its indifferent state of preservation this species 
is of some interest, considering the extreme ra.r1ty of Conularidm in Mesozoic 
strata. One single species, C. t1·iadica, is as yet known from Upper Triassic beds 
(Bittner, Verhandl. k. k. Geo!. Reichsan,t., 1890, p. 177). and a second one, C. can
cellata Argel., from the French Lias. Xo species has been described hitherto 
from beds of Lowel' Triassic or of 1\-Iusd1el.kalk age. 

Class: GASTEROPODA. 

The class of Gasteropoda is neither richly represented in the }-fuschelkaik of 
Kashmir, nor are the specimens sufficiently well preserved to allow an exact deter
mination. I eonsequently deemed it preferable to identify a single species only, 
lYorthenia Dhm·mamsi$ Bl with a form already described from the :Muschelkalk 
of the Himalayas and to give a description of the most remarkable specimens 
without designing them to a distinct species. 

Gen. WoRTHEKIA de Kon. 

WORTHENIA DHARMAE.i.'"i"SIS Blascl1ke. 

1907. Wortlie:nia Dhar111aemfii Blaschke, in Diener. F1muo of tile Himalayan Muschelkalk. 
Himalayan }'oss., I.e., \"ol. V, Pt. 2, J>. 16, Pl. XI, fig. 5. 

This species is very numerously represented in the Himalayan collection, but 
by casts only, none of which has been preserved as well as the type-specimen, 
described and illustrated by Blaschke. The broad and vertical lateral band, 
bordered by the sharp slit-keel above and by the strong basal keel he]ow. is very 
conspicuous. 

There is some variability in the height of the Rpire. In this respect none 
of my examples shows a close aflinity with the species from Lilang, which has 
been described as W. "P· ind. aff. Dhai·maensis by Blaschke (I.e., p. 17. PI. XIII, 
fig. 4). 

Localit11. numbe·r of sper.imen.'l e.xamined.--Lower Gymnites layer. Pas
tannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 10; one mile W. of Pastannah, hor. 1, 8-9-09, 1; Temple 
hiH, Khrew, 2, 17-9-09, l. 
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Gen. PaoMATHILDIA Andr. 

PROMATHILD!A sp. ind. ( l). 

81 

Two fragments, one of two whorls and the second of one incomplete whorl, 
are before me. They agree entirely with the cast, which has been illustrated by 
Blaschke in PL XI, fig. 6, of my memoir on the fauna of the Hima.Jayan Muschel
kalk (I.e., p. 21), and compared to P1·oinathildia Andr. Both the roof-shaped 
apical side and the base are flatly convex 11nd meet in an obtuse edge. The spire 
of this turreted shell was probably ss high as in Blaschke's type from the Muschel
kalk of Muth. 

Locality, numbe1· of specimens exatnined.-Lower Gymnites beds, Pastannah, 
hor. 1, 27-8-09, 2. 

Gen. EuOMPHALUS Sow. 

EuoMPHALUS sp. ind. 

(Pl. XI, fig. 3. l 

With this name I designate a cut of comparatively large size, which is the 
only representative of Euomphalidat hitherto known among the Gasteropoda of 
the Indian Muschelkalk. I am well aware that, according to the present system 
of nomenclature, the name Euompkalus should not he used any more in the original 
wide circumscription, but the imperfect state of m.r materials forbids any direct 
identification with one of the European genera, which have been established for 
Triassic Euoniphalid111 by Boehm, Kitti and Koken. 

Shell widely umbilicated, dep1~sscd. discoidal, consisting of five whorls, 
which just touch one another. The two outer whorls of the spire have been pre
served as casts without any traces of the original sheH.v test. Of the inner whorls 
a good impression has been left in the matrix, which, however, shows only the 
basal portion of the shell. Of the lateral and apical portions nothing is known. 

The cast of the two outer whorls, the aperture of which has been broken ofY, 
has a nearly smooth surface. Its transverse section is approximately trapezoidal. 
Apical side of the whorls sloping in a flat plane from the sharp marginal edge to 
the suture. The edge is set with delicate nodes. Lateral parts flatly convex, 
uniting with the base in a sharply rounded angle. This lower marginal edge 
is not acute, like the upper one. Base flatly rounded, sloping almost as steeply 
towards the umbilicus as the apical side. The upper marginal edge of the outer 
whorls does not considerably surmount the preceding whorls in height. The 
spire is, consequently, very slightly concave superiorly. But the lower marginal 
edge is curved downwards so strongly, that the distance between this edge at the 
beginning and the end of the last whorl is almost equal to one-half the entire 
height of the latter. By this character our species is at onee distinguished from 
Discohelix. 
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An examination of the impression of the inner whorls shows the base to be 
ornamented by numerous transverse folds, which were probably raised into deli
cate nodes along a keel separating the base from the lateral parts. From this 
ornamentation, no trace of which has been noticed in the cast, we are led to 
suggest that the original shell was probably provided with a distinct sculpture, 
comparable with the sculpture in WoeMmannia Labadeyi D'Arch. et Vern., or in 
A inphitomaria arietina Schloth. and in A. cirridioides Kitti. But this proba
bility offers, of course, no clue to the tme "ystematic position of our species and 
leaves us in doubt as to its generic appurtenance to either JV oehrmannia or 
A mphitomm·ia or even A nisostoma or a new genus of Triassic Euomphalidm. 

Locality, number of specimeM e.xamined.--Lower Gymnites layer, Pastannah, 
hor. 1, 2i-8-09, 1. 

Gen. MARMOLATELLA Kittl. 

M.AR:\10LATELLA sp. ind. 

(Pl. XI, fig. 4.) 

A single specimen of small dimensions, which has been somewhat distorted 
by pressure, in its external characters recalls the group of Naticopsis sto1natia 
Stopp. (.llarmolatella Kitti, Jahrb. k. k. Geol. Reichsa11st., XI.IV, 1894, p. 142). 
It is strongly depressed, provided with whorls, which increase rapidly. Spire 
sma11, last whorl strongly inflated. Sutures accompanied by a distinct depression. 
Inner lip callous, strire of growth turned backwards. 

The characters of this specimen agree so well with the leading features of 
Jlannolatella, that I do not hesitate to refer it to that sub-genus of Naticopsis. 
Among the Alpine representatives of this sub-genus it tnigbt chiefly be compared 
to Jf. applanata Kitti (I.e., p. 143, Taf. IV, figs. 6-8). 

Locality, number of specimens e.xamined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Pas
tannab, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

Gen. ScuRRIA Gray. 

ScuRRIA sp. ind. 

(Pl. XI, fig. 5.) 

The family of Patellidw is represented in the Muschelkalk of Kashmir by 
two we11 preserved shells of moderate size, which have been referred to Scurria, 
not to Patella, on account of their smooth surface. But the generic determina
tion is not quite certain, because the internal characters are not known. 

The apex is situated even more excentrically than in S. deprsssa Koken 
(Gastropoden der Trias um Hallstatt, Abhandl. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst., XVII, p. 
16. Ta!. I, fig. 8). Outlines of the base nearly circular. Beak slightly incurved, 
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sloping very steeply anteriorly. Surface quite smooth. The absence of any cir
cular ornamentation forbids an attempt to group our species with Acmma 
Eschscholtz. 

Locality, numbcn· of specimens examined.-Lower Gymnites layer, Pas
tannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

Class : LAMELLIDRANCHIA1'A. 

The Lamellibranchiata are much more numerously represented in the Mu
schelkalk of Kashmir than in the corresponding beds of Garhwal, Kumaon and 
Spiti, but the difficulty of a satisfactory description is not lessened by the larger 
number of examples available for examination. Nearly all the specimens have 
been preserved in such a manner that the characters of -importance can be made 
out only very imperfectly. Only in exceptional cases have I succeeded in making 
the hinge, the most important feature, visible. To this difficulty a second one is 
added. The majority of Lamellibranchiata, in which some of the essential 
characters can be made out, are of such an indifferent habit, that they might be 
assigned to several genera already described with nearly equal reason. This is 
precisely the case with the commonest shells of the Muschelkalk, which might be 
considered as belonging to either Pseudo11w1wtis or Lima. 

From a purely palreontological point of view it seemed to me safer to leave 
aside the majority of doubtful species and to describe those forms, the generic 
position of which can be determined with great probability, although this method 
excludes, of course, the possibility of giving an adequate idea of a large number 
of Lamellibranchiata, which actually OCL'Ur in the Muschelkalk of Kashmir and 
which at least, in the number of individuals, are but little inferior to the Ammo. 
no idea. 

Gen. MvoPHORIA Bronn. 

MYOPHORIA aff. L..£VIGATA Ziethen. 

(Pl. XI, fig. 6.) 

A single cast, consisting of both valves, is certainly very closely allied t-0 this 
well-known species from the German Muschelkalk. It agrees very ciosely with 
the illustrations given by Goldfuss (Petrefacta Gernianim, II, Taf. CXXXV. 
fig. 12) and Philippi (Continentale Trias, Let/uea ntesozoica, Taf. V, fig. 9). but 
considerably less with that published by Quenstedt (Petrefaktenkunde, Taf. 
LXII, fig. 21). where a shell with its test entirely preserved has been figured. 

My specimen is not exactly equivalve, the right valve being slightly inferior 
in size to the left. It is moderately inflated, but more so than typical specimens 
of M. lmvigata, triangular, with rounded anterior margin and a very steep pos
terior dorsal ares, which is bordered by an obtuse I"adial ridge extending from the 
umbo downward to the basal margin. The surface is quite smooth. 
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Length and height of the shell are about 32 mm. 
Notwithstanding the remarkable similarity of the present cast with Myopho-

1·ia lwvigata, an identification with this European shell is precluded by its un
satisfactory state of preservation. But even with better materials at hand for 
examination, I should prefer to keep the Himalayan species separate from M. 
larnigata, because it is thicker than any of the specimens from the German Mu
schelkalk, which I have seen. In this character it seems to hold an intermediate 
position between M. i01vigata and M. Kefersteini Muenst. from the Raibl beds of 
Carinthia. It very closely resembles those rare •hapes of the latter species, in 
which the two primary ribs are but faintly indicated and restricted to the um
honal region of the shell. 

There is a great probability in fa«our of the suggestion that the present form 
from the Muschelkalk and M. Kefe1'steini Mr. 1nultiradiata from the Upper Trias 
of Kashmir actually stand in a developmental oonnection. 

Locality, numbe1· of specimens e.xamined.-E. of Guryul ravine, K.hunmu, 
hor. 7, 11-8-08 (Ptychites layer), 1. A second fragmentary cast from a gap on 
the ridge N. 15° W. of Khrew, hor. 2, 16-9-09, and a. third one, which is still more 
fragmentary, from the Ceratites beds of Pastannah, hor. 2, 30-8-09, probably also 
be1ong to the relationship of Myoplim·ia lce'Digata. 

MYOPHORIA sp. ind. (Group of CARINATA!.) 

(Pl. XI, fig. 7.) 

The fragment of a single left valve is mentioned here on account of its remark
able size and sculpture. From a reconstruction of the original outlines a height 
and length of more than 40 mm. might be suggested. Posterior dorsal area slop
ing gently towards the posterior margin. The ridge separating it from the 
anterior portion of the shell is very prominent, considerably broader and higher 
than the radial ribs, which are very numerous and intersect.ed by a more delicate 
concentric sculpture. The ornamentation of the posterior dorsal area is· rather 
indistinct but certainly very delicate. 

There are but few species to which the present one might be more parti
cularly compared. It recalls Myophoria decussata Muenst. from St. Cassian 
(Bittner, Lamellibranchiaten der alpinen Triss, A bhandl. k. k. Geo!. Reichsanst., 
XVIII, p. 104, Taf. XII, figs. 1-8) in the de\'elopment of a very prominent 
umbonal-posterior ridge and in the presence of a reticulate ornamentation. But 
the radial ribs are much stronger aud the concentric lines more delicate, not 
taking into account the remarkable difference in the dimensions of the two species. 

A second species, to which ours might be compared, is Myophot'ia Kefersteini 
em·. 1nultfradiata "\Vaag. Among the numerous radiating ribs there are two, 
which slightly surpass in strength all the rest. In this respect its character of 
sculpture might represent an extreme type of the ornamentation of the Alpine 
form. A relationship between the two species is, moreover, indicated by their 
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agreement in the outlines, and the shape and dimensions of the posterior dorsal 
area. But the very prominent diagonal keel or ridge and the reticulate orna
mentation of my Himalayan shell make a distinction from the group of the Alpine 
.II. Kefersteini an easy matter. 

A third species, which shows a more distant affinity with the present one, is 
M. Nathorsti Dames (J. Boehm, Die obertriadische Fauna der Baereninsel, Kungl. 
Svenska Vetensk. Akad. Handling, Bd. XXXVII, No. 3, p. 41, Taf. V, figs. 1-3, 
i-9, 17, 20, 21, 27) from the Myophoria sandstone of Mt. Misery, Bear's Island. 
But this Arctic species is easily distinguished from our Himalayan form by the 
absence of distinctly developed radial ribs--in fig. 17 delicate radial ribs are 
faintly indicated-and by the presence of a broad and smooth diagonal area, 
bordering the anterior slope of the diagonal ridge. 

Taking into consideration the faint development of a concentric ornamenta
tion, I think that our species can only be classed with the carinatre (group of 
M. •ulgaris), not witli the elegantes, among the groups of Triassic Myophorim, 
established by Frech (Zeitschr. Deutsch. Geul. Gesellsclt., 1889, pp. 127-138). 
It will probably take its place next to .lfyoplwria Kefersteini Muenst. 

Locality, number of specimens exmnined.-Ptychites layer, gap on ridge N. 
15° W. of Khrew, Vihi district, hor. 2, 16-9-09, I. 

Gen. PLEUROPHORUs King. 

PLEUROPHORus sp. ind. aff. CuRIONII Hau. 

(Pl. XII, fig. 1.) 

A single, incomplete cast, without any trace of the shelly test preserved, 
agrees in its external characters so closely with the typical shape of Palreozoic 
representatives of the genus Pleu1'oplio1'us, that I do not hesitate in referring it 
to this genus. 

Its outlines are rectangular, not arched, the ventral margin is straight, not 
sinuated, the umbo is not terminal although situated very closely to the anterior 
end of the hinge-line. A small lunula is developed distinctly and separated 
sharply from the lateral parts. All these features are characteristic of Pleu1·0-
p/1orus King and forbid any attempt of grouping the present specimen with 
JJ goconcha Sow. 

The posterior portion of tl1e cast, which consists of both valves, hrus not been 
preserved, but from the direction of the diagonal ridge a restoration of its original 
outlines might be tried. This restoration gives a total length of 55 to 60 mm. for 
the entire cast. 

Shell strongly inequilateral, but equivalve, transversely elongated, modomtely 
inflated. Umbo standing about 2 mm. from the anterior termination of the hing&
line. Anterior margin with sliarply rounded corners. Hinge-line and ventral 
margin parallel. Shell divided into two unequal portions by a broadly rounded 
diagonal ridge. Surface of the cast quite smooth. 
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No trace of the hinge apparatus has been preserved. 

DimenBiona.-Length } 1th h II 
Height 0 e 8 0 

Thicknes1 of both valves 

probably 55-60 mm. 
• 22 
. 20 

The fragmentary state of preservation of the present cast excludes a closer 
comparison with any of the Triassic species of Pleu1'ophorus hitherto described, 
but P. Curionii Hauer is probably among its near allies. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.--Ptychites layer, E. of Guryul 
ravine, Khunmu, hor. 7, 11-8-08, 1. 

PLEUROPHORUS an HEMINAIAS sp. ind. 

(Pl. XII, fig. 2.) 

This is one of the species, which seems to be without any defined and dis
tinctive characters. It is represented by a single, imperfectly preserYed cast. 
consisting of both valves, the right one having been considerably injured by 
weathering. 

In its outlines it agrees pretty well with Pleuropkorus Cu1·ionii v. Hauer 
(Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Fauna der Raib1er Schichten, Sitzungsber. kais. 
A kad. Jl'issen.,c/i. Wien, XXIV, p. 561, Taf. VL figs. 7-12). It is equivalve, 
elongated. provided with a long. straight hinge-line, running parallel to the 
dorsal margin. Yentral margin con'\'ex, not sinua.ted. Posterior margin trun
cated obliquely. 'Gmbones shifted anteriorly. but not terminal, touching one 
another, scarcely projecting beyond the hinge-line. A Jong and narrow area 
extends from the umbones towards the posterior termination of the hinge-line. 
Anteriorly a small but deep lunula is impressed below them. There is no distinct 
diagonal dorsal ridge developed, but from an elevated middle zone, which runs 
diagonaJly from the umbo towards the posterior end of the ventral margin, the 
shell is sloping gradually on both sides. The greatest inflation of the cast is 
situated not far from the umbones. From this place the shell gradually diminishes 
in thickness in a direction, following the diagonal dorsal zone backwards. 

Surface of the cast smooth, but in front of the beaks a deep and sharp lunular 
impression or scar, followed by a broad, rounded ridge, is very remarkable. It 
evidently corresponds to a. muscular impression in the interior of the original 
shell. The presence of a strong anterior muscle of similar shape has been de
scribed in the genus Heminaja': Neurn. by Waagen, especially in H. Geyeri L. 
Waagen (Die Lamellibranchiaten der Pachycardientuffe der Seiser Alm, 
A bkandl. k. k. Geol. Reiclmmst., XVIII, 2 T., p. 46, Taf. XXIX, figs. 9--13, espe
cially fig. 13). So variable are the outlines in /leminajas, that some casts might 
easily be picked out among richer materials from the Alpine Upper T.rias, which 
in their general shaps resemble the present specimen from Kashmir nearly as 
well as casts of Pleuropho1·us. 
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The complete absence of impressions of the hinge forbids any decision, 
whether the present specimen should be attributed to Heminajaa rather or to 
Pleu1·opho1-us. 

Locality, nu11iber of speci1ne11.s examined.--Ptychites layer, E. of Gu1'!111 
ravine, Khunmu, hor. 7, 11-8-09, 1. 

Gen. MoDIOLA Lam. 

MoDIOLA sp. ind. 

(Pl. XII, fig. 3.) 

This species, which is represented by a single cast only, fa in more than one 
respect doubtful. The right valve is much distorted and crushed, but the left 
one has been tolerably well preserved. It is strong~ inflated and provided with 
an umho, which is rounded off, shifted towards the anterior termination or the 
hinge-line, but scarcely prominent beyond the small anterior wing. 

Hinge-line long, uniting with the posterior margin in an obtuse angle 
Ventral margin sJightly sinuated. 

Transverse section of the valve forming a high arch, with a median crest. 
This character is not equally prominent, either in Pleuropko1'US King, or in 
.lfyoconc/w, Sow., two genera, which otherwise might also put in a claim for a 
closer comparison. This is the chief reason for my referring the present species 
to .11 odiola. The correctness of this determination cannot be ascertained, the 
decisive characters of the hinge being unknown to me . 

.11odiola (Septiola) dreyssensifo1·mis Waagen (Lamellibranchiaten der 
Pachycardientulle der Seiser Alm, A bhandl. k. k. Geo!. Reichsanst., XVIII, p. 85, 
Taf. XXXIII, fig. 22) is not unlike my Himalayan species, although much smaller 
and not emarginated ventrally. M. carinala Broili (Fauna der Pacbycardientuffe 
der Seiser Alp, Palwontograpliica, L, p. 199, Taf. XXIV, figs. 5-10) and 
:11.gtilus ( !) alpinu• Guemb. (Woehrmann, Jahrb. k. k. Geo!. Reichsanst., 1889, 
p. 210, Taf. VIII, fig. 7) might also be compared. 

Locality, number of specimens e.1-'Clmlned.-IAwer Gymnites layer, Pastannah. 
hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

Gen. ARCOPTERA Bittner. 

ARCOl'1'ERA INDICA DOV. 11p. 

(Pl. XII, Hg. 4.) 

A single cast, consisting of both vakes, agrees in its external characters with 
typical species of the genus A rcoptera Bittner (Lamellibranchiaten der alpinen 
Trias, A bhandl. k. k. Geo!. Reichsanst., XVIII, p. 126). 

It is equivalve, provided with a high umbonal inflation and with a broad 
triangular area. An obtusely rounded ridge, which is but faintly developed, 
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separates the central portion of the shell from a large posterior wing. A small 
anterior wing is marked of! from the umbo by a deep furrow. This is exactly 
the shape which is met with in several of the Upper Triassic representatives of 
the genus A rcoptera from the Pachycardia beds of the Seiser Alpe, f. i. in A. 
areata Broili (Fauna der Pachycardientuffe der Seiser Alp. Palmontographica, L, 
p. 208, Taf. XXV, figs. 14--17). With this species the present one agrees in its 
strongly oblique shape and in the absence of a sharp corner between the posterior 
and ventral margins. But it is inflated more strongly, is comparatively higher, 
and its area is broader and shorter. It is by far the largest species of A rcoptera 
hitherto known. 

Although I have not been able to examine the characters of the hinge, I think 
this species can be referred to A rcoptera with great probability. There is no 
other equivalve shell with similar features to which it could more advantagecusl.)'. 
be compared. • 

Locality, number of specimens exa11iined.-Bed with Rl1,ynchonella trinodosi, 
E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, hor. &, 11-8-08, 1. 

Gen. PERNA Lam. 

PERNA sp. ind. al!. VETUSTA Goldf. 

(Pl. XII, fig. 5.) 

There is a single, strongly weathered cast, which may with great probability 
be referred to Perna Lam. It consists of both valves and seems to be very closely 
allied to P. vetusta Goldfuss (Petrefacta Germanim, II, p. 98, Taf. CVII, fig. 11) 
from the German Muschelkalk, so far as it is possible to judge from external 
features. The umbones having been partly broken of!, it cannot be decided 
whether or not the anterior margin hns been sinuated as strongly in the Hima
fayan as in the European species. In the oblique direction of the shell, in the 
broadly rounded outlines of the ventral margin and in the presence of a large 
posterior wing the two species agree very closely. In the broad area traces of 
incisions are noticed, which Diight correspond to ligamental grooves. 

Locality, numbe1· of specimens ea:amined.-Lower Gymnites bed, Pastannab, 
hor.1, 27-8-09, 1. 

Gen. A VICULA Klein. 

AVICULA PASTANNAHENSIS DOV. sp. 

(Pl. XU, fig. 6.) 

This is a large A ricula of a very strongly inequivalve shape. Left valve 
moderately inflated, provided with an umbo, which is elevated considerably above 
the hinge line. Right valve nearly flat. 
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The beak of the left valve is very small, pointed and shifted anteriorly. 
Anterior wing small, not distinctly marked off. Posterior wing separated from 
the main portion of the shell by a deep furrow. lts outlines ha1·e, unfortunately, 
not been preserved. 

From the direction of the concentric lines of growth the outlines of the ventral 
margin can be restored. They show this margin to have been regularly rounded 
off. Our species undoubtedly belongs to the group of A viculce normales, not oi 
inflectce (Muenst.). In the umbonal region the left valve is elevated into a narrow, 
rounded ridge, which gradually becomes flattened and obsolete in the direetion 
of the posterior and ventral margins, but inclined very steeply towards the furrow 
separating it from the posterior wing. 

Right valve almost perfectly fiat. Area very low, linear. Anterior wing 
rudimentary, posterior one not marked off distinctly. 

Although my only specimen has not been particularly well preserved, I have 
distinguished it by applying a. proper specific designation, on account. of its 
remarkable features of specific irnpo1tance. .As far as it is possible to judge 
from its external features, it is a true A 'Dicula, not Gervilleia, notwithstanding its 
great similarity to some representatives of the latter genus. There are several 
species of Triassic A 'Diculm, which agree with the present form in their strong 
resemblance to Triassic Ge1·villeit.e, especially to such as belong to the group of 
G. Meriani Stopp. A'Dicula Foulloni Bittner (Triaspetrefacten von Balia in 
Kleinasien, Jakrb. k. k. Geol. Reiclisa11st., XLI, 1801, p. Ill, Taf. II, fig. 2) from 
the lJpper Trias of Balia (Asia Minor), A. (il'Ieleagrina) Tundra! Teller (Die 
Pelecypodenfauna von Werchojansk in Ostsibirien, :.lfem .. ·J cod. i11tpfr. des 
sciences, St. Petmbourg, VII ser., 1886, T. XXXIII, p.133, Pl. XIX. fig. 0) from 
the Upper Triassic beds with Pseudomonoti~· ochoticct in Siberia. A. Ho1nfrayi 
Gabb (in Whitney, Geol. Sur<. of Califomia, 1864, Palreontulo[l!f, Yo!. I, p. 20, Pl. 
VI, fig. 26) may he mentioned here, but the two last named species have been 
so incompletely preserved that any closer comparison is excluded. Of A. Foulloni 
only the left valve is as yet known, but this shows, indeed, a remarkable similarity 
to the corresponding valve in A. l'astannahensis. 

A. Pastannahen~·is is certainly a new species, which is not closely allied to 
any of the congeneric forms from the Muschelkalk nor from younger Triassic 
strata of the Alpine region. 

Locality, nu1nber of specimens exa111ined.·-Lower Gynmites layer, Pastannah, 
hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

Gen. Luu Brug. 

LIMA sp. ind. (Group of L. STRIATA Schloth.) 

(Pl. XII, fig. 12.) 

A right valve of a small, ribbed Lima, which evidently belongs to the group 
of L. striata Schloth. (Goldfuss, Petrefacta Germania!, II. I" 75, Taf. C, fig. 1). 
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Among Himalayan Limw it seems to be nearly related to the small Lima from 
the beds with Halo1Jia comata in Painkhanda, which has been described and 
illustrated by Bittner (Himalayan Foss., I.e., Vol. Ill, Pt. 2, Trias Rrachiopoda 
and Lamellibranchiata, p. 50, Pl. VII, fig. 20). Its anterior side slopes more 
steeply than the posterior one. Of the anterior ear nothing h; seen, but of the 
posterior wing traces ha\"e been preserved. 

The species is of a broader shape than Linia .~triata and inflated less strongly. 
Ribs Ol'Curring to the number of forty, marked with equal strength on both sides 
of the shell, separated by intervals of the same width as themselves. In the 
anterior portion of the cast some strong concentric folds are noticed. 

From Rittner·s HimaJayan species ours is readily distinguished by the larger 
number of ribs and by the presence of a concentric sculpture. L. Telleri Bittner 
(Lamellibranchiaten der alpinen Trias, .4bhandl. k. k. G<ol. ReicJi.,anst., XYIII, 
p. 194, Tai. XXIV, fig. 4) agrees with it in its outlines and in the number of ribs, 
but has a comparatively Jarge anterior wing. 

Locality, nu1nber of $pecim.ens e.zmnined.·-Lower Gymnites layer, Pastannah, 
hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

LIM . .\ sp. ind. alf. SUDPUNCTATA d'Orb. 

(PL XII, figs. 9, 10, 11.) 

This is by far the most common species of Lamellibranchiata in the Muschel
knlk of Kashmir. Some slabs of rock, consisting almost entirely of this shell, 
numerous single vahes and two specimens are before me, in which both valves 
attached to one another in their normal position, have been preserved. But 
curiously enough, I have not succeeded in discO\·ering one single specimen with 
the wings preserved. My determination is, consequently, not perfectly safe, 
although there are some strong reasons in favour of it. 

The absence of distinctly developed external wings might induce us to venture 
on an identification with Mysidiopteta Sal. But with surh an identification the 
apical angle of the present species would scarcely agree. Pseudomonotis Beyr. 
might also be taken into consideration and it must be conceded that right valves 
remind us very strongly of some of the smooth species of this genus from the 
l.ower Trias, but an identification with Pseudom,onotis is prohibited by the equi
valve character of the shell, as is evident from the specimens illustrated in Pl. 
XII, figs. 9 and 10. An identification of our species with Lirna is supported by 
the discoYery of a true Lirna in the V pper Trias of Kashmir, which resembles the 
present form very close!~· in its outlines and ornamentation, but is provided with 
two distinctly developed though very small wings. 

Shell equivalve, moderately or very little inequilateral, little or moderately 
inflated. In both characters the range of variation is rather considerable. The 
specimen illustrated in fig. 10 is an extreme type, being remarkably inequilateral 
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on one hand and comparatively flat on the other. The specimen illustrated in 
fig. 12 is conspicuous by its nearly equilateral shape and strong inflation. 

The surface of the shell i$ covered with very numerous and delicate radiating 
strire, which are intersected by a system of still more numerous and delicate 
concentl'ic lines of growth. The topmost layer of the shelly test has not been 
preserved in any of the. specimens examined. I am, therefore, not able to say 
whethe1· 01· not the punctate structure of the radial lines has been developed; this 
is rhal'nctel'istic of Liina subpunctata d"Orbigny (Prodrome, I, p. 200), but is 
restricted to the external layer of the shell. 

Our species cannot be identified with L. subpunctata from the beds of St. 
Cassian, although it is certainly nearly aUied to it. The wings, if such have been 
present at all, must have been ronsiderably smaller, otherwise some rudimentary 
traces at least ought to have been preserved in one of the numerous examples at 
hand for examination. There is also a remarkable difference in size. The Alpine 
species is always of compaTatively smaH dimensions, whereas in my specimen 
illustrated in fig. 9 the following measurements have been found :-· 

Height of the shell . 
Length ,, ,, . 
Thickness of both valves 

32mm. 

31 " 
13'5" 

In its outlines and sculpture the present species agrees very well with the 
impression of a left valve from the Middle Trias of Con-Tung (Tongking), which 
has been referred to Lima s1tbpu1ictuta d"Orb. by Mansuy (Contribution a. la 
Carte gOOl. de l'Indochine, Service de.~ .liines, llanoi-Haipltony, 1908, Palt!onto
logie, p. 66, Pl. XVII, fig. 4), but in this impression a distinct posterior wing is 
noticed. 

The species, which is, perhaps, allied most nearly to the present one, is Lima 
(Plagiostoma) mysica Bittner (Triaspetrcfacten von Dalia in Kleinasien, Jahrb. 
k. k. Geol. Reichsanst., XLI, 1891, p. 109, Taf. II, fig. l), which is provided with 
wings of extremely small size, but differs from the Himalayan form by the absence 
of a distinct sculpture. 

Locality, number of specimens e:utmined.- Ptychites layer, gap on ridge N. 
15° W. of Khrew, hor. 2, 16·9-09, 40; Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. 3, 16·8-09, 12; 
Ptychites layer, E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu, hor. 7, 11-8-0U, 2; Lowe!' Gymnites 
layer, Pastannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

Gen. MYBIDIOPTERA Sal. 

MYSIDIOPTERA EXIMIA nov. sp. 

(Pl. XI, fig. 8.) 

This is one of the largest species of the genus }/ysidfopte•·a II. tolerably 
well preserved, although somewhat incomplete left vake and a fragmentary right 

•2 
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valve are before me. I oonsider the left valve, which has been i1lustrated, as the 
type of this species. 

It is very moderately inflated. of nearly equnl height and length, and of 
obliquely oval outlines. The border between the umbonal portion of the shell and 
the lunular depression has been satisfactorily preserved. As far as we may 
judge from the direction of the lines of growth, the hinge-line was not eonsider
a.bl)· shorter than the ventral margin. The anterior margin has been entirely 
broken off. 

The typical characters of the hinge are clearly visible. The broad area is 
cut off from the lunular depression by a sharp edge running obliquely backward. 
Ligamental groove strongly oblique, distinctly defined, but reduced to a sharp 
incision. 

Surface of the sheUy test nearly smooth, ornamented with numerous and deli
cate strire of growtl1, but outlines devoid of any radial sculpture. 

In its dimensions and outlines the present species might be compared with 
M. incur.astriata Woehrmann (Fauna der Cnrditaschichten, Jakrb. k. k. Geol. 
Reic/isanst., 1889, p. 202, Taf. VI, figs. 10, 11), especially with the large example 
illustrated by Broili (Faunn der Pachycardientuffe der Seiser Alp, Palmonto
gmphica, L, 1903, Pl. XX, figs. 17, 18), but the absence of any radiating orna
mentation distinguishes it at once from the overwhelming majority of Alpine 
JJysidiopte1·m. There is no species, to which it seems to be more closely allied. 

It is perhaps worth mentioning that this species is the largest Mysidioptera 
hitherto known, notwithstanding its low stratigraphical position. In Europe the 
geologically oldest representatives of the genus are of Muschelkalk age, but it 
attains a rich development ouly in the Ladinic and Carnie stages. Now the 
presence of a species of so large dimensions in the liimalayan Muschelkalk is not 
in accordance with a rule of e\•olution adrncated by DepCret and by several Ameri
can palreontologists who expect to find the largest representatives of a genus in
variably near the end, not at the beginning, of its developmental career. 

Localit?t, number of speci1nens e.xm1iined.-Gymnites layer, one mile W. of 
Pastannah, hor. 1, 8-9-09, 1; Pastannah, hor. 3, 3-9-09, 1. 

MYSIDIOPTERA sp. ind. 

(Pl. XII, fig. 13.) 

:l1ysidioptern e.?!imia is not the only species of this genus, which is known to 
me from the Muschelkalk of Kashmir. There are several vah·es of Li1nidm before 
me, which from their external characters, especially from the long and straight 
hinge-line, are referable to Mysidioptera. 

My examples are single valves only. The best preserved among them i.as 
been illustrated in fig. 13. It is a left valve with a perfectly smooth surface 
closely resembling some of the Alpine species from the limestone of Esino, as 
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described and illustrated by Bittner. It can, however, not be identified with any 
of them, because its anterior margin does not project beyond the apex although in 
the rest of its external features there is a very close agreement with M. Cainalli 
Stoppani (P~trifications d'Esino, Pa!eontologie Lombarde, p. 97, Pl. XX, fig. 6) 
or with the still more oblique species, which has been referred to M. aff. CainaUi 
by Bittner (Lamellibranchia ten der alpinen Trias, A bhandl. k. k. Geol. Reioh
sanst., XVIII, Taf. XX, fig. 16). 

The absence of any radial oniamentation in this specimen is not due to any 
corrosion by weathering, the concentric lines of growth being distinc,'f.ly marked, 
thus proving the shelly test to have remained uninjured. 

Locality, numbet of S'pecimens e.mmined.-Lower Muschelkalk, Pastannah, 
hor. 1, 3-9-09, 1. 

Reniarks.-Mysidiopterce of this indifferent habit are found in the Alpine 
Trias in all horizons from the Lower Muschelkalk (Brachiopod-bearing limestone 
of Recoaro) up to the base of the Noric stage. 

Gen. PECT£N Klein. 

PECTE.."f sp. ind. 

(Pl. XII, fig. 14.) 

A small Pect.n, of which single (left 1) valves only are available for examina
tion. ·They are moderately convex, of nearly circular outlines, and provided with 
an apical angle, which is a little less than 90 degrees. The specimen illustrated 
is the only one in which traces of the wings have been preserved. They are of 
small size and not distinctly marked off from the marginal edges of the shell. If 
this valve is supposed to be a left one, it is the posterior wing which must have 
been considerably smaller and smooth. The left or anterior wing, traces of which 
only have been preserved, was distinctly ribbed, thus participating of the scnlp
ture of the marginal region of the shell. 

The ornamentation consists of about thirty principal ribs, which are acutely 
rounded and separated by intervals twice as broad as themseh-es. Along the 
ventral margin a very delicate secondary rib is regularly intercalated between 
two principal ribs. But this intercalation of secondary ribs has not been noticed 
along the anterior and posterior margins of the she11. 

In this ornamentation our species agrees exactly with Pecten A lbertii Gold
fues (Petrefacta Gel'maniw, pp. 42. 138, Tai. LXXXlX, fig. 1; CXX, fig. 6). The 
indistinct separation of the wings from the she]) and the larger size of the left 
(anterior} wing a.re also features which might be advocated in iavour of a close 
affinity of our Himalayan form with the German species. But my materials are 
too scanty to enable me to give a d~ided opinion on this question. 

Pecten, Albertii has been proved to belong to the sub-genus V elopecte11, by 
Philippi (Beitra-ge zur Morpho1ogie u. Phylogenie der Lamellibranchier, Zeitsch1·. 
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Deutscli. Geol. Ges., L, 1898, p. 608). Of the species from St. Cassian with alter
nating ribs, which have been described by Bittner and referred to Velopecten by 
Philippi, there is none, which appears to be allied more closely to the present one. 

Locality, numbe1· of specimens examfoed.-Ptychites layer, spur N.N.E. of 
Khunmu, Vihi district, hor. 7, 11-8-08, 1; Ptychites layer. gap on ridge !I. 15° 
W. of Khrew, Vihi district, hor. 2, 16·9·0U, 2. 

Gen. ANOMIA L. 

ANOMIA TRIADICA nm·. sp. 

(Pl XII, figs. 15, 16.) 

Although I am well aware that true representatives of A nomia have not as 
yet been found in strata older than the Jurassic system. I cannot help referring 
the present species to this genus. 

The small specimen iilustrated in fig. 15 has aJJ the external features of 
generic importance, whirh are characteristic of A nmnia, especially the thin 
shell. which splits off easil~· in small lnmellre. the rounded outlines and the peculiar
position of the apex, which is situated inside the margins of the shell. The speci
men il1ustrated in fig. 16 is flattened and probab1y represents a right valve, but 
the peculiar characters of this valve, namely, the sinus or perforation serving as 
a passage for the byssus, cannot be obser\•ed, the apical portion having been un
fortunately broken off in this valve. 

The reference to A nomia must therefore be based on external features only, 
but those features are in my opinion developed with suflkient clearness to warrant 
a safe identification. 

Locality, number of speci1nens examined.-Lam, Patarkul valJey, hor. Sf, 
16-8-09, l; Ptychites layer, gap. on ridge "i.15° W. of Kh1'ew, Vihi district, hor. 
2, 16·9-09, 3. 

Gen. ANODONTOPHORA Cossm. 

ANODONTOPHORA PATARKULENSJS nov. sp. 

(Pl. XII, fig. 7.) 

This is a typical representative of the genus A nodontopho1·a Cossruan. A 
well preserved cast, with parts of the shelly test adhering to it, is before me show
ing a great resemblance to the common fossil of the Alpine Lower Trias ..4. 
fassamsi.s Wissm. and to A. Griesbachi .Bittner (Himaln.yan Foss., Palmontol. Ind., 
ser. XV, Vol. III, Pt. 2, Trias Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata, p. 60, PL 
VIII, figs. 14--16) from the Upper Trias of the c-entra.l Himalayas. 
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Shell inequivalve and incquiJateral. Posterior portion considerably shorter, 
-0bliquely sub-truncate. U mbones incurved very slightly towardo the longer ante
rior side, shifted from the middle considerably towards the posterior side. Umbo 
of the left valve standing higher than that of the opposite valve. No distinct 
iunula developed. 

Shelly test very thin, covered wiih numerous and extremely delicate con
centric strire of growth, which do, however, not increase in number or strength 
towards the pallial margin. 

The species of the genus A nodontop/,ora being all very similar to one another, 
a distinction must needs be based on subordinate differences, the importance of 
which is stated Yery differently by different authors. From A. Griesbaclti our 
species is easily distinguished by the different position of its urnbo, which in the 
Noric species is almost medianly situated or even shifted anteriorly. The typical 
form of A. fassrensis Wissm. is more slender and its posterior margin is sharply 
rounded, not sub-truncate. This different-e is evident from a comparison of my 
illustration with that of a typical example of the Alpine species from the Werfen 
beds of the Bakony, which has been published by G. v. Arthaber in Letlirea 
mesozoica (Alpine Trias des Mediterrangebietes, Taf. XXXIV, fig. 10). This 
fonn, it is true, differs considerably from the specimen from the German Muschel
kalk, which has been referred to A. fassamsis by Alberti (Ueberblick iiber die 
Trias, Stuttgart, 1864, p. 137, Taf. III, fig. 8) by its more compressed shape, but 
the median position of its umbo furnishes us here with a good character of distinc
tion from our Himalayan shell. The range of variation attributed to the 
European species by Tommasi (La fauna del Trias inferiore nel versante meri
dionale delle Alpi, Palronntogr. Ital., Vol. I, 1895, p. 62, Pl. IV, fig. 2) is still 
wider. Taken in the wide circumscription, which has been advocated by the 
Italian author, A. fassronsis might even include our Himalayan shell, although 
the bad state of preservation of Tommasi"s specimens is a very serious obstacle to 
any safe identification. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. 3, 
16-8-09, 1. 

ANODON'l'OPHORA sp. ind. 

(Pl. xn, fig. 8.) 

A second species of A nodontophora may be mentioned here, a form which is 
-distinguished from the preceding one by its very long hinge-line and nearly 
rectangular shape. But the state of preservation of the only cast available for 
examination is so fragmentary, that its reference to Anodontopho1'a is not quite 
certain, although the slightly inequivalve shape, the absence of any pallial sinus 
and the iirm attachment of the two valves along the entire ventral margin are 

:strong reasont=- in its favour. 
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Locality, number of specimens exarnined.·-Ptycbites layer, gap on ridge X. 
15° W. of Khrew, hor. 2, 16-9-09, 1. 

Gen. LITHOPHAGUS Meg. 

LITHOPHAGUS ( ?) sp. ind. 

(Pl. XII, fig. 18.) 

A small fragment, which is mentioned here on account of its probably belong
ing to a boring shell. Anterior and umbonal port ions greatly thickened. Shell 
inequivalve, with corroded umbones. The valves were probably gaping along 
the pallial margin. Surface covered with concentric strire of growth. 

The state of preservation of this fragment precludes a closer comparison with 
European species of the genus Lithophagus, to which it probably belongs. 

Localit.11. number of sz1ecimens examined.--··-Lower Gymnites layer, Pastannah, 
hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

Gen. ind. sp. ind. 

(Pl. XII, fig. 17.) 

I wish to mention a cast illustrated in PL X!I, fig. 17, because it unites some 
features characteristic of Trigonodus Sandberg. on one hand and of Pachycardia 
Hau. on the other. Only the umbonal portions of the two valves have been pre
served. They are firmly attached to one another. Beaks strongly prosogyrate, 
adjoining a small lunula, whfoh is not distinctly marked off. 

In its general shape this cast resembles Trigonodus more closely than Pachy
cardia. But no species of Trigonodut is known to me, in which the valves are 
so strongly inflated. In this respect the cast. more nearly approaches Pachy
ca1·dia. The difference in the position of the beaks is also a character, in which it 
agrees with the latter genus, the beak of the right valve being shifted anteriorly 
beyond the left umbo. But the absence of any distinct depression behind the 
umlxmes excludes an identification with Pachycardia. 

Locality, number of speci1T1,ens e.xamined.-Ptychites layer, gap on ridge N. 
15° W. of Khrew, hor. 2, 16-9-09, 1. 

Class : BRACHIOPODA. 

The brachiopod fauna of the Muschelkalk of Kashmir is Yery rich in indivi
duals, the shales of the bor. 4, 15-9-09, having yielded some hundreds of examples 
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of Rhynchonella, but the number of species is extremely limited. There are, 
moreover, very few species, which have been met with in different horizons and at 
different localities. 

Gen. SPIRIFERINA d'Orb. 

SPIRIFERINA SrRAC;HEYI Salter. 

(Pl. XII, fig. 19.) 

1~65. Spiriftrir.a /Umt1ieyi Salter, Pnlreontology of Niti, Cnlcutta, p. 72, Pl. IX, fig. 13. 
1899. ,<; • • ~tradtui Bittner, Rimnlayan Foss., PalaJont. I11d., ser. XV, Vol. III, Pt. 2, Triaa 

Brachiopoda ancl Lnm<'llihrnnt:'hintn, p. Ifl, Pl. IV, figs. 8-· 14. 
1007. 8. fi~.m6.hyi Diener, Hiirlf'm, Yol. \",Pt. 2, J<'aunn of the Himnlayan llnschelknlk, p. 2, Pl. I, 

The majority of specimens arnilable for examination are distorted and 
injured by weathering. No example has been found in a better state of preserva
tion than ihe one illustrated. This is the. largest specimen obtained by C. S. 
Middlerniss. It shows all the distinetive features of the species in a satisfactory 
manner, namely, the high area, the widely expanding sinus, a mesial dorsal fold, 
which is undivided and bordered on either side by deep furrows, and traces of 
wing-shaped extensions of the latercti parts along the hinge-line. Six ribs are 
counted on each side of the n1esia1 sinus or fold. 

The majority of examples are young individuals of small dimensions, which, 
consequently, very closely resemble the European Spiriferina fragilis Schloth., 
from which they cannot be easily separated. This remark applies particularly 
to the specimens from Khrew, which neither show pointed wings nor a rapidly 
widening sinus of their ventral vah·es. A character, howe,·er, which may always 
serve as a feature of distinction from S. fragilis, is the considerable height of the 
area. I have not seen a single individual of S. Stracl1.eyi with an area so ]ow as 
it has been figm~d in all the types of S. fragilis illustrated by Bittner (Brachio
poden der alpinen Trias, Ahha1tdl. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst., XIV, Taf. XXXV, figs. 
2-5). Nor is the area. in S. Stracheyi incurved, as in the European species, but 
always nea1·ly le,·el. On the strength of those characters even young examples of 
S. Stracheyi, howeyer similar they may be otherwise to S. fragilis, can therefore 
always be distinguished from the leading form of the European Muschelkolk. 

Locality, number of specimens exa"tined.--Brachiopod bed . .E. of Gurynl 
ravine, hor. 6, 16-8-09, 4; ridge N. 15° W. of Khrew, hor. 4, 15-9-09, 10. 

Remarks.-The specimens from Khrew have been referred provisionally to 
S. Griesbaclii Bitto. 01· S. Hauel'i Suess by C. S. Middlemiss (Recol'ds. Geol. Suro. 
of llldia, XL, Pt. 3, p. 250). But they have certainly nothing in common with 
those two Upper Triassic species. From S. Grie11bach1, they can be at once distin
guished by the absence of any median rib in the ventral sinus, from S. Haueri by 
their differently shaped area, which is flat and high, whereas it is lower and 
strongly incurved in the latter species. 
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SPIRIFERINA (MRNTZELIA) cf. KOEVESKAI.LIENSIS Suess. 

18!11'.i. Spfri/trina Km:vr~kalliensi.t Suess, T°l'rlinndl. l;:. k. Geol. llrirl.Mln!ll., p. 245. 
1866. 8. Hpiticuis Stnliczk1~, ]fem. Ocol. S11rv. of lrulia, V, p. 39, Pl. Ill, fig. 6. 
1Si3. S. Koe11ul·afliensis Suess, in Dockh, Geologi.•r11e Verh1uliPissc dr$ s1iedliclieii 1JnkoN11, p. 175, 

Tnf. XI, liw;. 22, 23. 
1899. S. Kor17r.tk11/lie1Mis Ilitt1wr, Himalayan Foss., Pal. Ind., se1-. XV, Vol. III, Pt. 2, TrillB 

Brnchiopotla nml J..aml"llihrnnchiata, p. 21, Pl. IV, figs. Hi, 16. li'or a complete list of 
F.uropcnn synon~·ms the ren1ler ia referred to this memoir. 

l!)Oi. 8. Koevcskollir11si~ Diener, ibidem... Vol.\", Pt. 2, Fnunn of tho Himalayan :Muscl1clkalk, p. 2. 

A fairly well preserved cast of Spiriferina Koe1,esfolliensi..q Suess, with a few 
remnants of its shelly test adhering, agrees in its outlines and dimensions very 
closely with the tar. Spitiensis Stol., as illustrated in fig. 16 by Bittner. The 
thick beak has been partly broken off. Its area is low, narrow and distinctly 
incurved. The delicate ribbing of the surface is c1early seen in the frontal 
region. 

Locality, number of specimens e.xamined.--Lower Gyrnnites layer, top bed, 
Pastannah, hor. 1, 27-8-09, 1. 

Gen. DIBLASMA King. 

Dn:LAHMA IIIMALAYANUM Bittner. 

1 ~00 . T"J!':'.'2~'~7-i,:!'i~:.:~i;i~?r![i~m:~':tJ~0m~it~~'.~~~1~!~~~ 1~,~·~tFPr·v~~!c/i'...:.s~lo.~i.· vo1. 111' 
HMli. 1Jidt1.rnur /lim11/11y111111m Die-ncr, il.idrm, \·01. \',Pt. 2, F:mn:i. of tile Himalayan Muschelkalk, 

p. 5. 

There are several examples of the narrow, elongated form of Dielasma Hima
layanu1n before me, all of small size, with a smooth surface and with a very low 
frontal lobe. The strong dental plates in the umbonal region are distinctly 
visible on the en.st, thus warranting a safe identification of my specimens with 
Dielasnia. 

Localit,IJ, number oj specimens e.rmnined.-Brachiopod bed. E. of Guryul 
ravine, hor. 6, 11-8-09, 6. 

Gen. RHYNCHONELLA Fisch. 

RHYNCHONEJ.LA TRINODOBI Bittn. 

(Pl. XII. figs. 20, 21. 22.) 

In the cmmbling shales of the Muschelkalk of Khrew, hor. 4, 15-9-09, some 
hundreds of small Brachiopods were collected by C. S. Middlemiss (Record.•, 

-Geol. Suro. of India, XL, p. 250), the majority of which he referred to Rh. cf. 
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trinodosi Bittn. This identification has been fully confinned by an examination 
of his rich materials. 

It should be noted that the discovery of this widespread species of the 
Alpine Muschelkalk was not altogether unanticipated. Bittner in his memoir on 
the Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Himalayan Trias (H in1. Foss., 
Vol. III, Pt. 2, p. 14, Pl. II, fig. 10) mentions a specimen from the Muschelkalk of 
Muth, Spiti, obtained hy C. L. Griesbach, which he compares with Rlt. trinodosi, 
although it could not he identified with the typical form of that species. Later 
on two specimens from the f\.fuschelkalk of Kalapani. Byans, collected by F. H. 
Smith, have been referred. to Rli. trinodosi by myself. 

Among the materials before me the typical form of Ilk tdnodosi with one rib 
in the sinus and two ribs in the mesial fold of the dorsal valve and with the 
sculpture restricted to the front an<l marginal region of the shell only, is com
paratiYely J"arc. The specimen illustr~1.ted in fig. 20 is a good representative of 
this typical form. It agrees closely with the deeply sinuated type, whirh has 
been illustrated by Bittner in Pl. XXXII, fig. 26. Tho majority of Himalayan 
examples are provided with three ribs in the mesial fold of the dorsal valve and 
two ribs in the corresponding ventral sinus. They agree with the type illustrated 
in fig. 28 by Bittner, which in the Alpine Muschelkalk is met with less frequently 
than the shape with a i<maller number of ribs. There is a variety among the Hima. 
layan examples which even surpasses this type in the number of ribs. It has 
been illustrated in fig. 22 and shows three ribs in the sinus of the larger valve, 
corresponding to four ribs in the mesial fold of the dorsal valve. 

Another character, in which the Himalayan species shows a wider range of 
variation than the Alpine one, is the extent of the ornamentation. In the Alpine 
form this is, as a rule, restrieted to the frontal and marginal regions of the shell 
but the visceral portion remains entirely smooth. Specimens agreeing entirely 
in this respect with the Alpine type are in a small minority among the Hima
layan shells. In the majority the ribs can be traced for a longer distance as 
being distinctly raised abo,·e the adjacent shell·surface, and in some exceptional 
cases the ribs extend from the margins to the very beaks. Such examples exhibit 
a certain resemblance with some varieties of Rli. decUJ·tata Gir., especially with 
the ""'" dalmatina Bittner (l.c., Pl. XXXII, fig. 13), but their intimate ronnec
tion with typical shapes of ll/1,. trinodosi precludes any suggestion of referring 
t.hem to any other group of Triassic Rhynclionell(IJ. 

The inflation of the shell is also of a very variable nature. :Flat and thick 
shapes occur mixed together rather indiscriminately among the materials from 
Khrew. A few specimens from the Guryul ravine, which arc all provided with 
two ribs in the ventral sinus and three in the correspondii1g mesial fold of the 
dorsal valve, are inflated more sh'ongly than the type illustrated by Bittner in fig. 
28, with which they otherwise agree in their dimensions, outlines and scnlpturn. 

A character, which is common to all n1y specimens, is the distinL't separation 
of the wings from the middle portion in both valves. It is a good feature of 
distinction in the group of Rh. t1·inodosi. 

ti 2 
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Locality, number of specimens examined.-Bed. with Rh. tnnodosi, ridge 
N. 15° \V. of Khrew, Vihi district, hor. 4, 15-9-0H, about 50; E. of Guryul ravine, 
hor. 6, 11-8-08, 3. 

.i:lHYNCHONELLA MUTABILIS Sto}. 

186;5. ll111111r1w11t>lla mulalJilia StoJiczka, Jfem. (irr,/, S11rt1, "/ li1<lia, \"ol. V, Pt. 1, p. 40, Pl. JU, 
figs. 5-9. ' 

1599. llh. mufabili.1 Bitt1mr, Himnlnyan }'oss., 1'111. Ind., scr. XV, \"ol. UT, Pt. 2, Trilll 
Brachiopoda nml Lnmcllibrnnchiata, JI. 15, Pl. II, figs. 11-13. 

1907, Rh. miitabili& Diener, ibiclem, Yol. \',Pt. 2, Fauna of the Himnla~·an liuschelkalk, p. 6. 

A Rhynclwnella of large size, resembling Rlt. trinodosi \·ery closely in its 
outlines, but provided with a comparath•ely less prominent sculpture. Two 
sharp ribs in the sinu;; of the ventral valve correspond with three ribs in the 
median fold of the opposite valve. The specimen agrees with Sto1iczka's type
specimen of Rh. mutabilis illustrated in fig. 12 of "Bittner's memoir. 

Locality, numbe1· of specimens examined.-Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. 41 

16-8-09, 1. 

RHYNCHONELLA LAMANA nov. sp. 

(Pl. XIII, figs. 1--4.) 

This is the most interesting species among the Brachiopoda from the Mu
schelkalk of Kashmir. Its typical shape is represented by the specimens illus
trated in figs. I and 2, to which the majority of examples from Lam and Pas
tannah belong. It resembles Rh. acumimtta Mart. from the Carboniferous rocks 
of Europe so closely, that we might, indeed, be induced to consider it to be a late 
straggler of the sub-genus Pugnax, Hall et Clarke, front the younger Palreozoic. 

The typical form is trigonal in its outlines, or rather cordiform, if seen from 
the front, a little longer than wide, and of moderate (fig. 1) or considerable (fig. 2) 
thickness. Dorsal vah-e elevated into an acuminate or highly rounded median 
fold, from which the lateral portions slope rapidly on either side, without any 
interruption. To this acuminate mesial fold a deeply excavated, concave sinus 
corresponds in the ventral valve. Originating in the umbonal region, it actually 
extends from the terminations of the wings across the entire width of the valve. 
In the front it is either regularly curred or prolonged into an acute, cuneiform 
extre111ity. The beak, whirh has been well presen·ed in the specimens illustrated 
in figs. 3 and 4, is small, incurved, projet1.ing very little beyond an extt·emely low 
and incurved deltidial area. It is pierced by a small foramen, pla.ced either 
exactly at its extremity or a little below it. 

Iu the typical form the surface is eithel" smooth or ornamented by rudiment
ary ribs, which are restricted t-0 the frontal region of the sinus and corresponding 
fold. But as a rule, see do not find a trace of a rib on the lateral portion of the 
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vah-es. This character distinguishes our species at onc:e from the Jurassic group 
of Rh. loJ:ia Fisch., with whid1 it agrees otherwise in the development of an 
acuminate and high dorsal fol<l. 

That our species is no stragg1er from the Palreozoic sub-genus J>ugnaz, but is 
the offspring from an entirely different ancestor, not\'dtbstanding its c1ose resem
blance to Rh. acuminata Mart. (vide Th. Davidson, Bi·it. Foss. Bi-ach., Vol. II, Pal. 
Soc., London, 1850-63, p. 93, Pl. XX, figs. 1-13; XXI, figs. 1-20), is pro,·ed by 
the presence of numerous varieties, some of them marking transitional stages 
between Rh. I.a1111.ma and the Triassic group of Rli. trinodosi. Such shapes have 
been illustrated in figs. 3 and 4. 

In the ventral valves the sinus is not sharpened or pointed at its extremity, 
but uniformly rounded, and t11e acuminate elevation of the dorsal fold is replaced 
by a more gentle and broader curve. The ventral sinus shows two sho1t, promi
nent ribs, which correspond to three acute ribs in the frontal part of the dorsal 
fold. But the most important change in the shape is marked by the de11elopment 
of indistinct furrows. separating the mesial region of the valves from the wings. 
Thus the affinity with the trilobate shells of the group of Rk. t1·inodosi becomes 
sufficiently prominent to exclude any suggestion of Rh. Laman.a belonging actually 
to the relationship of the Palreozoic sub-genus Pugnax. It only needs a glance at 
Bittner's illustrations of Rh. 111,utabilis Stol. to show us the nearest ally of our 
species. The example of Rh. Lanu111a illustrated in Pl. XIII, fig. 4, holds an 
intermediate position between the typical form of the present species and Rh. 
mutabilis. If Rlt. mutabilis were to become smoother and de\'eloped a high 
frontal lobe, no longer distinctly marked off from the lateral portions of the sh.ell. 
it must, indeed, assume a shape agreeing exactly with that which is found in Rh. 
Lamana. 

Rll. Lamana and Rh. mutabilis Stol. probably stand in a similar, close con
nection as Rh. Laucmw Bittner (Himalayan Foss., l.c., Vol. II[, Pt. 2, Trias 
Brachiopoda and l.amellibranchiata, p. 44. Pl. VIII, figs. 5, 6) stands to R/1. 
1'egilla Bittner (Brnrbiopoden der alpinen Trias, A bhandl. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst .. 
XIV, p. 226, Taf. XIII, figs. 23, 24), whose frontal tongue is l>roa.dly vaulted, 
whereas in Rli. Laucmw a high and narrow frontal lobe is developed. 

~t is a we11-imown fact that among some genera of Brachiopoda, in which a 
pers1sten~ t~rough m~ny g~l~gica] periods is combined with a. tendency to 
strong var1at10n, but with a hnut~ number of possibilities to form new shapes, 
o]? t~pes are ew~tually repeated m younger epochs, without being their direct 
oflsprmgs_. ~n. this wa}' the Palreozoic type of Vncinul1i..~ reappears in the group 
of ll/1,. plica~ili~ of Creta~eous age, or the Triassic type of Halorella in the group 
of Rh. Astieruum of l:pper .Jurassic age (ride Diener. Palreontologie und 
.~bstammungslehre, Leipzig, 1910, p. 115). As little as Rh.. A .~·tieriana is a 
rhrect desc.endant from Hnlorella, can Rh. Lamana be brought. iuto any direct 
phylogenetic connection with Puynax. It is a somewhat aberra.11t nffe:iprinrr l)f 
the group of Rh. trhiodosi Bittn. anrl its remarkable similarity with Puf!n:X iR 
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only one of the many cases of convergency, which are so often met with in the 
developmental history of animals. 

Dimen.tions.-Entire length } of the 
,, breadth shell 

Length of the dorsal valve . 
Thickness of both valves . 

Fig. I. 
2lmm. 
18 " 
20 " 
13 " 

Fig.2. 
16mm. 
14 
15 " 
14 " 

Fig.4. 
l6'5mm. 
16 
15 
11 

The internal structure of this species is known to me in rough outlines only, 
mv materials not being suitablv preserved for an elaboration of the critical 
fctl.tures of the hinge. "' 

Locality, number of speci11iens eza1ni:ned.-Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. 4:, 
!6-o-09, 10; Pastannah. hor. 1, 12-9-09, 30. 

III.-FOSSILS }"ROM THE UPPER TRIAS. 

Class : CEPHALOPODA. 

The few fragments of Cephalopoda occurring in the l7pper Trias of Kashmir 
arc preserYed E=O imperfec.1ly that I must abstain from a. closer inquiry into them. 
A large ~nutiloid shell, with strongly inflated whorls and a narrow umbilicus 
(C. S. Middlemiss, Records, Geol. Sure. of India, Vol. XL, 1910, p. 256), and 
scvernl sections of Ammonites, lYhose generic position could not be ascertained, 
Imm been found in hor. 4, 8-8-08, E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu. and hor. 2, 
26-8-09, Narastan. 

Class : LAMELLIBRANCHIATA. 

Gen. MvoPHORIA Bronn. 

MYOPHORIA cf. KEFERSTEINJ M:Unst. var. 

MuLTIRADIA'IA Waag. 

(Pl. XIII, figs. 5-9.) 

19!1; . .lf!1r,1,11r.,-ia '/\t'/tr~ftird lfiinst. tmr. m111fira.lio.lfl L. \\"nap:l'n. I.nmC'11ibr1111C'hintl'll <lf'r Pnchy. 
c-ririliPntuffc. clcr Sf'isPr Alp • .,t111rrrnrll. l·. l·. Gefll. Rtir11sn11M., :XrIIJ, p. 70. Tnf. XX:XI, 
figs. 6-8. 

From the 'Cpper Trias of Khunmu numerous examples of right and left 
valves were obtained which on the :strength of a close comparison with casts of 
Jlyo7)lt0ria Kefersteini Miinst. 11.ppear to be most nearly alJied to this well-known 
Alpine species. 

The best illustrations of the Alpine M. Kefe1'steini, a leading fossil of the 
Raibl beds of the Carnie stage, have been publishec\ by A. Bouc (JI e11 .. Soc. geol. 
de Fmnce, T. II, Pt. l, 1835. Pl. IV, fig. 8), F. v. Hauer (Ein Beitrag z. Kenntnis 
der Faunader Raibler Schichten, Sit.<ber. kais. Akad. d. Wissensclt. Wien, XXIV, 
1857, Tai. IV, figs. 1-3), Parona (Fauna Raibliana di Lombardia, Pavia, 1889, 
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Pl. V, fig. 5), Broili (Fauna der Pachycardientuffe der Seiser Alp, Palmonto
grrtphica, L, 1904, Taf. XXVII, figs. 34--·36), G. v. A1thaber (Alpine Trias, in 
Lethrea mesozoica, Bd. I, Taf. XL, fig. 3), L. Waagen (I.e., Taf. XXX, figs. 6-16; 
XXXI, figs. 1-13). An exhaustive description of the species is found in L. 
Waagen's memoir. 

A left valve, which approaches most nearly the typical form of .11. Kefer
steini (fig. 7), is longer than high. The thickness of both valves was probably 
equal to one-half of the length of the left valve. A strong, acutely rounded 
diagonal ridge runs from the umbo downwards to the posterior corner of the 
ventral margin. In its acute shape this ridge agrees better with the correspond
ing ridge in the right valve of typical spe<imens of JI. Kefersteini from Reihl. 
In front of this ridge two sharp ribs are noticed dividing the shell into three 
areas of nearly equal width. The two ribs are distinctly developed in the umbonal 
region only and even there the anterior rib is very delicate. This character is 
seen in exceptional cases in Alpine examples of Jl. Kefe1'dteini, in which the 
anterior rib is reduced in strength to a thin edge. The fa.int development of the 
transverse ribs would not be a sufficien~ reason for excluding the Himalayan 
species from the range of variations of 211. Kefersteini. 

In the marginal region the posterior rib, which in the middle of the shell 
entirely disappears, again becomes visible, although it does not reach its former 
strength. It is accompanied all along the ventral margin by a number uf short, 
radial delicate lines. 

The posterior dorsal area joins the diagonal ridge in a very steep angle, 
which amounts to 90 degrees in the umbonal region. This area is crossed by two 
radial lines, which are equal in strength to the anterior rib in front of thf' diagn·
nal ridge. 

This specimen represents an exceptional type among my Himalayan shells, 
both in the faint development of the main ribs and in the reduction of accessory 
radial folds, which are redut:'ed to delicate lines in the narrow region along the 
ventral margin. The typical form of my H.imalayan .llyophoria is distinguished 
by the presence of an irregular number of accessory radfating riba;, which are 
intercalated in front of the second main rib. They occur in both val Yes and a re 
of nearly equal strength. In this respect the majority of my specimens agree 
very closely with M. Kefe1·steini 1'a1'. multiradiata Waag .. especialJy with the 
type from Lesno brdo (Carniola) illustrated in fig. 6. In a small number of speci
mens even the smooth zone between the diagonal keel and the posterior rib is 
ornamented with delicate radiating line::i:, which in strength are far inferior to 
the ribs and form a sculptural element of secondary order only. 

Occasionally, concentric lines of growth are developed more strongly than in 
the typical form of the Alpine species (fig. 8). The acute shape of the diagonal 
ridge, as noticed in my specimen, fig. 7, is also an exception to the rule. In the 
majority of examples this ridge is broadly rounded in the left valve, exnrtly as in 
the Alpine type. 
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The shelly test bWI been but rarely preserved and then in small fragments 
only. It is comparatively thin, shows a distinct concentric ornamentation, and 
exhibits the radiating sculpture more prominently than in the cast. 

In its outlines my Himalayan species varies only within narrow limits. 
There are broader and longer forms and also the shape of th" small lobe in the 
ventral margin in front of the diagonal keel varies somewhat. But both valves 
are always ]anger than high, and the posterior dorsal area is comparatively steep. 

Our liimalayan species strikingly recalls 2W. K.efersteini ·oar. multiradiata 
Waag. It is barely distinguishable from that well-known Alpine shell. Some 
of my examples almost certainly fall within its range of Yariation. If neverthe
less J have referred them to the Alpine species with some reservation, the reason 
for this is to be sought in the comparath-ely scanty materials hitherto represent
ing the Indian form, of which neither complete specimens, consisting of both valves 
attached to each other, nor the structure of the hinge are known to me. 

Dr. L. '\Vaagen, our best authority on the La.mellibranchiata of the Alpine 
Lpper Trias, who has examined more than one hundred examples of .U. Kefer
.~tein.i, after a careful inspection of my materials agrees with me in referring the 
Himalayan form to .1/. Kefel'!.:teini as cf. only, because in the majority of my 
examples the area included between the diagonal keel and the following primary 
rib is slightly depressed, a feature which has not been noticed by him in the 
..:\lypine .11. Kefersteini. 

l.ocflUl!J. 11umber oj specimens e.xamined.-Pastannah, hol'. 4, 30-8-09, 12~ 
hor. 6, 30-8-09. 3. 

MYOPHORIA MIDDLEMISS[! nov. sp. 

(Pl. XIII, figs. 10, 11, 12.) 

This new species is a good representative of the group of Myophoria karpa 
Mucnst. Its nearest ally is probably .lf. o.cut-ico.'":ltrrfo Broili (Die Fauna der 
Pachycardientuffe der Seiser Alp, Pala;ontograpliia, L, 1903, p. 216, Taf. 
XXVII, figs. 24-·26), from which it is, however. easily distinguished by the 
small number of radiating ribs. 

In its external shape M. M1'.ddlemissii reca11s il'J. harpa Muenst (Bittner, 
Lamellibranchia ten der alpinen Trias, A bhandl. k. k. Geol. Reichsanst., XYIII, 
p. !ll. Tai. XII. figs: ·11;--19). lt is moderately or even strongly inflated, of equal 
length and height or even higher than long, rounded anteriorly and along the 
ventml margin. but lx>rdcred by approximately straight lines posteriorly and in 
t.hc region opposite the ventral margin. Beak moderately deYeloped, shifted 
considcmUly anteriorly. Anterior lunula small, indistinrtly defined. 

Surface of the shell ornamented by four or five radial ribs, three of them 
originating in the apex. Those three ribs are high and acute, but not serrated 
as in .:.lf. harpa. The posterior rib corresponds to the diagonal keel of 1'1yopho1"im, 
but it,11. c:haracter as a true keel is not as prominent as in other groups of the genusl 
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because the posterior dorsal area is not separated from the anterior portion of the 
shell by a steep angle. In this respect my examples are, however, subjected to 
considerable variation. In the type illustrated in fig. 11 this angle is much 
steeper than in the specimen illustrated in fig. 10. The third specimen illustrated 
in fig. 12 holds an intermediate position between them. A low and delicate rib, 
which cannot be traced as far as the umbo, is situated close to the long and almost 
straight hinge-line. The width of the posterior dorsal area is always greater 
than the space between the posterior rib, which corresponds to the diagonal keel 
of ll yoplw1·im, a.nd the next anterior rib. The space between this second pro· 
minent rib and the third is considerably smaller. measuring only two-third parts
of the space between the posterior and central rib. In the majority of specimens 
a fifth delicate rib is noticed in front of the anterior prominent rib. 

Specimens, in which the shelly test has been preserved, exhibit a surface, 
which is not nearly smooth, as in casts, but ornamented by numerous and very 
delicate concentric lines of growth. 

Although left and right valves are known to me, I have not found a complete 
specimen among my materials, consisting of both valves attached to each other in 
their original position. Nothing can, consequently, be said of the relati,·e dimen
sions of the two valves. As far as can be seen from the examination of single 
vaJves, they agree very closely in their out.lines, convexity and sculpture. 

Locality, number of specimens exa1nined.-Pastannah, hor. 3, 30-8-09, 3; hor .. 
4, :I0-8-09, 3; hor. 6, 30-8-09, 4_ 

MYOPHORIA sp. ind. a:lf. WHATELEY..£ v. Buch. 

(Pl. XIII, figs. 13-14.) 

Two left valves from the Myophoria-limestone of Pastannah recall Myopho
ria JVhateley'" v. Buch (Bull. Soc. geol. de France, 1844-45, 2' ser., Vol. II, p. 348, 
Pl. IX, figs. 1-3). 

The Himalayan form is undoubtedly very closely allied to this Alpine species, 
if taken in the narrow circumscription proposed by A. Bittner (Lamellibranchia
len der alpinen Trias, A bhandl. k. k. Geo!. Reicksanst., XVIII, p. 100, Taf. XI, 
figs. 18--21), but I dare not venture on.an identification, even with the reservation 
of adding a cf. regarding my scanty mater~als and the absence of right vakes. 

In the outJines a difference might perhaps be found in the somewhat less 
elongated shape and in the position of the umbo in my Himalayan valves. In 
!if. Wliateleyre the umbo is shifted a littJe more anteriorly. Both species agree, 
however, in the steep slope of the anterior portion and in the character of their 
ornamentation. In bpth of my examples the diagonaJ carina is the most import
ant element of sculpture. It is elevated into a steeply rounded ridge, which in 
strength considerabJy surpasses all other radiating ribs. The steep posterior 
area is nearly smooth, with the exception of an indistinct rib, which separates 
the small escutcheon from this area. Lunula not clearJy seen. Antecarinal 
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depression wider than the following intercostal depressions. Radial ribs 
diminishing in strength from the first rib boraering the antecarinal depression 
towards the anterior margin. 

In my smaller specimen six ribs have been counted in front of the diagonal 
keel In my larger example this number is considerably larger. The number of 
ribs is, however, subject to a remarkable variation in aH the members of the 
WkatelMJaJ group. The tendency of the ribs to diminish .in strength when 
approaching the pallial margin, which has been mentioned in ,If. Wkatele11re by 
L. v. Buch and Bittner, ha.• not been noticed in my Himalayan shells. On the 

·contrary it is only in the marginal zone of my smaller specimen that delicate 
secondary ribs make their appearance in the broad antecarinal depression. In m:v 
larger example those secondary ribs or lines can be traced from the ventral margin 
up to the umbonal convexity. In the European bf. W kateleyce sec'Ondary riba are 
·never developed as distinct1y as in this shell. 

A complete agreement IJetween the two species is found in the absence of any 
concentric sculpture. 

A species, to which the present one also appears to be very closely related, is .If. 
omanica Diener (~ote on some fossils from the sedimentary rocks of Oman, Records 
Geol. Ster,,. of India, Vol. XXXVI, p. 156, Pl. XXIV, figs. 1, 2) from Elphin· 
stone inlet. The Arabian form is probably a little. higher and more strongly 
inflated. Its sculpture is more prominent and the radial ribs are crossed b;y a 
l·oncentric ornamentation. But in any case it is to .Y. 0111anica and to M. Whate
leyre that our specie..:.; from Kashmir is nearest in relationship. 

Locality, number o/ .'ipecimens e.ramined.-Myophoria limestone, Pastannab, 
hor. 4, 30-8-09, I; hor. &, :I0-8-09, I. 

Gen. TRIGONonus Sandb. 

TRIGONODUS sp. ind. 

(Pl. XIII, fig. 18.) 

A left valve imhcdded in the tough matrix, thus rendering the interior 
invisible, is very similar in its external sl1ape to some lipper Triassic species of 
T1igonodw; Sandb. with a faintly developed diagonal keel and a small umbo. 
The height, as measured from the beak to the ventral margin, is but very little 
inferior to the maximal height. In this respec:t our shell agrees with the group 
of T. problcmaticus Klipst., not with 7'. Rablensis GredJ., whereas it approaches 
the latter in the faintly developed umbo. Anterior margin projecting consider
ably beyond the beak, but without any emargination. Carina indistinct, replaced 
·by a geniculation, from which the sheH slopes towards the posterior margin. 

In its outlines the present valve resembles T. carniOlicus Bittn. (Waagen, 
Lamellibranchiaten der Pachycardientulfe der Seiser Alm, A Mandt. k. k. Geo!. 
ReickS<tn.<t., XVIII. p. 30. Taf. XXVIII, fig•. 3-5), but it is flatter and less 
.·distinctly carinate. 
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Ornamentation consisting of numerous and very delicate lines of growth, 
only. 

Dimemiona.-Length of the valve , . . 
Height measured from the beak to the ventral margin 
Maximum height . 
Thickness of the valve 

17 mm. 
11·5 
11 
4 

Locality, number of specimens examined.---Myophoria limestone, Pastannah: 
hor. 6, 30-8-09. 1. 

TRIGONODUS ~ov. sp. ind. 

Two left valves of large size, resembling 1'rigonoduN Bittnel"i Waagen (Lam .. 
d. Pachycardientuffe der Seiser Alm, Abkandl. k. k. Geol. lleich.sanst., XVIII. p. 
27. Taf. XXVII, figs. 10-18) or T. problematicu.v Klipst. (F. v. Hauer. Reitrag 
z. Kenntnis der Fauna der Raibler Schichten, Sitzungsber. k. Akad. Wi.vsensclt.., 
Wien, XXIV, 1857, p. 545, Taf. I, figs. 7-9) in their external shape. especially 
in the development of a prosogyrate umbo. But the diagonal keel is indicated 
less distinctly and our valves are higher and flatter than j n the European shells 
mentioned. The concentric sculpture is clearly marked, although less strongly 
than in T. costatus Woehrmann (Fauna der Raibler Schichten vom Schlernplateau, 
Zeitschr. Deutsch. Geol. Gesellsck., 1892, p. 186, Taf. VII, figs. 9-12). 

This species is certainiy new, no Trigonodu.r; being known to me, with simi
larly flattened valves. 

Locality, number of spec-imens examined.-Myophoria beds Pastannah, hor. 
'· 30-8-09, 2. 

Remarks.-Single valves of similar outlines, but in an even more indifferent 
state, have been collected in the Upper Trias of Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. 5, 
16-8-09. They can, however, be referred to Ti·igonoduN with still greater 
reservation. It must always be borne in mind that not in one single cusc is the 
hinge, the most important feature of those shells, known to me. 

Gen. HmRNEBIA Laube. 

HCERNESIA BeAvA~I nov. sp. 

(Pl. XIII, figs. 15-17.) 

Cassianella Beyr. and H a>l'nesio. Laube arc allied so dosely that their dis
tinction is very difficult, if one has to deal with species whose relationship with 
the typical forms of both genera is rather distant. The only distinctive feature, 
on which we may rely according to Bittner, is the position of the deep furrow 
or depression, which in Cassianella separates the anterior wing from the umbonal 
portion of the shell, whereas in Hrernesia it passes across the latter. If tbis 
character is considered as a safe basis for a distinc..'tion of the two genera, the 
present species must be grouped with Hrernesia, not with Cassianella, although in 

I' 2 
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its general shape it recalls, perhaps, more closely some representatives of the 
latter genus than the prototype of Hamiesia, namely, H. Joannis A ust1·im Klipst. 

My species is of large size and quite smooth. It occurs associated with 
;llyoplwria Kefersteini ra1·. multiradiata and with M . .M'iddlemissii in the Upper 
Trias of Pastannah. But all my specimens are, unfortunately, in an imperfect 
state of preservation. They are casts of left valves, with a few traces of the 
shelly test adhering. In all of them the larger portion of the anterior wing has 
been broken off. The posterior wing has been completely preserved in a specimen 
from the Upper Trias of Khrew (fig. Ii). It is large, broadly triangular and 
pointed. 

The left Yalve is strongly oblique and considerably incurved. The most 
1'emarkable character is the deep depression, which is bordered Qll either side by 
a sharp rim and marks off the anterior wing from the middle portion of the sheH. 
lt dfrides the umbo into two parts of unequal size. In this character our species 
is therefore a typical Harnesia. The depression is strongly oblique and directed 
backwards considerably. The back of the umbo is narrow and not greatly ele
vated above the anterior wing. Posterior slope steep and elongated, imparting 
to the central portion of the cast a moderately inflated shape. It is distinctly 
marked off from the Cassianella-shaped, flattened back. but not bordered by all)' 
rib nor keel. 

Surface of the cast quite smooth. Shelly test ornamented with delicate 
,r.oncentric Jines of growth. 

There is only one species among the Alpine llaJrnesim, to which the present 
one could be compared. This is JI. Stu1·i ,,;ar. austriaca Bittner (Lamellibranchia
-ten der alpinen Trias. l.c., p. 84, Taf. X. fig. 5). In this species the umbo is also 
divided by a sharp depression, which is bordered by a distinct rim on either side, 
.o.nd fhe wings are pointed. not obtuse. But in the European species the shell is 
less strongly oblique and sma.ller, the depression is wider, the posterior wing does 
~ot project beyond the posterior shell-margin, and the surface of the test exhibits 
a delicate radial sculpture. These differences are sufficient to prove the specific 
independence of H. /Jhacani, which differs distinctly from all known Triassic 
species of Laube's genus. 

Loclllity, num,be1· of specimens e.xamined.-·Myophoria limestone, Pastannah, 
hor. 41 30-8-09, 3: hor. 6, 30-8-09, 4; Spur N.W. of Khrew, hor. 3, 16-9-09, 1. 

Gen. GERVILLEIA Defr. 

GERV.ILLEIA sp. ind. 

I have a fairly well preserved left valve of large size from the Upper Triss 
of Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. 1, 20-8-09. It differs from the A viculre of the 
St. Cassian and Raibl beds by its strongly inflated shell and by the absence 
of any distinct demarcation between the middle portion of the shell and the pos
terfor wing. In both of these characters it agrees with Gervilleia Defr. much 
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more closely than even with such exceptional shapes of A 'Dicula as are remarkable 
for their strong resemblance to Triassic Ger~illeim, as A. Foulloni Bittner (Jalirb. 
k. k. Gcol. Reichsanst., XLI, 1891, p. 111, Taf. III, fig. 2) or A. Pastannahensis 
Dien. (vide infra, Pl. XII, fig. 6). L"nfortunately, the tough matrix does not 
allow of the exposure of the hinge. Thus a more minute investigation into its 
true relationship is impracticable. 

In its shape the present species seems to be most closely related to some forms 
of Gervilleia, which have been described by Schauroth (Zeitschr. Deutsch. Geol. 
Ges., IX, lb57j and Philippi (Die Fauna des unteren Trigonodusdolomits vom 
Huehnerfeld bei Schwieberdingen, etc., J a/ires he.ft• Ver. f. vate1·lwnd. Natur
kunde in Wuei·tei,,bei·g, 1898). It especially recalls G. Goldfussi Stromb. 
(Philippi, l.c., p. 157, Taf. IV, figs. 6-7), but is considerably larger and nar
rower. There is no distinct edge developed between the middle portion of the 
shell and the Jarge posterior wing. Posterior margin of the latter obtuse, not 
pointed, as in G. alata Phil. Anterior wing small. separated from the umbonal 
region by an indistinc:t furrow. Ornamentation restricted to numerous, very 
delicate concentric: lines of gl'owth. 

Among the Gereilleim of the Alpine Cpper Trias there is no species to which 
the present one shows any closer aftinity. 

Gen. PsEVDOMONOTis Beyr. 

PsEUDOlf.ONOTIS sp. ind. 

From the Myopho1 ia limestone of Pastannah, hor. 4, 30-8-09, there are 
several single valves, which in their outlines resemble the group of Pseudo-
11ionotis T elle1·i Bittn. They arc ol large size, slightly inequilateral, and orna
mented only by delicate concentric lines of growth. As it has been found im
possi~le to expose the apical region and wings in any of the specimens available, 
no further comparison can be entered into. 

Gen. LIMA Brug. 

LIMA cf. SUBPUNCTA'l"A D'Orb. 

(Pl. XIII, fig. 19.) 

l&U. 1.ima punrtata :Muenster, ]Jcitrcruc tlll' l'rln:/ril.:lt•11k11111lc. IV, p. 73, Taf. YI, fig. 29. 
1S-a3. 1,. 1111nctata A. v. Klipstei11, Dritrnut. z11r yeul. Ken11t11. der oedlie/um Alpen, I, p. 24.8, Taf. 

1849. J,. ~t~1~:uli11~f~fll D'OrbignY, l'rm./romt. I, (l. 200. 
1865. JJ. iwbp1rncfota Lrn1hl', l'~nnnn der Schicht<'n \"On St. Cassian. Denkschr. kr1is. ,lkad. WiM. 

1890. ],. 1 ~·!,f,~;11:~111~~~ 11~!io~~;1~~1YoiJ~i~1~ T~: .. dx~·1!!;t~iogische Stutlien iiber die llarmolata, 
l'ofo•,.ntm1rn1•hi('(I, XLJI. p. t.13, Taf. I\", fig. 9. 

1895. L. :s11b11u11et'attl Hittner, Lnmellihraucl1i11te11 dPr a111imm Trias, Abharidl. k. k. 6eol. BeieM
amit., XVIII, p. 170, Taf. XXI, figs. 19, 20, 22-24. 

It has already been pointed out in my description of the Lamellibranchiata 
from the Muschelkalk of Kashmir that a smooth species of Li11ta has been dis-
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covered among the materials from the Upper Trias, which was proved to belong 
to this genus by the presence of distinctly developed, though very small, wings. 
This species is certainly not identical with the Lima from the Muschelkalk. It· 
is always of much smaller dimensions. In this respect and in all its external· 
characters it agrees very closely with the shapes of L. iiubpunctata from the·· 
Alpine Muschelkalk, which have been figured by Bittner, especially with the 
•pecimen illustrated in fig. 23 of his memoir quoted above. 

All my specimens ore moderately or very slightly inequilateral, not consider
ably infiated, and higher than long. Examples, in which these proportions have · 
been reversed and which resemble Bittner's type-specimen from St. Cassian illus
trated in fig. 19, have not been met with. 

The peculiar ornamentation of the test, as described by Muenster and Laube, 
has been not noticed in my Himalayan examples, which, as a rule, are nearly 
smooth, exhibiting only a very indistinct and delicate concentric sculpture. 

Locality, numbe1' of specimens examined.-Myophoria limestone, Pastannah,. 
hor. 3, 30-8-09, 1; hor. 4, 30-8-00, 2. 

Gen. MYSIDIOPTERA Sal. 

MYSIDIOPTERA dfr. sp. ind. 

The majority of omooth shells from the Upper Trias of Pastannah belongs 
to the genera Lima, Mysidioptera and Pecten. The slabs ol rock, in which the 
single vah-es are included, form a true Lumachelle, thus rendering the exposure of 
complete valves a very difficult matter. In many cases I found it impossible to 
verify the generic position of incomplete valves. From the large number of 
examples such only could he picked out as have the out1ines sufficiently well 
preserved for a safe determination of the genus. Among them the genus J!,Jysi~ 
diopte1·a is represented. by two species, both of them in a rather poor state of 
preservation and represented by right valves only. 

One of tl1eu1 is a fl.~t form of small size, with a terminal apex and with a 
·very small lunular emargination. Hinge·line elongated. Shell strongly oblique, 
thus recalling M. crnh:ulmjormis Broili (Fauna der Pachycardientuffe der Seiser 
Alp, Palmontogmphica, L, 1903, p. 185, Taf. XXII, fig. 5). .But as the only 
specimen available for examination .is not completely preserved, it would be· 
useless to carry the c.:omparison ftll'ther. 

The second species recalls by its shape M. globosa Broili (l.c., p. 188, Taf. 
XXII, fig. 16). It has the umbonal portioo of the right valve strongly inflated 
and has a deep, cxca,·ated lunula. The surface is quite smooth . 

. Locality, nurnlle1· of specimen.a examined.·-Myophoria. limestone, Pasta.nnah, _ 

hor. 4--tl, 30-8-09, 5. 
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Gen. PECTEN K1ein. 

PECTEN (CJILAMYS) MIDDLEMJ::;sn nov. sp. 

(Pl. XIII, fig. 20.) 

Only single valves are available for examination. I consider them as left 
·valves, on account of the remarkable difference in size of the two wings, the 
larger one corresponding to the anterior wing. Apical angle acute, less than 

· 90°. Shell flattened, with a distinct furrow following the direction of the margin 
from the apex to the ventro-posterior corner. Hinge-line angular. Border of 
the large anterior wing horizontal, margin of the small anterior ear directed 
obliquely downwards. Surface of the test near1y s111ooth. By means of a lens 
Yery delicate strire of growth could be notiC'ed, which are intersected by iildistinct 
radiating lines. 

This species cannot be C"..ompared with the smooth Pect-i'ILeS from St. Cassian, 
which fl'.OID the shape of their wings must he classed with E-ntoliu111, (E. sitbde
missum :Muenst., E. Zitteli W oehrm.), hut is probably one of the rare Triassic 
representatives of Chlamys Bolt. Its nearest a11y is, perhaps, Clilmnys tubulifer 

.. Muenst. (Bittner, Lamellibranchiaten der a]pinen Trias, A bluwdl. k. k. Geol. 
Reicksanst., XVIII, p. 158, Taf. XIX. figs. 8-lii), notwithstanding the remark
able difference in their sculpture. It seems to beloJJg to those smooth shapes of 
Chlamys, which in the Lower Lias play a more importaut part. If Pecte.n i:ariu.~ 
L. is taken as prototype of Cltlamys, in accordance with "Fischer (Manuel de 
Conchyliologie, III, p. 944). our species possesses all the distinctive features of 
this group as enumerated by Philippi (Zeitsckr. /le1tt,<cl1. Geol. Ge.<., Lil, 1900, p. 
85), an acute apical angle, a large anterior ;md <L very l:!lllall posterior wing and a 
shell which is higher than long. 

Locality, nuniber of specime1ts e.xami11ed.-Myophoria limestone, Pastannah, 
hor. 3, 30-8-09, 2; hor. 6, 30-8-09, 2. 

PECTEN (VELOPECTEN) op. ind. 

A large species of Pecten, of which, however, a complete valve is not a~·ail
. able. Wings only partially preserved. Shell of nearly equal height and length, 
with regularly rounded outlines and moderately convex. Apical angle acute. 
From the apex numerous ribs originate. which become gra.dua.Hy obsolete in the 
direction towards the pallial margin. In the inter{'()stal depressions between the 
primary ribs, secondary ribs are irreguliuly intercalated, hut there is never more 
than one rib intercalated between two primary ones. 

The species must undoubtedly be placed in the group of P. suhalternan.-t 
D"Orb., without, however, being identical with m1y of the numerous spec:ies which 
bve been described by Bittner, Salomon. Waagen and Philippi. 

Locality, number of specimens examitwd.··-Myophoria limestone, Pastannah, 
·Jior. 6, 30-8-09, 5. 
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Gen. PLEUROPHORUS King. 

PLBUROPHORUS cf. CURIONII v. Hau. 

(Pl. XIII, fig. 21.) 

1861. Jlyoconcho C11ri1mii v. Haner, Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis dcr Founa der Raibler Sehichten, 
,qitz1rnqs/,,r. kais. :tlmrl. ll'is.Trusd. TT'ien, XXIV, J>. 561. Taf. \"I, figs. 7-12. 

1889. ~v. 011rionii Parona. Studio monograpbico della fauna Raibliana di Lombardia, Pavia, p. 131, 
Pl.Xll.figs.I-7. 

1903. M. Orn·fonii Dmili, Fntma der Pnch,-cnrdientolfe der Seiser Al11, Pa1amntr.iurop11frti, L. p. 
196. Taf. xxm. figs. 2a. 24. 

1907. Plr.urnph,,rus C11rit1nii L. "'nnp:en. Lamellihrnnchillt<'n dPr Pnrllycnnlil'ntuffe dl.'r S~lll!r Al11, 
.H1h(lml/. k. k. f:e11/. Urfr/tstr/lsf,, X\"llf, p. 156, Taf. XXXJJ, figs. 6-13. 

A single cast of a right valve agrees very closely in its shape with Pleuro
phorus Curio1'ii Hau. from the Alpine Raibl beds. It is elongated, broadening 
out slightly towards the posterior margin. Ventral margin flatly convex, without 
any trace of a sinus; nor is there any trace of a depression of the shell, which 
might correspond to a ventral sinus. Apex shifted anteriorly but not terminal. 
An indistinct diagonal ridge, which is obtusely rounded, runs from the beak to the 
ventro-posterior corner. Surface of the cast quite smooth. 

The present cast is referred here to P. Curion-ii as cf., because I have not 
succeeded in making the hinge visible and to record the provisional identification 
of 'the Himalayan and Alpine species. 

Locality, number of s-pecirneni; e.romined.-Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. 51. 

16-8-09, 1. 

Class : BRACHIOPODA. 

Gen. SPIRIFERINA Sow. 

SPIRIFERINA STRACHEYL Salt. 

(Pl. XIII, figs. 22-24.) 

For refE!rencos tho description of this species in the preceding chapter should be consulted. 

From the Upper Trias of several localities in Kashmir Mr. C. S. Middlemi~ 
has enumerated two species of llrachiopoda, which he compared to Spiri/erina 
Stmcheyi Sa.It. and S. Haueri Suess. 

All the specimens mentioned by C. S. Middlemiss under the above names are 
before me. The O\•erwhelming majority are referable to Spfri/erina Stracheyi 
Salt., the well-known leading fossil of the Himalayan Muschelkalk. The adult 
examples from La.m. Patarkul ,·alley, hor. 1, 16-8-09, which have been 
illustrated in figs. 22 and 23. are specifically identical with it. They possess the 
strikingly wing-like extensions of the hinge-line, which impart to S. St1'ltcheyi its 
characteristic habit that so vividly recalls the Palreozoic Spiriferidm and is not 
known in any European form of Triassic age. In all other features those ex
amples, together with a large number of others from the same locality and horizon. 
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agree also exactly with the type of S. Strackeyi, especially in the high and almost 
level area, in the development of a smooth and rapidly widening sinus and of a 
small number (six to seven) of undivided lateral ribs. 

The specimens from Khrew and Narastan are in a less satisfactory state of 
preservation. But some of them show the distinctive features of the species 
sufficiently well to allow of a safe determination. It is chiefly on the strength of 
a comparison with the examples from the Muschelkalk of the Guryul ravine, hor. 
&, 11-8-09, and from the ridge N. 15° W. of Khrew, hor. 4, 15-9-09, that I can 
venture on an identification with S. Stracheyi. The specimens from the Uppet' 
Trias cannot be separated from those obtained from the Muschelkalk, as they are 
not essentially distinguishable from them in any respect. 

One of the largest examples from Khrew, hor. 1, 15-9-09, illustrated in fig. 
24, is remarkable for its comparatively narrow and strongly produced ventral 
sinus. 

The presence of S. Stracheyi, the leading fossil of the Himalayan Muschel
kalk, in beds of Upper Triassic age, although rather unexpected, is a convincing 
proof of the wide vertical distribution of several species of Triassic Spirife1inm. 
In my memoir on the Ladinic, Carnie and Noric faunre of Spiti (Himalayan Foss., 
Vol. V, Pt. 3, p. 150) I have laid a special stress on the presence of some remark
able Brachiopoda in the grey beds of Julie age, which exhibit a closer affinity to 
forms from the Muschelkalk than from Upper Triassic stages. To those species
Mentzelia Mentzelii Dunk., Rhynchonella /lreshfteldi, a descendant of the 
trinodosi group, Spiriferina 01·ophila, the nearest ally to S. a.,;arica Bittn., 
Dielasma julicum Bittn.-S. Stracheyi must now be added. 

Locality, number of specimens examined.-Spur ~.W. of Khrew. hor. 11 

15-9-09, 2; hor. 2, 15-9-09, 2; hor. 3, 16-9-09, 5; Narastan, hor. 1, 25-8-09, 6; hor. 
3, 25-8-09, 3; Lam, Patarkul valley, hor. 1, 16-8-09, 7; Wean spur, Vihi district, 
hor. 1, 14-8-08, 2. 

SPIRIFERJNA sp. ind. all'. LILANGENSIS Stal. 

(Pl. XIII, fig. 25.) 

The only specimen among the numerous examples referred to Spfriferina cf. 
l/aueri Suess hy C. S. Middlemiss, which must be separated from Sp. Strach!!1Ji 
Salt., is easily distinguished from the latter species by its short hinge-line. The 
greatest width of the shell does not coincide with the hinge-line, but is situated 
considerably in front of it. 

My specimen seems to hold a position intermediate between the European 
S. fragilis Schloth. and S. Lilangensis Stoliczka (Mem. Geo!. Surv. of India, Vol. 
V, p. 38, Pl. III, fig. 4). It agrees with the latter chiefly in the conspicuous 
coarse graining of its shelly test, which has been mentioned as a feature of specific 
importance in S. Lilangensi.< by Bittner (Himalayan Foss., l.c., Vol. III, Pt. 2, 
p. 20, Pl. IV, fig. 2). and in the comparatively greater number of lateral ribs. On 

Q 
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the other hand it approaches S. jragilis more closely in the development of its deep 
and broadly expanding sinus, which in the umbonal region is even acute, not 
l'ounded at the bottom. 

My specimen not being absolutely identical with either of those two species 
from the Muschelkalk. it seemed to me adv1sal>le to keep it provisionally separate. 
But it is certainly very nearly allied to both of them and must, consequently, be 
added to the types of Brachiopoda in the T!pper Trias of Kashmir, which bear a 
close affinity to Muschelkalk types. 

Locality, nu1nber of specimens e.xamined.---Spur N.\V. of Khrew, hor. 3, 
16-9-09, 1. 

Remarks.-..-\.mong the specimens referred to Spiriferina Haue1·i Suess as cf. 
by C. S. Middlemiss, which I have examined, this is the on1y one which cou]d be 
more closely compared to that species. But::;, Haueri has the area more st!'ongly 
incuned and the sculpture less distim.'tly defined. Xor does its shelly test show 
the coarse graining, which is conspicuous in S. Lilangensis. 

SPIRIFERINA (MJ-:N'l'ZEUA) cf. MENTZELII Dunk. 

1!:151. Spid/erina Jltnt:elii Dunker, Palreontogmplifoa, I, J>. :&Ii, Ta.f. XXXl\", figs. Ji. 18, U>. 
For further synonyms consult A. Bittner, Urachiopodon dl•1· alpincn Tri11s . . lblumdl. I.:. k. tic,,I. 

"lii!:.~i:;:~·,F~~:'\'J>~l.2i .. pt~ 2~~-u;cnoil" on thl• £;mnn 0£ the Himnlnynn lluscbelkalk, 

1908. Spiri/trino (Jfenbdia) Jlentzelii Diener, La.tlinic, Camic and Noric faunre of Spiti, j/,idu11, 
Vol. V, Pt. 3, p. 57, Pl. IX, fig. 4. 

From the same horizon, from which the above described Spiriferina sp. aff. 
/,ilangensis Stol. has been obtained by C. S. Middlemiss, a specimen of a smooth 
Spiriferina has been collected, whose dorsal valve has been somewhat crushed, but 
which otherwise, especialJy in its outlines, has been sufficiently well preserved to 
justify its provisional reference to Mentzelia Mentzelii Dunk. In its shape it 
agrees exactly with some of the small and fiat examples from the Alpine Muschel
kalk, in which the sinus has been reduced to a shallow depression. 

Locality, numbel' of specimens e..ra1n.ined.-Spur X.W. of Khrew, hor. 31 

16-9-09, 1. 

Sub-gen. DIELASMA King. 

DIELASMA .IULICUM Bittn. 

(Pl. XIII, fig. 27.) 

This species is represented in the Upper Trias of Pastannah by several, 
fairly well preserved examples. The specimen illustrated agrees in its shape, 
•specially in the biplicate character of the frontal lobe, very closely with Bittner's 
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type from Raibl, illustrated in Pl. IV, fig. 14, of the" Brachiopoden der alpinen 
Trias." It is of equal length and width and considerably smaller than my Him1l
layan type from the grey beds of Muth. 

In one specimen I have been able to find the strong dental plates of the ventrrtl 
valve, which are proof of the correctness of our reference to the sub-genus 
Dielasma. 

Locality, number of specimens exatn.ined.--1\i!yophoria limestone, Pastannah. 
hor. 6, 30-8-09, 5. 

Gen. RHYNCHONELLA Fisch. 

RHYNCHONELLA TRINODOSI var. l<"RESllFIELDI Dien. 

(Pl. XIII, fig. 26.) 

If the only specimen available for examination had been obtained from a bed 
of undoubted MuscheJkalk age, I should not hesitate for a moment to unreservedly 
include it with Rkynchonella trinodo!fi Rittn. 

It resembles very closely such forms of the t1'inodo:•:i group as are provided 
with two ribs in the sinu& of the rnntr:il valve and with three ribs in the corre
sponding frontal lobe of the opposite valve. It is of a comparatively globose 
shape and a little larger than my Himalayan examples from the Muschelkalk of 
Khrew. In both of these characters it agrees with Rlt. Freshfteldi from the grey 
beds of Muth. 

Rh. Ft·eshfteldi has been separated from Rh. trinodosi, to which it is very 
closely allied, on account of the larger number of ribs, the more strongly inflated 
shape, and the steeper slope of the lateral parts from the ribs bordering the 
mesial sinus of the larger valve. Among those three features of distinction, the 
last is certainly the only one to which a specific value might be accorded. The 
number of ribs has not been found to be a constant character in the Himalayan 
representatives of Rh. trinodosi, shapes with either one or two ribs in the sinus of 
the ventral valve occurring in the Brachiopod bed of Khrew. 

Whether a specific or a varietal importan<..'e should be attributed to those 
small differences, by which Rh. Freshfteldi might be distinguished from Rh. 
trinodosi, is a matter of personal taste only. As has been remarked in my memoir 
quoted above, the two forms are so closely allied to esch other, that the Indian 
species could be regarded equally well as a variety of Rh. trinodosi only. The 
discovery of the true Rh. trinodosi in Kashmir, where it exhibits a range of 
variation even wider than in the Alpine Muschelkalk, induces me to include the 
present form among its varieties. 

Locality, number oi specimens e.tani.ined.-Spur N.W. of Khrew, hor. 3, 
16-9-09, 1. 
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RHYNCHONELLA LAMANA Dien. 

Typical forms of this interesting species, which resembles Pugna31 acuminata 
Mart., although in reality induded in the group of Rh. trinodosi Bittn., have 
been obtained from Narastan, hor. 1, 25-8-09, where they are associated 
with a Spiriferina, probably referable to S. Stracheyi Salt., but too poorly pre
served to allow of a safe determination. 

l!'AuNISTIC AND STRATIGRAPHICAL RESULTS. 

My examination of the collection of Triassic fossils made by Mr. C. S. 
Middlemiss during his survey of the Vihi district in Kashmir in the years 1908 
and 1909 has fully confirmed the geological results of this survey, summarized 
in his very interesting paper: " A revision of the Silurian-Trias sequence in 
Kashmir," forming Pt. 3 of Vol. XL of the Records of th• Geological 8U1'1!'1f of 
bldia. 

Evidence has been obtained of the presence of faun., of the Lower, Middle 
and Upper Trias. 

1.--LOWER TRIAS. 

The limestones and shales of the Lower Trias, which are about 300 feet in 
thickness, include at least two, perhaps even three, different faunre. 

The lower fauna is contained in the Ophiceras ]ayer of Pastannah, hor. 1, 
5-9-09. It consists of the following species:-

Xenodiacw Himalayanua Grieeb. 
cf. Liasarensis Dien. 
aquicostatus noo. "P• 
Strl<»nonii nov. ap. 
Altkol.haJ nov. sp. 
cf. ellipticua Dien. 
Co1nptonii nov. ap. 
cf. rotula Waag. 
cf. opkioneus Waag. 

,, cf. Sitala Dien. 
Ophiceras Saktmtala Dien. 

ptychodes Dien. 
demiraum Dien. 
Chanmnda Dien. 
cf. gibbosum Griesb. 
cf. tibelicum Griesb. 

,, cf. medium Griesb. 
V ishnuitea Pmlambba Dien. 
Pseudosageceras clavisellatum nov. rp. 
Orthoceral Ip. ind. 
P86udomonolia (Clamia) Griesbacki Bittn. 

( ,, ) auritaHau. 
( ,, ) PainkAandana Bittn. 
(Eumorphott"s) tenuiatriata Bittn. 
( ) 1nultiformis Bittn. 
( ) ap. ind. afj. a .. lriaca BitlD. 
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One more species, /nyoites kashmiricus nov. sp., should perhaps be sdded to 
·this list, but it could not be ascertained whether the only example, by which it is 
represented in the L'Ollection, was found in situ 01· in loose blocks, together with 
Hungarites Middlem·issii Dien. (hor. x, 4-9-09). 

This is the fauna of the lowest member of tbe Himalayan Trias in the classi
cal sections of the Shalsha\ cliff. the Otoceras beds. Its facies is exactly the same 
as in Painkhanda. It consists of a clear, dark, blue-grey limestone, which fre

·quently forms a true lumachelle of the shells of Ammonites, occasionally asso
·ciated with single valves of Pseudoraonoti.s. Specimens of rock from the Otoceras 
beds of the Shalshal cliff and from the Ophiceras layer of Pastannab resemble 
each other so closely that they could barely be distinguished without consulting 
1he accompanying labels. 

The fauna of the Ophiceras layer of Pastannah agrees with that of the 
Otoceras beds of the Shalshal cliff and of the Ophiceras bed in Spiti in all its 
-essential features. The majority of the species of the genus Opliicems in Pain
khanda are also represented in the Opbiceras layer of Pastannah, among them 
all the leading fonns. Among seven species of that gellus hitherto knovm from 
Kashmir not a single one is new. 

In the Otoceras fauna of the Shalshal cliff the genus Opldce1·as decidedly 
.predominates among the Cephalopoda, both in the number of species and of 
individuals. In Kashmir the genus Xenodiscu.~ Waag. plays an equally import
ant part. The estabbshment of the intimate relationship of those two genera 
has been one of the most interesting results of my examination of the materials 
collected from the Ophiceras layer of Pastannah by C. S. Middlemiss. I have 
been able to discover a considerable number of specimens, which must be consi
dered as transitional forms between Opkice1·as and Xenodiscus. 

Together with four species of Xenodiscus (X. Himalayanus, Lissarensis, 
·ellipticus, Sitala), which have been described pre,·iously from the Lower Trias of 
the Central H&malayas, there occur at least four new species, some of them of 
considerable interest for their probable affinity with KasMn.irites and Sibfrites. 
Two species are closely allied to or, perhaps, even identical with X. rotula Waag. 
and X. opliioneus Waag. from the Ceratite formation of the Salt Range. 

V ishnuite.;; Pralambha must be added to the species which are common to the 
·Ophiceras layer of Pastannah and to the Otoceras beds of Painkhanda. Pseudo
sagece1·as clavisellatum is an independent species of this remarkable genus. It 
differs from the Inda-Pacific forms hitherto known by the club-shaped outlines of 
the majority of larger saddles in the sutural line. 

The genus Otoceras Griesb. has not been discovered in the Ophiceras fauna 
.of Pastannah. It is eitl1er really absent in the Lower Trias of Kashmir--it is 
.already extremely rare in Spiti--or it is restricted to the deepest zone of the 
·Ophiceras layer, as in Spiti, which has not been found yet in the outcrops near 
Pastannah. C. S. Middlemiss in his J"eport (I.e., p. 242) especially remarks that 
the outcrops of the Lower Trias along the little spurs W. by S. of Pastannab are 
partly hidden by the prevailing forest and soil-covered dip-slopes and that they 
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consist chiefly of blocks in situ, and only occasionally of definite layers of lime
stone, at least 300 feet in thickness, of which some ,jQ feet are specially fossili
ferous. 

The results obtained from the study of the Cephalopoda in the Ophioeras 
layer of Pastannah are of little stratigraphical interest. An importa.nt contribu
tion t-0 our knowledge, however, has been added by an examination of the numer
ous Lamellibranchiata, all of them belonging to the genus Pseudom,onotis. The1· 
are found in large numbers, associated with the Ammonites on the same slabs of 
rock. There can be. conseq~iently, no doubt as to their stratigraphical position 
in the Lower Trias of Kashmir. Although \\"ell preserved examples are com
paratively rare. a safe identification of at least six species could be ascertained. 
The most common species are two forms of Claraia, described by A. Bittner, P. 
Griesbac/1:i and P. Pain~:hrmdana, but together with them four species have been 
noticed, which deser,·e our ~pecial attention, beeause they represent some isolated 
elements of Mediterranean origin within the faunistic region of the Indian 
Triassic province. 

The group of Clarain is represented by a single Mediterranean element, Cl. 
aurita Hau. The rest of such elements are radially ribbed shapes belonging to 
the group of Eumorplwtis Bittn. One of them agl"ees exactly with E. tenuistriata 
Bitto., from the red \Verfon sandstone of Ravnau, Bokhara, which in its 
de,·elopment shm\·s cl remarkahle similarity to the Alpine facies of the Werfen 
beds, but differs entirely from the Indian Lo,\'·er Trias. This species, which is 
easily distinguished from the congeneric forms, by its delicate and uniform sculp
ture. is accompanied hy a second species. which. according to the variability of its 
ornamentation. must be united 'vith E. multiform.is Bitto. E. mu,lti/01'11ti.r; has its 
habitat both in the Lower Triassic Proptychites beds of Vladivostok and in the 
red Myophoria sandstone of Ravnau. We arc, consequently. allowed to place it 
among the Mediterranean elements of the Lower Trias of Kashmir. The third 
species is very closely allied to the Alpine P. austriaca Bitto., from which it differs 
only by some insignificant details in the shape of the anterior wing. 

This is an assemblage of l-fediterranean faunistic element:;, which are nearly 
all leading forms of the Werfen beds in the Alpine region. P. aurita especiall~r 
is restricted to the lower division of the 'Verfen beds, ihe horizon of Seis, and 
does not reach into the younger horizon of Campi!. This result is not without 
some importance in the correlation oi the Otoceras bcdd of the Himalayas with 
the Triassic system. This correlation, as is well known, has heen a matter of 
discussion between different authors. The Otoceras beds, which were considered 
as passage beds by Griesbach and included in the Lower Trias by E. v. Mojsiso
vics. Bittner and myself, have been placed in the Permian system by Noetling, 
}'rech and A. v. Krallt. although this l8't named author hinted at the possibility 
that a correlation of the Ophiceras layer in Spiti with the Lower Trias might be 
more correct. 

Among the reasons in favour of a Triussic age of the Otoceras beds I have 
e.J.ways insisted, in accordance with Bittner, on the close affinity of the Lamelli-
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branchiata from the Otoceras stage with the bivalve fauna of the Alpine Werfen 
beds. This argument has been strongly corroborated by the discovery of four true 
Werfen species in the Ophicerns layer of Pasta.nnah. They impart to the bivalve 
fauna of this horizon a decidedly Triassic habit. Any attempt to draw the 
boundary between the Permia.n and Triassic systems above the Otoceras stage is 
i.n strict opposition to this Triassic habit of the Lamellibranchinta of that stage. 
The bivalve fauna of the Ophiceras layer of Kashmir p1·oyes its decidedly Triassic 
habit not by the pre5encc of a single leading form, but by an assemblage of species, 
which in this association are char<U.'teristic of the Mediterranean Lower Trias and 
have as yet never been found in Pa1reozoic strata. Among all the Lamelli
branchiata from the Ophiceras layer of Pastannah P.~eudmnonotis Pai-nkliandanrt 
Bittn. is the only Indian faunistic element, which is altogether unknown in the 
Alpine Trias. 

It might, perhaps, be proposed to retain the thin bed in the Permian system, 
to which the genus Otoceras is restricted in Spiti, and to draw the boundary be
tween the two systems above this bed but below the following one, which contains 
the main layer of Ophfoeras. Such an attempt to divide the Otoceras stage in 
two groups, separated by a line which would mark the boundary between the 
Pal1eozoic and Mesozoic systems, could scarcely be recommended, because in the 
classical sect10n of the Sha.lshal cliff the characteristic species of Ophiceras are 
associated with Otoceras in the same bed, and Otoceras itself-according to Frech 
and Soetling--is met with in still higher beds above the top of its main layer. 

A younger fauna of Lower Triassic age is contained in a dark-grey, coarse, 
semi-crystalline limestone, which is occasionally rich in fragments of crinoid 
stems. It forms the bor. 1 to 4, 6-8-08, in the Guryul ravine, Khunmu. The 
fauna consists of the following species:-

Fle1ningitu sp. ind. (group of F. Flemingianu Kon.). 
,, sp. ind. (cf . .lluthensia Krafft). 

Meekooeras sp. ind. aff. Jolinke1iseKr. et Dien. 
(Koninckites) cf. Yudiahlhim Dien. 

,. (A.spidiles} group of .tl. Kingianw Waag. 
Pse~ap.ind. 
Prion.ila Guryvlen.Bis nov. sp. 
Sibirites Kaahmiricua nov. sp. 
Kashmiriles nov. gen. Bklschkei nov. sp. 

aubarmatus nov. ap. 
sp. ind. au. suharmato. 

,. ap. ind. aU.1avUjQto Waag. 
Steplumiua ap. ind. ag. superbo Waag. 
Nannileup. ind. 
Pseudonwnol.is (Olamia) decidens Bittn . 

. A faunula from Mandakpal, hor. 4, 14-8-08, containing the following three 
species:-

Sibirileup. ind. a.g. 1"bex Waag. 
Kashlniritea ap. ind. 
Pieudomonotia (Olaraia) deciJem Bittn. 

evidently corresponds in age to the fauna from the Guryul ravine. 
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In spite of the great dearth of materials it is easy to see at a glance that we
have to deal here with a fauna of the Hedenstrremia stage of Spiti and Pain
khanda. The correctnesi:; of' th1s correlation is evident from the presence of 
Flemingites, Koninckite . .; cf. Y11,dishtl1ira, Sibirites, Pseudo11ioriotis decidens. A 
type not known from the Central Himalayas is Kashmirites, which reveals the 
close relationship of the Lower Trias of Kashmir with the Ceratite formation of 
the Salt Range. Such relations are also indicated by the presence of a species of 
Prionites and of Stephanites aff. su.pe1·bn in the fauna of the Guryul ravine, of 
Sibirite.• sp. aff. ibex in the fauna of Mandakpal. The group of Celtites a1·matus 
Waag. (Knshmirites) has its chief habita.t in the upper division of the Ceratite 
sandstone, the genera Stepkanltes and Sibiritu are restricted to the upper Cera
t ite limestone, whereas Prionites has been found both in the Ceratite sandstone 
and upper Ceratite limestone. The presence of those genera in the abO\·'e
mentioned faun~ of Kashmir is, therefore, fu11y in accordance with a correlation 
of the Hedenstrremia beds with the higher divisions of the Ceratite formation. 

The faunal guides are not sufficient to decide the question whether or no two 
different palreontological zones are indicated in the collections from the Lower 
Trias of the Guryul ravine, an older one with Flemingites sp. and Koninckites cf. 
Yud1°shthira (zone of Hedenst1'Cemia Mojsisodcsi), and a younger one with Sibi
rites sp. and Steplwniteb· sp., which might correspond in age to the horizon of 
Sibfrites spiniger Krafft et Dien. in Byans. 

The horizon in the section of the Guryul J•::ivine was the first fossiliferous 
horizon of undoubtedly Triassic age, which. was dii:;covered by C. S. Middlemiss 
in mos. It then seemed p1·obable to him (Gondwa.nas and rehlted marine sedi
mentary systems of Kashmir, Recol'ds, Geo!. Sur•. of India, XXXVII, p. 303) that 
the beds 1 to 4, 6-8-08, "represent the Meekoceras horizon of Spiti and 
the Kumaon and Garhwal Himalayrui, and therefore that the two lowest Trias 
horizons, namely, thoi:ze of Otoceras and Ophiceras, are missing in the section or 
else have not been detected." 

Mr. Middlemiss was quite correct in excluding any correlation of the beds 
1 to 4, 6-8-08, with the Otoceras beds, but from my examination of 
their fauna they must be placed still higher in the sequence than the Meekoceras 
beds of India, and be considered as equivalents of the Hedenstrcemia stage. One 
single fossil, .11eekoceras sp. ind. afj. Jolinkense Krafft et Dien. points, perhaps, 
to the horizon of 111. Lilangfmt:e Kr. in Spiti. But a direct identity of the speci
mens from the Guryul ravine with the t~·pes from Lilang has not been established. 
All the rest of species are characteristic of the upper division of the Lower Trias. 

As regards the stratigraphical horizons of the Lower Trias in Kashmir 
identified from my examination of the fossils obtained by Mr. C. S. Middlemiss, 
two characteristic fossil zones, the Ophiceras and H edenslrcemia stage of Spiti, 
have been ascertained. A third zone is, perhaps, indicated by the faunula of the· 
hor. x • 4-9-09, from loose blocks in the detrital fans near Pastannah. The only· 
species determinable is Hungarites Middlcnii.~sii nov. sp. The habitat of a 
second species. lnyoites k'lskmfricus no'D. sp., which is barely distinguishable from 
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the American I. Ou·enii Hyatt et Smith, is rather doubtful. All the rest of the 
Ammonites mentioned by C. S. Middlemiss (l.c., p. 243) are indeterminable. 

There are still several omissions in the zonal sequence of the Lower Trias in 
Kashmir. In particular the fauna of the Meekoceras stage has not yet been 
demonstrated to CX'cur in any of the sections examined. But nevertheless the 
progress made by the careful researches of M'r. C. S. Middlemiss is vei-y consider
able, the long supposed absence of the Lower Trias in Kashmir having been defi
nitely proved by him to be a misconception. The unusual thickness of the Lower 
Trias in the Vihi sections leaves a sufficient mass of unsearched limestones still 
remaining, to inspire us with the hope that further researches may complete the 
zonal sequence. 

The relation, which the Himalayan Lower Trias bears to the homotaxial 
beds in the Mediterranean, Arctic and Pacific regions, has been fully discussed 
in the final chapter of my memoir on the Lower Triassic Cephalopoda of Spiti 
(Himalayan Foss., l.c., Vol. VI, Pt. 1). But the true affinities of the Indian and 
Alpine faun., have been since brought to light by the discovery of the beautifui 
fauna of Keira in Albania by F. v. Nopcsa. Here a facies of red limestones. 
agreeing with those of Han Bulog and Hallstatt, has been found for the first time 
in the Mediterranean Lower Trias, containing a rich fauna of Cephalopoda (62 
species), which stands in striking contrast with the poor 'Verfen fauna with its 
distinct local character. In this fauna, which has been recently described by 
G. , .. Arthaber (Die Entdeckung der Untertrias in Alhanien und ihre faunis
tische Bewertung, Mitteil. Geol. Gesellsch. Wien, I, 1908, p. 245, Die Trias von 
Albanien, Beitl'(ege zur Geol. 11. Palwontol. Oesterreiclt-l"ngarns, etr., XXIV, 
Heft 4), many elements make their appearance, which had been hitherto considered 
as peculiar to the Himalayan and American Triassic regions. 

The fauna of Keira is hornotaxial with the Hedenstrcernia stage of India. 
The following genera and sub-genera, previously unknown in the Mediterranean 
Lower Trias, are common to both faunre :- Pseudosageee/'as Dien., Heden.-=trrrmia 
\Vaag .. Proptgchites \Vaag., Xenodiscus 'Vaag., .Ye11tuq1i.~ \Vaag., Ophiceras 
Griesb., A.~idites Waag .. P1'ospMngites Mojs., S1:birites Mojs. The number of 
identical or nearly identical forms is comparatively small; the following eleven 
species haYe been enumernted by G. ,., Arthaber :---

Nannilu Herber-ti Dien. 
Propt.vc1u'tea oblt"queplicalus Wang. 
Jn1ionites Sug,.im Dien . 
.1.llonop/l,qllities Pitama/m Dien. 

KinyiDien. 
,. Hara Dien. 

Meek0ttrnsratli"osum Waag. 
Ophirerns Sn/.;1111/ala Dien. 

.. cf. l1fonyaensis Waa~. 
Anasibiriles cf. diclwtomus Waag. 
Styriles l.il(lt1ye.11tis Dien. 

The ideJltity of some of these species with their Indian prototypes is que•
tionable. The type-specimen of Proptychites obliqueplicatus Waag. from Kufri 
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bas been so badly preserved. that it is nearly impossible to oafely identify it with 
the .\lbanian species, which differs from it in the shape of its transverse section. 
The Albanian species of Japonites must certainly be kept separate from J. 
Sugriva Dien., on account of some remarkable differences io the sutural line. 
The specimen identified with Ophiceras Sakuntala by G. v. Arthaber does cer
tainly not represent the typical form of that species, but may fall within the 
range of its variations, if the species is taken in a wider circumscription. Ophi
ce1·as cf. Nangaensis and Anasibirites cf. d-ichotomus from Albania are sufficiently 
distinguished from the Indian species to have the cf. replaced by aft. 

On the other hand there is a very large majority of faunistic elements in the 
Lower Trias of Keira, which impart to it a peculiar proYincial character. The 
Albanian representatives of Pl'optychites are distinguished from the Indian ones 
by the club-shaped saddles of their sutural lines. P1·onorites Mojs., Beatites 
Arth., P1'ocm·nites Arth., Dagnoce1'ru: Arth .. Protropites Arth .. P1·enkites Arth., 
A 1·ianites Arth., Pamgocems Arth., Epiceltites Arth. are peculinr to the fauna of 
Keira. The distinct provincial character of this fauna, which distinguishes 
it from the homotaxial faunre of the Indian and Pacific regions, is evident. 
Xe\·ertheless there can be no more doubt of the former existence of an open con
nexion of the sea between the Himalayan and Mediterranean regions. 

Xoetliug's ronclusion. tlmt during the Lower Triassic period the Tethys \Vas 
interrupted by a barrier some\\-·here between Rokhara and the Indus, has been 
prowd to he untenable b,· the dis(·overy of Tirolite.'1 in the Hedenstrrernia beds of 
Muth. by the invasion of Mediterrane~n types of P.>leudomonotis in the Ophiceras 
fayer of Pastannah, and last but not ]east by the results of G. v. Arthaber's 
examination of the fauna of Keira. But although an open communication be
tween the Himalayan and Mediterranean sea-basins through the Tethys was not 
preYented hy a harrier. as has been suggested by ~oetling. a complete exchange of 
Indian and Alpine Cephalopoda was effected as litt1e as in l'pper Triassic times. 
The contrast between the two faunre is, therefore, sti11 sufficiently strong to 
designate the two regions of their local de\'elot>ment as distinct zoogeographical 
prodnces. The majority of spet.:ies, which were able to immigrate from one region 
into the other, took an independent line of development. 

There are no affinities with the Lower Triassic faunre of the Arctic region. 
The qnly Himalayan species, which might be compared to a form of the Olenek 
fauna, is Xenodiscu..~ cf. ophionev.s Waag., which exhibits a close similarity to 
X. 111ultiplicatus Mojs. 

II.-MUSCHELKALK. 

According to the description of Mr. C. S. Middlemiss, the Muschelkalk of 
Kashmir consists of a mass of shales and limestones, about 900 feet in thickness, 
which gradually passes into the Upper Trias. 

The lowermost beds in all the se<-tions are sandy Jimestonos, interbedded with 
shales, and unfossiliferous. Neither the bivalve-limestone with Pseudomonotis 
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Aimaica Bittner, nor the horizon of Rhynchonella Griesbachi Bittn., two very 
characteristic horizons at the base of the Muschelkalk in Spiti, have as yet been 
discovered. Nor do the sections in the Vihi district show any steep escarpment 
in the Lower Muschelkalk, which might be <-ompared to the Niti limestone of 
Painkhanda and Spiti. 

}'rom A. v. Krafft's and Hayden's reports (Geology of Spiti, M emofrs, Geo
wgical Suro. of India, XXXVI, Pt. 1, p. 69) the almost perfect identity in the 
development of the Muschelkalk sections in Spiti, Painkhanda and Johar has 
become evident. In all those sections the following subdivisions of the Muschel
kalk can be distinguished in descending order:·-

5. Upper Muschelkalk, very rich in Cephalopoda. 
4. Horizon of Spiriferina St1·acheyi Salt. 
3. Horizon of Keyserlingites (Durgaites) Dieneri Mojs. 
2. Nodular limestone (Niti limes\.), unfossiliferous. 
1. Horizon of Rhynchonella Griesbachi Bitto. 

The uniformity in this development goes so far that almost every single bed 
found in the one area could be recognised in the other. It does not, however. 
extend into Eastern Johar (Byans), as has been proved by A. v. Krafft, nor into 
Kashmir, as is evident from the numerous sections published by C. S. Middlemiss, 
and from the examination of his collections. The fauna of Durgaites Dieneri is 
entirely absent in all his materials. Spiriferina Stmclievi does not keep a 
distinct horizon at the base of the Cephalopod facies of the Upper Muschelkalk, 
but seems to occur in two sections only, and in one of them is included between 
two fossiliferous horizons, both of them containing rich faunre of the zone of 
Ce1·atites trinodosus. 

In the following table of the more important sections, which have been 
examined by C. S. Middlemiss, a list of the fossils is given, which have been 
obtained from each horizon. For a comparison of the respective horizons the 
reader is referred to the original report (l.c., pp. 244-256). In accordance with 
the opinion of Mr. C. S. Middlemiss, I consider the hor. 1, 27-8-08, in the section 
of Pastannah, and hor. 2, 17-9·09, as a standard horizon (A) for further 
references. 

J..-SECTlON NEAR PASTAN:SAH AND ONE MILE W. OF PASTANN.4.H. 

(in ascending order) 

hor. 3, 3-9-09 (5 feet below A) :-
Ceratilea (Hollandi/ea) Rarana Dien., which bas it& main layer in thi& horizon. 
BeyriChitea Kkanikofi Opp . 

. , Keaa'L'G Dien. 
Sibin'tea cf. Pmhlada Dien. 
Acroclumlieeraa cf. Balarama Dien 
Gymnilea Sankara Dien. 

,, nov. ap. ind. 
Mojnvroceras sp. ind. ag. nivicola Di.m. 
Ortioaraa r/. catnpani'le lfoja. 
Myaidioptera eximia Dien. 

• 2 
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A. hor. 1, 27-8-0U (1, 8-9-0!l, one mile W. of Pastannah), 500 feet above the 
top of the Lower Trias :-

Ceratites Thwilkri Opp. 
tnmcusOpp. 
(Holhrndites) Raoona Dien. 
l ) Voiti Opp. 
( ) Dungara Dien. 
( ) cf. Arjuna Dien. 
( ) V yaaa Dien. 
( ,, ) sp. ind. ag. Cec11ii Dien. 

u (Haliluciles) sp ind. 
Beyrickites Khanikofo Opp. 
H ungarilu tp. ind. 
lsculitu •P· ind. (I). 

" " " (Il). 
Stnilhoceras ap. ind. 
G;ipnniU:s JoUyanu.a Opp. 

1'cuanta.tena Dien. 
cj. J(imta Dien. 

,, Sankam Dien. 
Buddhaites Rama Dien. 
Mojsi·m·ocmJs Kagm Dien, 
TliuringiOnaulilm sp. ind. 
Gry'J)Oce'las V il1ianutn nov. sp. 
Orthoceras cf. ca1wpanile Mojs. 
W ortl1e1u'a DAarmaenais Blaachke, 
Promatln'ldUi 'P· ind. 
EuomplwlHs sp. ind. 
Marmnkltella ap. ind. 
Scunia sp. 1'nd • 
• llodiola ap. ind. 
Perna sp. ind. au. velUBl'B Goldf. 
Avicula Pa&1annaAemi11 no1·. sp. 
Lima ap. iml. (slriatar). 

,, sp. ind. ag. 11ubpU1v:tata d 'Orb. 
J1ysi'dioptera exi1nia nov. sp. 

.. sp. ind. 
Lilhopllagus IP· ind. 
Spiri/erina (Mentulia) cf. Koei,-eskalUensis Suess. 

hor. 2, 27-8-09, 20 feet ahove A:-

Oeratites Tlmilleri Opp. 
,, (Hollandilu) Ra11ana Dien. 

Acrochorclicercu cf. Balarama Dien. 
Gymnites Jollyanu.s Opp. 
Buddhaifes Rama Dien. 

hor. 1--2, 30-8-09, 200 feet above A :-

Oerafifea sp. ind. 
Myophoria sp. inti. aU. bvigata Ziet. 

bor. 1, 12-9-09, 250--300 feet above A :--

Rhynchonella Lamana noi•: sp. 
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11.-·SEC'fION NEAR KHREW IN THE VIHI PLAIN. 

(in ascending order) 

A. hor. 2, 17·9-09, Lower Gymnites layer, corresponding to hor. 1, 27-8-09, 
of the Pastrumah section, according to C. S. Middlemiss, 350 feet above base:-

Ctral1"tu Thuilkri Opp. 
,, onustus Opp. 

Btyri</lu" Khanil«>~ Opp. 
Smitkocera8 Herminal Dien. 
Gymoilu Jollyanua Opp. 

,. Sankam Dien. 
Mdloaitea Rama Dien. 
Mofsvaroceras Kagcs Dien. 
Syringonautilua sp. ind. aQ. Caroli""' llojo. 
Paranautilua Kaahmiricua nov. sp. 
Ortlwceras cf. campanik Mojs. 
Wortlienia Dharmaensi8 Bl. 

hor. 1, 17-9-09, Upper Gymnites layer, 5 feet above A:-

Ceraliles Thuilleri Opp. 
Gy1nnitu sp. ind . 
• 1Jojstvmx:eras Kagm Dien. 

hor. 4, 15-9-09, 350 feet above A :-

Ceratile1 rp. ind. ag. /alci/er Hau. 
Spiri/erina Straclieyi Salt. 
RAynclwneUa trinodosi Bittn. 

hor. 3, 15-9-09, following immediately abO\·e hor. 4, 15-9·09 

Cerotiles sp. ind. aU. superbo )fojs. 
Acrockordi.ceras cf. enode Hau. 
Gymn1'tu sp. ind. 

hor. 2!, 15-9-09, 475 feet above A :-

Cerallles ap. ind. 

hor. 2, 16-9-09, 530 feet above A :-

Ceratites cf. trinodosua Moje. 
Proteita indicus nov. sp. 
Butldlwitu Rama Dien. 
PtycMlt8Bp.ind. 
Mofsraroetras Kagce Dien. 
Gtypoceras V il1ianum nov. sp. 
Myoplioria sp. ind. ag. lavigatre Ziet .. 

,, ,, ,, (co.rinata). 
Lima sp 1"ml. ag. aubpunctalce d 'Orb. 
Pecten sp. ind. 
Anomfa lrilidica not.'. sp. 
A11odonl0Jil1ora sp. ind. 
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III.-SPUR N.N.E. OF KHuNMU. 

hor. 7, 11-8-08, corresponding probably to hor. 2. 16-9-09, of the Khrew sections:
Oeratites Thuilleri Opp. 
lsculiles Middlemissii nov. "P· 
Ptychitu SaAaUva Dien. 

,, Barclayi nov. sp. 
" Cunninghami nov. '1'· 

Pecten sp. ind. 

ff.--SECTION E. OF GuRYUL RAVINE. 

(in descending order) 

hor. 7, 11-8-08, cor,...ponding to the same horizon in the section N.N.E. of 
Khunmu:-

Ceratires T11uilleri Opp. 
,, Km-era Dien. 
" sp. ind. au. su-pet'bo 1\lojs. 

Pinacoceras cf. Loomiaii Dien. 
Buddhaites Rama Dien. 
Mojst.:a'l'oceras Knga Dien. 
OrthoctraB cf. campanile Mojs. 
Com1laria sp. ind. 
Myoplwrr"a sp. ind. aff. lmvigata Ziet. 
Pleuropliorl#sp. ind. ag. CurioniiHau. 
Lima sp. ind. a!f. suhpunclata d 'Orb. 

hor. 8, 11-8-08 :-

A1'COptera intfioo nov. sp. 
Spiri/erina Strache.'fi Salt. 
Dfolasma Himala!µinmn Bittn. 
Rliynclw11ella tri11odosi Bittn. 

V.-SECTIOXS Di' THli' NEIGHBOURHOOD OJ" LAM, PA'fARKUI. VALLEY. 

(in ascending order) 

hor. 3, 16-8-09, 300 feet above the top of the Lower Trias :
Acrockordiceras cf. Hatreri Arth. 
'8uddhaife1 Rama Dien. 
Li"ma sp. incl. aff. subpunclalal d 'Orb. 
A.nodonlophom Palarkulcnsis not•. sp. 

hor. at, 16-8-09 :-

Ptyckitei Bruecl-11eri nov. 8p. 

hor. 3f, 16-8-09 :-

Oeratilea sp. ind. a.ff. binodo8o Mojs. 
Moj8t'(Jrot:eras Kagm Dien. 
Ortkooem1 cf. cnmpam'le Mojs. 
Anomia friadica Nl)V. sp. 
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hor. 3·}, 16-8·09 :-

C'1alilu Tkuilkri Opp. 
,, sp. ;.a. ag. Tku11leri Opp. 

PtycMessp.ind. 

hor. 4, 16-8-09 :-

Rhy11clwnella niutabilia Stol. 
Lamana 11011. sp. 

If we compare the fossiliferous horizons, which ha,·e so far been discovered 
in the Muschelkalk of Kashmir by C. S. Middlemiss. "' shown in the preceding 
table, we see at once that they contain a single fauna, consisting of the well
known types of the trinodosus zone of the Central Himalayas. There is only one 
single species. Sibirites cf. P1·ahlada Dien., among the forms enumerated, which 
might, perhaps, indicate an element of the fauna of the Lower Muschelkalk with 
Durgaites Dieneri Mojs. Nor can the brachiopod horizon of the section of Khrew 
(hor. 4, 15-9-09) with Spiriferina Stracheyi Salt. be considered as belong
ing to the top of the lower subdivision of the Muschelkalk, as it might be 
anticipated from A. v. Krafft's researches in Spiti. In Spiti this brachiopod 
11orizon is directly underlain by the horizon with the fauna of /Jw·guite.~ Dieneri, 
in the section of Khrew it is included between two fossiliferous horizons, both of 
them containing a typical fauna of the trinodosus zone of the L" ppel' Muschelkalk. 

In face of such convincing evidence we must look for the equivalents of the 
Lower Yuschelkalk, as developed in Spiti and Painklumda, iu the mass of thin
bedded shales and shaly limestones below the standard horizon .4 of the Pas
tannah and Khrew sections, which hitherto have not yielded any determinable 
fossils. Their considerable thickness-300 to 500 feet-makes it probable that 
sections worth searching for fossils will be found later on. 

I consequently fully agl'ec with the correlation of the i'vssili ferous beds of the 
Muschelknlk, as proposed l>y C. S. Middlemiss in his report (l.c., p. 24i). In the 
sections of Kashmir--he states-'· there is no trace of a Lower Mnschelkalk 
fauna, as particularly exemplified by the genus M onophyllites, the characteristic 
group of Ceratites subrobusti, and the brachiopod layer with Rhynchonella 
G1·iesbachi." 

The horizons distinguished hr C. S. Middlemiss in the r; pper Muschelkalk 
of Kashmir are only of local importance. A fact of particular interest is the 
restriction of Gym.11ites to the lower and of Ptych.Ues to the higher beds. whereas 
the leading speeies of Cemtites, especially C. Thui!leii Opp., are indiscriminately 
distributed throughout the entire mass of the Lpper Muschelkalk. The beds 
containing brachiopods do not form a c:onstant and wide~pread horizon. It is, 
to say the least, impossible to establish a direct correlation between hor. 4, 15-9-09, 
of Khrew, and hor. 6, ll-H-08, of the Guryul ravine on one side ancl hor.1, 12-9-011, 
of Pastanna.h, and hor. 4, 16-8-09, of Lam on the other. 
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The following species are represented in the fauna of the Upper Muschelknlk 
of Kashmir:-

AMMONOIDEA. 

I. Ceralile.s Tkuilleri Opp. 
2. cf, lrinodosua Mojs. 
3. sp. ind. aff. TkuiUeriOpp. 
4. Kut-era Dien. 
5. sp. ind. a!J. bitwdow Hau. 
6. 1"'"""80pp. 
7. onustus Opp. 
8. "P· ind. •U· ,,,,,,.,00 illoja. 
9. sp. iml. a'fl. /alci/er Hau. 

IO. (HoUandite&) Vo~i Opp. 
11. { } Ramna Dien. 
12. ( ) DungamDie.n. 
13. ( ) cf. Arjuna Dien. 
14. ( ) VyaaaDien. 
15. ( ,. ) sp. ind. aff. Cecilii Die11. 
16. ,, (Haliluciles) sp. ind. 
17. BeyricAites Khanikofo Opp. 
18. ,, Kuava Dien. 
19. Hu"fl(Jriles sp. ind. 
20. Sibirites cf. Prah/,ada Dien. 
21. Proteites iudicus iwv. ap. 
22. Acrocli.ordiceraa cf. enode Hau. 
23. cf. Haueri Arth. 
24. ,, cf. BalammaDien. 
25. lac1tWu Middlemiasii nov. sp. 
26. "P· ind. (I). 
27. .. '1'· ind. (II). 
28. Smitlwceraa HermintB Dien. 
29. ,, sp. iwl. 
30. Pinacoceraa cf. Loomilii Dien. 
31. PtycAiteaSaluukvaDien. 
32. Bruecl-neri nov. sp. 
33. Cunningltatni not'. sp. 
34. ,, Ba:rclayi nov. sp. 
35. Ggmnitea Jollyanus Opp. 
36. Sankara Dien. 
37. Vaaanlaaena Dien. 
38. c/. Kir<Ua Dien. 
39. ,, tWV. Sp. ind. 
40. Buddhailes Rama Dien. 

NAUTILOIDEA. 

41. (I) Moflvaroceras Kag:e Dien. 
42. (2) " Bp. inJ.. au. nivicola Dien. 
43. (3) Tlturingionautilua sp. ind. 
44. (4) Syringonautilw sp. ind. aU. Carolint11 l\fojs. 
45. (5) Gr!fPOreros V ihianum nov. sp. 
46. (6) Pnranau11"lus Kashntiricwi wv. sp. 
47. (7) Ortlwcerascf. cmnpanileliojs. 

CoNULARIDA. 

48. (I) Canu/aria sp. ind. , ; 
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GASTEROPODA. 

49. (l) Worthen.ia Dliar1111Un3UI Bl. 
50. (2) Prmnat.hildia rp. ind. 
51. (3) Evmnphalus sp. ind. 
52. (4) Marmalaulla ap. ind. 
53. (5) ScuTria ap. ind. 

LAMELLTBRANCHIATA. 

64. (1) Myoplwria sp. ind. ag. lavigalaJ Ziet. 
53. (2) .. 'P· ind.("'""""">· 
56. (8) Pleuroplu>1'us sp. ind. ag. Owrionii Hau. 
57. (4) Modwla sp. ind. 
58. (5) A"'°"""' indiM ""'· sp. 
69. (6) p....,. sp. ind. •D· "'"""' Goldf.1 
60. (7) Avicula Pastan..,,_ia no•. ap. 
61. (8) lMna 'P· ind. , ....... ). 
62. (9) ,, sp. ind. •D· 1uhpu"""""' d 'Orb. 
63. (10) My~""'"'"'"°'·'P· 
6!. (11) .. .. •. 'P· ind. 
63. (12) Ped.en ap. ind. 
66. (lS) A.nomia triatlica nov. ap. 
67. (14) Anodontop.lora Palar""1.6Mia nov. sp. 
68. (15) .. 'P· ind. 
69. (16) LithopMgus 'P· ind. 

BRACHIOPODA. 

70. (I) Bpiri/erina 8"""11ey; Salt. 
71. (2) ,, (M.....Zia) cf. Koe11Ul:allierW Su ... 
72. (3) Dse/aama Himalayanum Bittn. 
73. (4) /lkync/lon<lla '""'1do8i Bittu. 
71. (5) muta6ilia Stol. 
75. (6) Lao ........ 'P· 
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Notwithstanding this long list the number of additions to the Cephalopoda 
of the Central Himalayas, the chief element of the Muschelkalk fauna, is rather 
small. Leaving out such species as have been considered unworthy of a specific 
denomination, they include altogether two forms of A mmonoidea and two forms 
of Nautiloidea, namely:-

Proteitu indicus. 
licidit.a Middlemisaii. 
G~ViAian.um. 
Pamnauti1us Kashmiricw. 

The faunistic differences between the Spiti and Niti areas on one hand and 
the Muschelkalk sections of Kashmir on tlie other are not very important. The 
most remarkable, perhaps, is the numerfoal preponderance of Gymniles and Bud
dhaites and the comparative scarcity of Ptychites. Whereas i~ Spiti and Pain
khanda the latter genus is remarkably rich in forms and distributed throughout 
the entire mass of the Upper Muschelkalk, although attaining its maximum 
development in the topmost beds, it is entirely _restrict.ed to the latter in Kashmir 
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·and represented by the group of megalodisci only. The rugiferi, which in the 
number of species and individuals play the most important part in the Muschel
kalk of Painkhanda, are completely absent. 

A ramonea tracliyostraca and leiostraca are found in almost equal number. 
The Ceratites nodosi are not considerably surpassed in number by the circum
]Jlicati (sub-genus Hollandites). As a leading fossil of the Muschelkalk of Kash
mir Ceratites Thuilleri Opp. is nearly equal in importance to Gymnites J ollyanus 

·Opp. or Buddhaites Rama Dien. Among the nodosi three new species-

Ceratiies nov. sp. afj. superbo Mojs. 
,, ,, ,, ,, binodoso Hau. 
,, ,, ,, ,, f alcifero Hau. 

are closely alJied to Alpine forms. The T1·opitoidea are represented by two 
·genera, Smithoceras Dien. and I sculites Mojs. Jsculites Middlemissii is the 
largest type of that genus hitherto known. Smithoceras Herminm is identical 
with a species from the Muschelkalk of the Shalshal cliff. No representative of 
the Arcestoidea has as yet been found in the Muschelkalk of Kashmir. We must 
look for them in the facies of red Hallstatt limestones, which have as yet p.ot been 

·discovered beyond the area of exotic blocks in the neighbourhood of Chitichun 
and Sangcha Talla. 

Among the Nautiloidea Grypoceras Viliianu.m is worthy of mention on 
account of its relationship to Alpine Grypoceratidce (G. Suessii, G. galeatum) of 
Upper Triassic age. 

The normal V pper Muschelkalk in the Spiti and Niti areas is a cephalopod
bearing facies, in which Ammonites and Nautiloidea enormously predominate. 
In the Muschelkalk of Kashmir the class of Lamellibranchiata is also very richly 
represented. Some beds of limestone are full of small shells, which at a first 

. glance might with equal reason be attributed to either Pseudomonotis or Lima, 
but actually most probably belong to the latter genus. The number of forms 
worthy of a specific name is, unfortunately, small. No adequate idea of the true 
importance of this class of Mollusca can consequently be got from the few descrip
tions in the present memoir. The oldest species of A nomia and the largest 

·species of .~f ysidioptera occur here. In the higher beds of the Muschelkalk a 
species of i~lyo7Jhoria makes its appearance, which unites some features of the 
German M. lmvigata Ziet. and of the Alpine M. Keferstcinii Muenst. Although 

. close affinities with European forms are indicated in many cases, a direct specific 
identity of Alpine and Himalayan shells is not known to me. 

III.-UPPER TRIAS. 

In all the se~tions of Kashmir the MuschelkaJk passes gradually into beds of 
,Upper Triassic age. This g~adual passage is evident from the descriptions 

. given by C. S. Middlemiss. The beds of the Upper Trias are more massive than 
. those of the Muschelkalk and " finally build an array of picturesque crags and 
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prec1p1ces, towering high above the surrounding country." But no distinct 
boundary can be drawn between the two groups. 

The development of the Upper Trias in Kashmir, which attains several 
thousands of feet in thickness, is quite different from that known in the Central 
Himalayas of the Spiti and Niti areas," there being no Upper Trias Ammonites 
represented and also none of the very characteristic Daonella shales and Halobia 
limestones." (C. S. Middlemiss, l.c., p. 246.) 

It is only in the lower division of the Upper Trias that beds rich in Lamelli
branchiata and Brachiopoda have been occasionally met with. The best sections, 
with Lamellibranch beds fairly well developed, are those in the neighbourhood of 
Pastannah, where fossils of the Carnie stage have been found from hor. 3, 30-8-09, 
which is about 400 feet above A, the standard horizon of the Upper Muschelkalk, 
to hor. 6, 30-8-09, about 200 feet above hor. 3, 30-8-09. They are Lamellibranchi
ata., with the exception of one single species of Brachiopoda, Dielasrna julicum, 

.Bittn. 
The fauna of those four horizons contains the following species :-

Myophorw cf. Ke/ersteiniiMuenst. var. multiradiata W. 
,, M iddlemissii nov. sp. 
,, sp. ind. aff. Whateleym Buch. 

Trigonodus sp. ind. 
,, nov. sp. ind. 

H arnesia Bltavani nov. sp. 
Pseudomonotis sp. ind. 
Lima cf. subpunctata d 'Orb. 
Mysidioptera sp. ind. 
Pecten (Chlamys) Middlemissii nov. sp. 

,, (l'elopecten) sp. ind. 
Dielasma ji.dicum Bittn. 

This fauna has a decidedly younger aspect than that of the Upper Muschel
kalk. . Although very scanty and meagre, it bears the stamp of a Carnie age. 
The gen.us 111 yophoria especially offers sufficient evidence for a correlation with 
Alpine faunre. 

The most remarkable type is a Myoplwria, which undoubtedly belongs to the 
group of M. Kefersteinii Muenst. and can hardly be distinguished from the r;ar. 
multiradiata Waag. of the Alpine shell. In the Mediterranean region 111. Kefer
steinii is one of the most characteristic elements of the Raibl beds (.J ulic sub
stage). But the stratigraphical value of the Himalayan Myopho1'ia is somewhat 
diminished by its very close affinity with a species from the Upper Muschelkalk, 
which in the present memoir has been compared with M. lcevigata Ziet. The 
question arises, whether the Himalayan shell is, indeed, a straggler from the 
Mediterranean basin, which has entered the Indian Triassic province during the 
Julie period, or should rather be considered as a direct descendant from the Hima
layan form of the Muschelkalk. In this case its similarity with M. Kefersteinii 
would be a case of convergency only, not of direct affinity. Provided our decision 
in favour of the ]atter alternative should be correct, the presence of this .lf yophoria 
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could not be considered as a safe base for a. correlation of the Upper Triassic 
horizons of Pastannah with the Julie sub-stage. 

A second species of Myophoria, which is nearly allied to ,If. W hateley111 Buch, 
one of the species of Trigonodus, Lima cf. subpunctata, Dielasma julicum, show 
all a Carnie habit. Their occurrence confirms what would be expected from the
presence of Myopho1'ia cf. Kefersteinii, r:iz., that the Upper Triassic horizons 
of Pastannah appro•imately correspond in age to the Carnie stage (beds of St. 
Cassian and Raibl). 

There are three more localities in Kashmir, from which fossiliferous beds of 
Upper Triassic age have been quoted by C. S. Middlemiss. The horizons and 
fossils are shown in the following list:-

I.-SPUR N.N.W. OF KHREW. 

hor. 3, 16-9-09, 150 feet above the Ptychites bed, hor. 2, 16-9-09, and hor. 1-2. 
10-9-09 :- . 

Hf.Bf'tle8ia Bliavani nov. sp. 
llpiri/erit14 sp. ind. afj. Ulangenail Stol. 

Stmckeyi &It . 
., (Mentzelia) cf. MmtuliiDunk. 

Rgnc/,onella trinodosi t.-af'. Fmlafieldi Dien. 

II.-LAM, PATARXUL VALf.EY. 

hor. 1, 16-8-0_9, about 600 feet above hor. 3, 16-8-09 :-· 

Gervilleiaip. ind. 
Spiri/erina Stmcheyi Salt. 

hor. 5, 16-8-09, 200 feet above the Ptychites bed, hor. 4, 16-8-09 :

Trigonl>llua sp. ind-
Pleurop/iONJ.1 cf. Curionii Hau. 

III.-NARASTAN. 

hor. 1, 25-8-09, hor. 3, 25-8-09 :-

Spiri/fflna Straclteyi Salt. 
Rl1:!fnc1ionella Umana nov. rp. 

There is no evidence in favour of a correlation of these faunre with the 
Carnie stage. On the contrary, the Brachiopoda point to the Muschelkalk, not 
to the Upper Trias. whereas the few Lamellibranchiata possess rather indifferent 
characters, not fit for an exact determination of the age. It must, however, be
borne in mind that the Camic fauna of the "Grey beds" in Spiti is also rema.rk
able for the presence of several species of Brachiopoda, which are either identical 
with or allied very closely to Muschelkalk forms, among them ~llentzelia Mentzelii 
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and Rhynclionella trinodosi var. Freshfieldi. Spirijerina St1'acheyi Salt. must 
now be added. It seems to range throughout the entire thickness of the Upper 
Muschelkalk into beds of Upper Triassic age, as is evident from its association 
with Hmrnesia Bhavani, one of the most characteristic species of the Upper 
Trias of Pastannab. 

Notwithstanding the predominance of Muschelkalk types among the Brachio
poda, the beds including these meagre faunro must be presumed t-0 belong to the 
Upper Trias, as explained by C. S. Middlemiss in the description of his type
sections. Although the stratigraphical evidence is not supported by the paheon
tological results, it appears sufficient in this case io decid"' the que$tioi1 of age. 

The presencr of Fpper Tl'iassic beds of Noric or Rlia.~tic age in Kashmir is 
eYi<lcnt from I.ydekker's discovery of M egalodon in u dark limestone near Sha.rgol, 
Ladakh (Memoir.<, Geol. Sui·v. of India, XXII, p. 164). There is, however, no 
indication of this .llegalodon lime.stone in the sections of the Vihi district, whiC'h 
have been studied by C. S. Middlemiss. 



PLATE L 

Fig. 1 a, b. Ophiceras SakunWo. Dien. forma typ . 
., 2 a, b. ,, ,, ,, v&r_. 
,, 3. Ophiceras cf. gibbosum Griesb. 
,, 4 a, b. Ophiceras cf. tibeticwn Grieab. 
,, 5 a, b. Ophiceras cf. mediwn Grieab. 
,, 6. Ophiceras ptychodes Dien . 
., 7. Ophiceras Chamunda Dien. 
,, 8. Opbiceras demisaum Opp. 
,, 9 a, b. Ophiceras demisawn Opp. 
,, 10. Ophiceras sp. ind. aff. gibboso Grieeb. 
,, 11. Xenodisctas cf. Lissarensis Dien. 

All specimens from the Ophiceras layer of Paatannah, Lowm Trias, 
hor. l, 5-9-09. 
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Pho!. u. Lkhtdruck v. M. Jaff~. Win. 



PLATE II. 

Fig. 1. Transitional form between Ophiceraa Sakuntala Dien. an1l Xenodiacua Waagen. 
" 2 a, b. Transitional form between Ophiceras tibeticum Griesb. a.nd Xenodiacus Waag. 
,, 3 a, b. Xenodiscus himalayanua Grieab. 
,. 4. Xenodiscus himalavanus Griesb. 
,, 5 a, b. Xenodiscus 0Salomonii nov. sp. 
" 6 tJ, b. Xenodiscus Althothm nov. sp. 
,, 7n a, b. Xenodiscus Comptoni nov. sp. 
" 8 a, b. Xenodiscns cf. ophioneus Waa.g. 
,, 9 a, b. Xenodiscua cf. ophioneus Waag. 
,. 10 a, b. Xenodiscus equicostatus nov. ap. 
,, 11 a, b. Xenodiscus Althothie nov. sp. 

All specimens from the Ophiceras layer of Paetannah., Lower Trias, 
hor. 1, 5-9-09. 
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Reltschllgtr dtl. Phot.u.Llcbldruckv. M. J afl~, Witn. 



PLATE Ill. 

Fig. 1 a, b. Xenodiscua cf. ellipticua Dien. 
,. 2 o. b. Xenodiscus cf. rotula W &aJl. 
,, 3 a, b. Xenodiaeua cf. Sit.ala Dien: 

4 a, b. V18hnuites Pra1ambha Dien. 
Theae four specimens from the Ophiceras la~·cr of Pastannah, Lower 

Trias, hor. l, 5-9-09. 

" 5 11• b c, ) {Lower Trias. Pastannab, hor. 
~· a, b. J Hungarit.es Middleruiasii nov. sp. X, 4.9.00. 

8 a b, c } {Lower Trias, exact horizon un~ 
9 ' · lnyoitcs Kaabm.iricus nov. sp. known. Paste.nna.h. 

.. iO a, b. Nannites sp. ind. 
11 a, b, c. Ka.~hmiritcs Blaschkei nov. sp . 

., 12 a, b, c:. Kashmirites Blaschkei nov. ap. 
,. 13 a, b. Kaahm.iritea subannatus nov. sp. 

These four specimens from the upper Cuvision of the- Lower Trias, E. 
of Guryul ra\•ine, hor. 1, 6-8-08. 
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Reltscht~gtr dt l. P~o t. u,Lithtdruck1'o M. J alft,Witn . 



PLATE IV. 

Fig. l a, b, c. Prionites Guryulensis nov. sp. 
,, 2 a, b, c. Koninckites cf. Yudisbthira Dien. 
,, 3 a, b. Meekoceras sp. ind. aff. Jolinkense Krafft. 
,, 4 a, b. Flemingites (?) sp. ind. aff. l\fothensis Krafft. 

These four specimens from the upper division of the Lower Trias, E. 
of Guryul ravine, bor. 1, 6-8-08. 

~ :: ~. c. } Pseudosageceras clavisellatum nov. ap. Sutures twice enlarged. 

These two specimens from the Ophiceras layer of Pastannah, Lower 
Trias, hor. 1, 5-9-09 . 

., 7. Pseudosageceras sp. ind. Sutures. 
Lower Trias, E. of Guryul ravine, hor. 1, 6-8-08. 

,, 8 a, b, c. Sibirites sp. ind. aff. ibex Waag. 
Lower Trias, Mandakpal, hor. 4, 4-8-08. 
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Rtitsch l~gtr dtl. Phot. ~. Lichtdruck v~~.Wieo. 



PLATE V. 

Fig. 1 a, b, c . ..\sll~::r f;i~~<i. ~[~:;y~ ;!~i~:=~i, 6~~:)· 
,, .2 a, b, c. Kashmirites Sllbannatus nov. sp. 
,, 3 a, b. Kailimirites subannatus 1~ov. sp. 
,, 4 a, b. Stephanitea sp. ind. aft. superbo Waag. 

5 a, b. Kashmirites sp. ind. aff. subarmato Dien. 
,. 6 a, b, c. d. Kaslunirites bp, ind. aff. lro\·igato Waag. Sutures twice enlarged. 
,, 7 a, b, c. Sibirites kdshmiricus nov. ap. 

These six specimens from the upper division of the Lower Trias. E. 
of Guryul ravine, hor. 1, 6-8-0e. 

,, 8 a, b. Pseudomonotis Griesbachi Bittn. 
,, 9. Paeudomonotis aurita Hau. 
~· 10 a, b. Pseudomonotis Painkbandana Bittn. 
,, 11. Pseudomonoti<J tenuistriata. Bittn . 
., 12. Pseudomonotis sp. ind. aff. austriaca Bittn. 
,, 13. Pseudomonotis multifonnia Bittn. 

These six specimens from the Ophiceras layer of PaataD.Dah, Lowa 
Trias, hor. 1, G-9-09. 

,, 14. a, b, c. Pseudomonotis decidens Bittn. 
Unper divi!!ion of the J~owcr Triaa, E. of Guryul ravine, hor. 2, 6-8-M. 
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Reltschll&;udel. Pbot.u_. Uchtdruckv.M.J~. 



PLATE VI. 

Fig. 1 a, b, c. Ptychites Briickneri nov. sp. Lam, Patnrkul valley. 
,, 2 a, b, c. Proteites indicus nov. sp. Ridge N. 15° W. of Khrew. 

3. Thuringionautilus ap. ind. (transverse section). Pastannab. 
,. 4 a, b. Grypoceras Vihianum nov. sp. Ridge N. 15° W. of Khrew. 

5 a, b. Grypoceras Vibiannm nov. sp. Pastannah. 
All specimens from the Muschelkalk. 
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Rei tscht .• gu dd. Ph~t.u.Lichtdruck v.M.Jaff~,Wien., 



PLATE VII. 

Fig. 1 a, b. Ceratites sp. ind. aff. falcifero Hau. Temple hill, Kluew • 
., 2. Ceratites Thuilleri Opp. Spur N.N.E. of Khunmu. 
,, 3 a, b. Ceratitcs Thuilleri Opp. Temple hill, Khrew. 
,, 4. Ceratites Kuvera Dien. E. of Guryul ravine, Khunmu. p ~ii 
,, 5 a, b. Hungarites sp. ind. Pastannab . 
., 6 a, b. Hungarites sp. ind. Paatannah. 
,, 7. Acrochordiceras cf. enode Hau. Ridge N.15°\V. of Khrew. r-· ::.1 
,, 8 a, b. Acrochordiceras cf. Ha.ueri Arth. Lam, Patarkul valley. r· &~ 
,. 9 a, b. Smithoceras Hermirue Dien. Pastannah. 

IO. Smitboceras Henninro Dien. Temple bill, Kbrew. 
All specimens from the lluschelkalk. 
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.Hei lschl!gerdel l'hutu.Lichldrnck v. M.J11lt~.W1en. 



PLATE VIII. 

Fi,q. I a. b. Ceratitea sp. ind. aft. auperbo Mojs. E. of Guryul ravine, 
.. 2 11, b, e. d. Ceratitea onuatus Opp. Temple bill, Khrew. 
,, 3 a, b. Ceratites sp. ind. aff. Thuilleri Opp. Lam, Patarkul valley. 

4 a, b. Ce!'atites ap. ind. aff. binod08Q Hau. Lnm, Patarkul valley. 
5. Cera.tites trunCUB Opp. Pastannah. 
6 a, b, c. Sibiritea cf. Pmhlada Dien. Pastannah. 

All specimens from the !lluschelkalk. 
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Reihchltgtr del. Photu.Lich1Jruekv.M.Jalli!, Wiu. 



PLATE IX. 

Fig.1 a. b. Ptychite& Barclayi nov. sp. Spur N.N.E. of Khunmu. 
" 2. Ptychites Barclayi nov. sp. (Sutures.) E. of Guryul ravine. Khunmu. 
,, 3 a, b. Smithocera& ep. ind. Paat.anoah. 

All specimene from the Muachelkalk. 
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Reitschliigtr del. l'hot.u.Lichtd ruck v. M.jafl~ ,Witn. 



PLATE X. 

l1'ig. l a, b, c. Isculites Middlemiuii nov. sp. Spur N.N.E. of Khunmu. 
2 a, b. I sculitea ep. ind. (I). Pastannah . 

. , 3 a, b. Isculites sp. ind. (II). Pastannah . 
• , 4 a, b, c. Ptychitt.a Cunningbami nov. sp. Spur N.N.E. of Khunmu. 

All 1pecimena from the lluschelkalk. 
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ReitschlJgerdel. Pilot. u. LlcMdru~~ Y. At. jail~ , W ien. 



PLATE XI. 

Fig. I a, b. c. P d.ra.nautilU8 Kaahmiricws nov. 11p. Temple hill, Khrew. 
,, 2. Conularia (1, sp. ind. E. of Guryul ravine. 
,, 3 a, b. Euompbalus sp. ind. Pastannah. 
,, 4 a, b. )larmolatella sp. ind. Pastannah. 
,, 5 a, b. 8curria sp. iud. E. of Guryul ravine . 
. , 6 a, b. J.l.vophoria. sp. ind. a.ff. lievigatai Ziet. E. of Guryu1 ravine, 
., 7. Myophoria. sp. ind. Gap on ridge N. 15° W. of Khrew . 
., 8 a, 1.i. lf.vsidioptera eximia nov. sp. 1 mile W. of Pastamua.b . 

• .\11 specimens from the Muschelkalk. 
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Rt!tschllger del . Ph o 1 .11. Llchtdroek,.M.)1ff~.Wien, 



PLATE XII . 

.Fig. 1. Pleurophorus sp. ind. E. of Guryul ravine. 
,, 2. Pleurophorus an Heminajaa sp. ind. E. of Guryul ravine. 
,, 3. Modiola sp. ind. Paatannah. 
,. 4 a, b. Areoptera indica nov. sj>. E. of Guryol ravine. 
,, 5. Perna sp. ind. aft. vetDBt&! Goldf. Pastannah. 
,, 6 a, b. Avicula Past-annahensis nov. sp. Pasliannah. 
,, 7 a, b, c. Anodontophora Patarkulensis no\·, sp. Lam. 

:: J .~:.•do}nro:::• .:· ;::: .:: s~~p:ct:~ K:.:~. N. 15' W. of Khrew. 
,, 11 a, b. 
,, 12. Lima sp. ind. (striate). Pastannah. 
,. 13. Mysidioptera sp. ind. Pastannab. 
,. 14. Pecten sp. ind. N. 15°W. of Khrew. 
,, 15. Anomia triadica. nov. sp. Lam. 
,, 16. Anomia triadica nov. sp. N. 15° W. of Kbl'l'w. 
,, 17 a, b. Trigonodus an Pachycardia sp. ind. N. 15° W. of Kbrew. 
,, 18 a, b. Lithophagus sp. ind. Pastannah. ' 
,, 19 a, b. c, d. Spiriferina Stracheyi Sa.It. N. 15° W. of Khrew. 
,.20a,b.~d.) 
,, 21 a, b, c. \ Rhynehonella trinodosi Bittn. N. H".>0 \V. of Khrew. 
" 22. J 

All specimens from the Muschelkalk. 
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PLATR XIII. 

l!'ig. 1 a, b, c. d. Rhynchonella Lam.a.na nov. ap. Lam. 
,, 2 a, b, c, d. Rhynchonella. Lamana nov. sp. Pastannah, 
,, 3 a, b, c, d. Rbynchonella. Lamananov. sp. Lam. 
,, 4 a, b, c, d, Rhyncbonella Lamana nov. sp. Pastannah. 

These four specimens from the Muachelkalk. 
" 5.1 
,, 6. I 
,, 7. ~Myopboria r.f. Kefcrsteinii Muell8t. var. multiradiata Waaq'. 

s. I 
9.) 

:: ~~:} Myophoria Middlemissii nov. sp .. Pastannah • 
• , 12. 
,, 13. Myophorio. sp. ind. afT. Whateleyro Buch. 1'astanna11. 
,, 14. Myophoria. sp. ind. alf. Whateleym Buch. Pastannah. 
,, 15 a, b, c. Hrerneaia. Bhuvani nov. sp. Pa.stanna.h. 
,, 16 a, b. Hrerneaia Bhavani nov. sp. Paata.nnah. 
,, 17. Hmrneeia Bhavani nov. sp. Spur N.W. of Kbrew~ 
,, 18. Trigonodus sp. ind. Pastannah. 
,, 19. Lima cf. subpunctata D'Orb. Pastannah. 
,, 20. Pecten (Chlamys) ~liddlemissii no\·, sp. Pastanno.h. 
,, 21. Pleurophorus cf. Curionii Hau. Lam. 
,, 22. Spiriferina Stracheyi Salt. Lam. 
,, 23 a, b, c, d, e. Spiriferina Stracheyi Salt. Lam. 
,, 24 a, b. Spiriferi.na Stracheyi Salt. Spur N.W. of Khrew. 

Pasta.nnah. 

,, 25 a,b, c, d. Spiriferina sp. iud. a.ff. LillLnJ.(ensis Stol. Si>ur N.W. of Khrew. 
,. 21i a, b, c, d. Rhyncbonella trinodosi var. Freshfil"ldi Diem, ·spur N.W. of Khrcw. 
,, 27 a, b, c, d. Diehasma julicum Bittn. Pastannah. 

All spocime.ns from the Upper Trias 
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